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Growth of engineered tissue constructs is dependent on spatiotemporally regulated signals.

The optical opacity and dynamic physical properties of developing tissue present a chal-

lenge for controlling flow-induced shear distribution in thick, perfused constructs. Tools

capable of applying controlled mechanical stimuli throughout engineered tissue constructs

and simultaneously obtaining readouts of construct growth have not been developed. The

features of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) that make it clinically suitable; primarily its

noninvasiveness, large penetration depth, number of available contrast weightings, and use

of non-ionizing radiation; make it worth investigating as a tool for monitoring thick and

increasingly complex tissue cultures.

This work presents an MRI compatible, multi-inlet perfusion bioreactor capable of de-

livering arbitrary flow and, by extension, flow-induced shear patterns throughout 3D tissue

constructs by varying flowrates between twelve inlets. Multiple scaffolds were evaluated for

mechanical compatibility with the perfusion bioreactor and biocompatibility with endothelial

and parenchymal cell lines. Cell population distribution was compared in identical scaffolds

cultured under static and patterned perfusion conditions. Diffusion, T2, and magnetization

transfer (MT) MRI weightings were investigated as a means to generate quantitative maps

of cell density and viability.
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It was found that flow induced shear maps could be calculated in multiple environments

from a combination of MRI velocimetry maps, culture chamber geometry, and substrate

properties. Several biopolymer hydrogels and macroporous sponges were shown to be me-

chanically compatible with long term perfusion while promoting sufficient endothelial and

parenchymal cell growth. Flow-induced shear patterns within a tissue engineering construct

were shown to influence cell distribution. Viable cell density was quantifiable within phys-

iological ranges using diffusion-, T2-, and MT-weighted MRI. Viability was independently

quantified from cell density using a combination of MT- and diffusion-weighted MRI with a

multivariate surface calibration.

This work demonstrates the components necessary to achieve the long-term goal of closed

loop, flow and shear controlled tissue development. The tools described here can be immedi-

ately applied toward determining the relationship between cell population distribution and

shear pattern in the centimeter scale, which is a critical piece of information necessary to

create a tissue growth control algorithm.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1 Tissue Engineering

Severe injury or disease, including end-stage autoimmune disorders, may cause permanent

loss of function of whole organs or regions of tissue that ultimately requires treatment con-

sisting of replacement tissue [33–40]. The availability of autograftable tissue is limited, and

using it can lead to donor site morbidity [41–43]. Allograft donor tissue is accompanied by

the risk of rejection and infectious disease transmission [44–46], and there has been a donor

organ shortage that shows no sign of waning [47–49]. Despite the shortcomings, donor tissue

continues to remain the “gold standard” of care for patients requiring extensive tissue re-

placement, and in many cases it is the only treatment option available [33]. Larger quantities

of replacement tissue have been sought from multiple sources including interspecies chimeric

hosts [50] and in vitro engineered tissue constructs. Tissue engineering (TE) is the design of

therapies composed of a combination of cells, structural biomaterials, and biochemical fac-

tors [51] for the purpose of restoring the natural tissue’s lost function [52], thereby reducing

the need for donor tissue. Additionally, the development of engineered tissue constructs is in-

centivized by their potential to serve as model in vitro systems applicable to pharmaceutical

development and biological research [1].

The specific combination of cells, materials, and factors used to engineer a tissue de-

pends on the application, and not all components are necessarily required to achieve fully

restored function. Whereas a cellularized construct is necessary to restore function of a

whole organ [53], an acellular scaffold may be sufficient to restore the function of a damaged

peripheral nerve [54]. When applicable, acellular scaffolds are ideal because they reduce

1



the need for donor tissue and the possibility of transplant rejection simultaneously, which

was shown to be the case for recombinant human collagen corneal implants [55]. When

cells are required, considerations include their source, availability, proliferative capacity, and

potency [56].

Some considerations for engineering an in vitro tissue model are diagrammed in Fig. 1.1.

The TE construct is comprised of cells and a three-dimensional (3D) scaffold structure to

which cells attach [52]. Cells can be cultured to synthesize their own scaffold [57–60], seeded

on a scaffold prior to implantation [61, 62], or encouraged to migrate into a scaffold from a

patient’s surrounding tissue post implantation — a process that can be enhanced by impreg-

nating the scaffold with a chemoattractant [63–65]. Cells at multiple stages of differentiation

have been seeded on scaffolds prior to implantation, including stem cells, progenitors, and

fully differentiated phenotypes [62,66–68]. Lastly, appropriate environmental conditions and

signals are required to cultivate the TE construct to the stage at which it is capable of

performing its desired function following implantation. The device that provides the envi-

ronment, referred to as a bioreactor, can range in complexity from a tissue culture dish to

an in vivo implantation site [69–73].

1.1.1 Cell Considerations

For a TE construct to function properly, the construct needs to be populated with a sufficient

quantity of cells of the correct phenotype.

1.1.1.1 Cell Selection

Multiple cell sources have been investigated for tissue engineering. Autologous cells are

preferred for their immunocompatibility with the recipient, but are limited in supply [74].

Allogenic cells have been successfully used in engineered dermal substitutes where they pro-

mote wound healing prior to experiencing immune rejection [3]. Progenitors, adult unipotent

or multipotent stem cells, and induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) are being investigated

in TE applications [3]. Embryonic stem (ES) cells are capable of indefinite self-renewal
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Figure 1.1: Tissue Engineering Overview. Diagram highlights the primary consider-

ations for engineering a functional in vitro tissue model including the cells, scaffold, and

growth environment. © 2017 Caddeo, Boffito and Sartori. Adapted from [1, 2]; origi-

nally distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution License. © Jessica Montero

Zamora, 2018. Adapted from [2]; originally disbributed under Attribution-NonCommercial-

ShareAlike 4.0 International (CC BY-NC-SA 4.0).

and differentiation into nearly every lineage (pluripotency) [3]. These properties make ES

cells candidates for in vitro expansion followed by differentiation into a desired phenotype

once a sufficient quantity has been obtained — a strategy that is currently being clinically

tested [3]. One challenge with ES cells is that their potency and self-renewal capacity make

them potentially tumorigenic [4]. Adult stem cells are found in every organ system [75], have

a limited number of divisions during which they are usable [4], and can differentiate into
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a few lineages or a single lineage (multipotent and unipotent, respectively) [3]. Progenitor

cells are further differentiated towards a specific lineage and cannot renew themselves indef-

initely [75]. The harvesting and expansion of autologous stem or progenitor cell populations

has been successfully implemented in a few dermal and cartilage TE products [3]. Most

research on stem cell harvest, isolation, culture, and differentiation has been done on adult

stem cells and progenitors due to ethical concerns and reduced tumorigenic risk, but recent

advances in ES cell culture technology suggests their future use in TE products is likely [3].

Fully differentiated adult somatic cells, which are typically only capable of a limited num-

ber of divisions and incapable of further differentiation, have been genetically reprogrammed

into iPSCs [76,77]. This potentially circumvents the limited supply of other stem cells, given

the abundance of fully differentiated adult cells. Research is being done to reduce the T cell-

mediated immune response observed when transplanting autologous iPSCs [4]. Additionally,

research is being done to induce multipotent or unipotent cell lines from fully differentiated

cells to circumvent the need for early stage differentiation that is required when cells are

dedifferentiated to the pluripotent state [3].

1.1.1.2 Cell Behavior

When assessing tissue growth and developing analytical methods to probe it, cell prolifera-

tion, migration and differentiation are cell behaviors of interest, which, if measured, could

provide useful biological insights into the final cellular content and functional capacity [52,78].

Environmental parameters which influence these behaviors are summarized in Table 1.1.

Table 1.1 demonstrates that individual environmental cues have been shown to influence

multiple cell behaviors. For example, substrate stiffness influences all behaviors listed in the

table [89]. Additionally, multiple types of stimuli have been shown to influence a single type

of behavior. For example, differentiation is influenced by scaffold composition [79, 97, 98],

soluble factors [96, 99], substrate stiffness [89], surface roughness [88, 96], electrical stim-

ulation [95], substrate topography [88], surface chemistry [86], hydrostatic pressure [94],

and shear stress [91, 92]. Scaffold composition refers to the materials comprising the scaf-
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Table 1.1: Cell Behaviors.

Behavior Behavior Measurement Environmental Cues

Proliferation time course cell counts [79],

MTT Assay [80], XTT As-

say [81]

Soluble factors [82–85], substrate

topography [86–88], substrate stiff-

ness [89], Shear Stress [90–93], sur-

face chemistry [86], surface rough-

ness [88], hydrostatic pressure [94],

electrical stimulation [95]

Differentiation Cell lineage marker expres-

sion [79,96]

Scaffold composition [79, 97, 98], sol-

uble factors [96, 99], substrate stiff-

ness [89], surface roughness [88,

96], electrical stimulation [95], sub-

strate topography [88], surface chem-

istry [86], hydrostatic pressure [94],

shear stress [91,92]

Migration Individual cell track-

ing [100], scratch wound

healing assay [101]

Electrical stimulation [95], stiff-

ness gradient [89], hydrostatic pres-

sure [94], soluble gradient [102, 103],

shear stress [90]

Adhesion Integrin expression [79],

centrifugation as-

say [79, 104], optically eval-

uated morphology [79,96]

Scaffold composition [79], surface

chemistry [86,96,103], surface rough-

ness [88, 96], substrate stiffness [89],

shear stress [105]

Cell align-

ment

Optical microscopy and im-

age analysis software [106–

108]

Electrical stimulation [95, 106], sur-

face topography [87, 109], shear

stress [93, 109, 110], substrate stiff-

ness [89]
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Figure 1.2: Cell Sources for Tissue Engineering. Reprinted from [3], Copyright (2020),

with permission from Elsevier. Adapted from [4]; originally distributed under the Creative

Commons Attribution License (CC BY).

.

fold. Soluble factors are dissolved molecules including growth factors, small molecules, and

cytokines [111]. Roughness is a measurement of micro-irregularities formed by peaks and val-

leys on a material’s surface [112]. Electrical stimulation refers to the flow of electric current

through a material [95].

The stimuli listed in Table 1.1 have been applied in a variety of ways to induce different

behavioral responses. Topography refers to the patterned placement of surface features such

as chemical modifications, grooves, and holes. Surface chemistry refers to molecular modi-

fication including integrin adhesion molecules, ion implantation, self-assembled monolayers,

polymer brushes, functional groups, etc. The geometrical parameters of the topographic

features (width, depth, spacing, etc.) are known to contribute to cell behavior [86, 87].

Scaffold topography has been used to influence chondrocytes, endothelia, epitena, epithe-
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lia, fibroblasts, leucocytes, lymphocytes, macrophages, mesenchyme, neurons, osteocytes,

oligodendrocytes, smooth muscle cells, and tumor cells [87]. Electrical stimulation has been

applied to cells by direct coupling, capacitive coupling, and inductive coupling; in monopha-

sic and biphasic patterns; and as sinusoidal, square, triangular, and saw tooth waveforms

to induce varying cell responses [95]. Surface roughness is modulated by blasting, electro

polishing, nanofiber formation, chemical treatment, photolithography, electron beam lithog-

raphy, dip-pen nanolithography, imprint lithography, and colloidal lithography [88]. Surface

roughness has been shown to influence behaviors such as adhesion, cytokine release, and

gene expression [88].

Migration cues shown in Table 1.1 applied homogenously throughout a cell culture have

been used to alter cell motility, or the rate at which a cell moves randomly along its sub-

strate [102]. An example is matrix density. Cell motility is known to peak at an optimal

matrix density. Increasing the density of matrix fibers and, consequently, adhesion points

in a homogenous matrix beyond the optimal amount reduces cell motility due excessive ad-

hesion forces a cell must overcome. Decreasing the matrix density below optimal levels can

also reduce cell motility by preventing cells from gaining traction [113]. Directed migration

has been induced through asymmetric environmental cues, or gradients, and is defined by

the type of cue inducing the directional migration: chemotaxis for soluble signals, hapto-

taxis for surface chemistry, galvanotaxis (electrotaxis) for electrical potential, and durotaxis

for mechanical signals [102, 103]. Multiple simultaneous environmental gradients may be

present, and their combined influence on cell migration is not always simply additive. In-

stead, complicated, cell-type dependent signal hierarchies and interdependencies factor into

cell migration behavior [102]. Behaviors are also dependent on cell type. For example,

smooth muscle cells align perpendicular to the direction of applied shear stress compared to

endothelial cells, which align themselves parallel [114].

Multiple classes of stimuli applied simultaneously have been shown to have coopera-

tive influences on cell behavior. A combination of inductive coupling with a high sulfated

hyaluronan derivative substrate was used to synergistically stimulate mesenchymal stem cells

(MSCs) toward osteogenic differentiation [95]. There is evidence that soluble factors and
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integrin adhesion receptors cooperatively regulate cell cycle, influencing the rate of prolifer-

ation [115]. Shear stress and matrix stiffness cooperatively influence endothelial elongation

and intercellular junction tightness [116].

Beyond simply populating the scaffold, additional cell behaviors indicative of a functional

engineered tissue include proper cell morphology, patterns of gene and protein expression,

and metabolic function [117–122]. Combinations of multiple types of cell behavior are re-

quired for proper morphogenesis, or the formation of larger, multicellular structures such as

tissue functional units [52].

The type of behavior a cell demonstrates is dependent on the cell’s intrinsic biology (cell

type) as well as environmental conditions, the latter featuring more prominently within the

scope of tissue engineering [78, 117–119]. Environmental conditions include the chemical

constituents and mechanical stresses present in a cell’s microenvironment, both of which can

be presented to cells in a controlled manner through scaffold and bioreactor design [123–126].

The following sections will discuss some ways by which a cell’s 3D environment can be

influenced and controlled through the bioreactor’s inputs and the scaffold properties.

1.1.1.3 Flow and Shear Promote Vascular Morphogenesis

Flow induced shear is a shear stress generated at a boundary, such as the surface of a solid,

by a fluid moving in relation to that boundary. It can be generated by flow past protein fibers

inside a biopolymer hydrogel matrix or by flow over the surface of a hydrogel. Both flow and

shear have been shown to impact endothelial cell behavior, and the specific effects of shear can

depend on parameters such as flow direction, quantity of shear, and chemical signals [127–

129]. This section will briefly describe examples of ways in which shear or flow can impact

vascular morphogenesis. One example is that interstitial flow — or flow through extracellular

matrix — at a velocity of 10 µm ·s−1 has been shown to promote the formation of multicellular

networks of branched, lumen-containing structures in a process resembling neovascularization

in vitro compared to static culture [130]. Another example is that the quantity of wall shear

stress over a monolayer of endothelial cells has been shown to promote angiogenic sprouting
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in terms of the total number of sprouts formed and the depth to which they penetrate

the underlying matrix [127]. Also, there is an optimal quantity of shear for promoting

angiogenic sprouting, above or below which the behavior is less pronounced [127]. Interstitial

flow has been shown to work in conjunction with VEGF to promote formation of larger

(higher numbers of cells/structure) and more densely packed branched, lumen containing

structures [128]. When two prefabricated, endothelial-seeded channels are adjacent to each

other, angiogenic sprouting into the space between channels has been shown to be dependent

on the direction of interstitial flow between the channels, the quantity of wall shear in

either channel, and the distribution of VEGF (concentration gradient or uniform) between

channels [129]. It has also been shown that the spatial distribution of transmural shear

corresponds to spatially distinct patterns of endothelial vascular morphogenesis [19]. Finally,

it has been demonstrated that the timing, or temporal pattern, of applied shear stress can

modulate the intracellular Ca2+ response in endothelial cells, a response which is known to

influence cell behaviors that promote vascular morphogenesis [131,132].

1.1.2 Scaffold Design

When engineering tissues, it is common practice to seed cells in a scaffold [52]. Scaffolds

provide a high surface area matrix that is mechanically sound, enabling dispersion of cells

in 3D space at a given cell concentration (high enough to promote cell-cell interactions,

but low enough to avoid overcrowding), while supporting the growth of cells under quasi-

immobilized conditions [133,134]. The growth of cells requires continuous exchange of soluble

factors (O2, growth factors, nutrients, metabolic byproducts, etc.) [135]. Hence, placing cells

in a scaffold of the right porosity and mechanical strength is necessary to ensure delivery and

removal these vital supplies and wastes via transport [134]. Without a 3D scaffold, cells are

typically unable to grow over extended periods, since they eventually crowd their substrate

as a monolayer and begin to experience contact inhibition, making it impossible to generate

thick tissue. [136].

Scaffolds provide an engineered tissue with its initial support and influence cell behav-
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ior [52]. Cell behavior has been shown to depend on mechanical, chemical, and architec-

tural scaffold properties such as stiffness, density and type of attachment points, crosslink

density/mesh size, and macropore size [124,137–142]. Some scaffold properties (attachment

points, stiffness, and topography) and cell behaviors which are influenced by these properties

(proliferation, differentiation, spreading and migration) are diagrammed in Fig. 1.3. Matrix

stiffness refers to the material’s resistance to deformation, which is characterized by the

elastic modulus. An example of the influence of stiffness on cell behavior is the dependence

of fibroblast motility and focal adhesion organization on polyacrylamide gel stiffness [143].

The elastic modulus of natural tissue spans from a few hundred pascal (brain, liver) to over

ten gigapascal (bone) [89, 144]. Cells respond to mechanical stimuli in the environment, in-

cluding matrix stiffness, shear force, or tension or compression applied directly to a scaffold

by a mechanism called mechanotransduction [145]. Mechanical stimuli are transduced into

biochemical pathways through a mechanically sensitive structure, such as the cytoskeleton

or a mechanically sensitive ion channel, that undergoes a conformational change in response

to the stimulus [145]. Mechanical stimuli present in the scaffold are transmitted to the F-

actin cytoskeleton by heterodimeric transmembrane receptor proteins called integrins [146].

Following ligand binding, integrins spaced within 70 nm of each other recruit additional

proteins which cluster into a larger structure called a focal adhesion [146]. This cluster-

ing improves mechanotransduction robustness, and it is dependent on ligand density since

multiple, closely-spaced integrins must bind to their ligand for clustering to occur [146].

Scaffolds can be made from a variety of uniform or hybrid materials ranging from biopoly-

mers such as proteins and glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) to completely synthetic polymers to

bioceramics [52, 147, 148]. A list of TE scaffold materials is shown in 1.2 with some of their

advantages and disadvantages.

Scaffold materials listed in Table 1.2 need to have appropriate structural and chemical

features in order to successfully perform as a TE scaffold. For example, a titanium orthopedic

implant with a porous surface promotes bone ingrowth into the metal scaffold, and the

amount of ingrowth depends on pore size [164]. A polished titanium surface does not allow

any ingrowth, and hence does not function as a TE scaffold [165]. Another example of
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Table 1.2: Summery of materials and techniques used to fabricate tissue engineering scaffolds.

Adapted from [29]; originally distributed under the Creative Commons License (CC BY).

HAp: Hydroxyapatite; β-TCP: beta-Tricalcium Phosphate; PLGA: poly(D,L-lactic-glycolic

acid); PCL: polycaprolactone; PEO: poly(ethylene oxide); PPF: poly(propylene fumarate)

Material Example Fabrication Advantages (+) References

Category Materials Methods and limitations (–)

Metals NiTi, titanium

alloy, mag-

nesium alloy,

porous tanta-

lum

3D Printing, cast-

ing, powder sinter-

ing

+ High young’s modulus [149–152]

+ High compressive

strength

– Not degradable

– Ion release

Ceramics TiO2, HAp, β-

TCP, Bioglass

3D Printing, sol-gel,

selective laser sin-

tering

+ Chemically biocom-

patible

[153–157]

+ Can be biodegradable

– Brittle

– Prone to fracture and

fatigue

Natural

polymers

Collagen,

chitosan,

hyaluronic

acid, silk fi-

broin

Hydrogel crosslink-

ing, electrospinning,

freeze drying, sol-

vent displacement

+ Biocompatible [158–160]

+ Biodegradable

+ Osteogenic

– Low mechanical

strength

Synthetic

polymers

PLGA, PCL,

PEO, PPF

Electrospinning,

crosslinking

+ Tunable properties [161–163]

– Acidic degradation

byproducts

– Rapid strength degra-

dation in vivo
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Figure 1.3: Scaffold Properties that Influence Cell Behavior. Properties include the

arrangement of cell attachment points, the scaffold stiffness, and the surface topography.

© 2019 Hickey and Pelling. Adapted from [5]; originally distributed under the Creative

Commons Attribution License.

.

a scaffold material requiring modifications is a poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA)

hydrogel. Alone this material does not promote human umbilical venous endothelial cell

(HUVEC) attachment or spreading, but when it is chemically modified to include Arg-Gly-

Asp (RGD) peptides, HUVECs adhere and spread [148]. Fig. 1.4 (a) shows an example RGD

modification.

Structural features of TE scaffolds, such as, molecular chains, pore size, and macroscopic

geometry have been engineered over a range of size scales [147, 166–170]. A selection of

scaffold modifications spanning this scale is shown in Fig. 1.4. Molecular level scaffold mod-

ifications include polymer chain, cell adhesion point, and crosslinker design [167, 171, 172].

A controllable, cell behavior-influencing scaffold structural property is hydrogel mesh size,

loosely defined as the distance between chain crosslinks, range from a few to hundreds of
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nanometers [173, 174]. Mesh size has been controlled by crosslink structure and chain size,

examples of which are shown in Fig. 1.4 (c). The following is an example of mesh size influ-

encing cell behavior: smooth muscle cell RhoA signaling and metabolic activity were shown

to correlate with PEGDA mesh size ranging from ∼3.2 nm to 13 nm [175]. Hydrogel stiffness,

another cell influencing hydrogel property, is known to depend on hydrogel mesh size [176].

Pore size, shown in Fig. 1.4 (d-f) influences cell behavior. Example: osteoblast detachment

from collagen-GAG scaffolds was shown to be inversely proportional to pore size under per-

fusion [177]. Porogenation techniques are used to introduce macroporous structures (defined

as pore sizes larger than 50 nm) up to hundreds of micrometers in diameter [178,179]. Note:

the terms pore size and mesh size are sometimes interchangeably used in the literature to

refer to the spacing between polymer backbones, especially in the cases of biopolymer hydro-

gels, which naturally form larger meshes with physical crosslinking [171, 180–182]. Another

type of scaffold property controlled in tissue engineering is macroscopic scaffold geometry,

examples of which are shown in Fig. 1.4 (g) and (h). An example of a macroscopic geometric

modification is channel patterning, or the direct placement of open channels throughout a

scaffold. Channels are introduced as a template for cellular organization and to promote

oxygen and nutrient transport by mimicking a vascular network [183]. Channel patterning

and other topographical modifications can range in size from a few microns up to the cen-

timeter scale in order to promote cell organization and nutrient delivery over large tissue

volumes [183–185]. One example of why macroscopic topographical modifications are of in-

terest is because they were shown to influence flow and shear patterns when subjected to

perfusion [168]. Macroscopic control over scaffold geometry and environmental stimuli is

important to properly culture cell populations filling large tissue volumes, which are needed

to address large volumes of tissue loss due to injury or illness.

The final scaffold parameter that will be discussed in this introduction is degradation.

Scaffolds provide an initial support for cell growth, but gradually they are broken down and

replaced by new tissue growth, preventing a long-term foreign body response and eliminat-

ing the need for surgical removal of a foreign material post implantation [134]. The rate of

degradation and the byproducts of degradation — whose concentrations are dependent on
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Figure 1.4: Scaffold Engineering. Examples of scaffold engineering over several size scales

from intramolecular modifications (including the addition of cell attachment points and

crosslinker design) to macroscopic topology. (a) Reprinted by permission from Springer Na-

ture Customer Service Centre GmbH: Springer Nature, Nature Materials [6], © 2015. (b)

© 2019 Guo et al. Adapted from [7]; originally distributed under the Creative Commons

Attribution Non Commercial License 4.0 (CC BY-NC). (c) © 2018 Schoenmakers et al.

Adapted from [8]; originally distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 Inter-

national License. (d) © 2016 Zagho et al. Adapted from [9]; originally published under the

Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. (e) and (h) Adapted from [10] with

permission from Taylor and Francis, © 2010 Taylor and Francis (www.tandfonline.com).

(f) © 2013 Korean Academy of Periodontology. Adapted from [11]; originally distributed

under the Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial License 3.0.

degradation rate — have been shown to influence cell growth and viability [186]. It is desired

for the rate of degradation (rate of material loss) to match the rate of new tissue growth [187].

Scaffolds have been engineered to degrade by multiple mechanisms — including hydrolysis,

oxidation, and photochemistry — which depend on scaffold material design elements such
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as functional groups, water uptake, and copolymer composition [187]. In addition, scaffold

degradation depends on environmental conditions such as pH and the presence of hydrolytic

enzymes that catalyze hydrolysis of polymers [187]. An example enzyme involved in degra-

dation is collagenase, a matrix metalloproteinase (MMP) that catalyzes the hydrolysis of

collagen, a natural biopolymer that has been used in TE scaffolds [148].

1.1.3 Justification for Perfusion Bioreactor Design

Bioreactors are designed to provide cells or tissue with environmental controls and signals

that help maintain homeostasis and regulate cell behaviors (examples of which are covered in

previous sections) [188,189]. In the context of tissue engineering, the minimum requirement

of the bioreactor is to control a culture’s temperature and pH, provide the cells with sufficient

nutrients, and prevent the buildup of metabolic waste products [69, 190]. Nutrient delivery

and waste management are challenges in 3D tissue culture both pre and post implantation

due to the 100-200 µm diffusion limit of molecular transport within the interstitial space of

a scaffold. This can limit the maximum achievable cell density and viability at further dis-

tances from the scaffold surface (see Fig. 1.5) [12, 191]. Figure. 1.5 shows scaffolds cultured

under static conditions. One scaffold was suspended in media on a needle and four repeated

scaffolds were allowed to settle on the bottom surface of the culture dish. Figure. 1.5 (a)

shows oxygen concentration measured throughout the scaffold starting from the top surface

using a dissolved oxygen probe. Figure. 1.5 (b) is a live/dead stain of cell viability throughout

a scaffold. The red cells are nonviable and the green cells are viable. Figure. 1.5 (c) shows

cell viability quantified at certain distances from the top surface of the scaffold cultured on

the bottom of the dish. Figure. 1.5 (d) shows cell density quantified at certain distances

from the top of the same scaffold. In addition to the basic requirements for cell survival and

maintenance, bioreactors may be configured to provide and control environmental signals

that are unique to the cell or tissue being cultured [70]. Environmental signals may include

chemical, mechanical, electrical, or photo stimuli [70,192]. Chemical stimuli can include dis-

solved molecules that influence cell behavior, such as cytokines, growth factors, hormones,

and small molecules [111, 193, 194]. Specific examples of chemical stimuli include insulin,
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Figure 1.5: Cell Dependence on Nutrient Diffusion Limit. Cellular metabolism de-

pletes oxygen throughout a construct surrounded by nutrient rich media. Diffusion of oxygen

into the scaffold from the surroundings is only capable of sustain large numbers of viable

cells near the scaffold surface. At steady state, oxygen concentration, cell density, and cell

viability are functions of distance from the scaffold surface. Adapted from [12] with permis-

sion, © 2005 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.

transferrin, prolactin, triiodothyronine, bone morphogenetic protein-2 (BMP-2), vascular

endothelial growth factor, fibroblast growth factors (FGF-2, FGF-4, FGF-6), hepatocyte

growth factor (HGF), hepatic stimulatory substance (HSS), and heparin-binding epidermal

growth factor-like growth factor (HB-EGF) [111, 194]. These molecules have roles in many

different biological processes including cell differentiation, angiogenesis, wound healing, and

tumor growth [195–198]. Mechanical stimuli provided by bioreactors include fluid flow in-
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duced shear, hydrostatic pressure loading, and compressive and tensile forces externally

applied to a tissue [69, 70, 190, 199, 200]. The response of cells to mechanical stimuli was

covered in previous sections.

Some examples of mechanical bioreactors are shown in Fig. 1.6 (a). Spinner flask bioreac-

tors are vessels in which cell culture media is continuously mixed with a submerged impeller,

and scaffolds are suspended in the media by skewering them on a submerged metal rod [201].

In this environment, mass transport is driven by convection, and shear stress is relatively

high compared to the other bioreactor designs shown. The shear forces are heterogeneously

distributed throughout the scaffold, which can cause nonuniform tissue development [201].

One application particularly suited to spinner flask bioreactors is dynamic cell seeding, or the

constant agitation of a cell suspension in which a scaffold is mounted. This type of seeding

facilitates a high percentage cell attachment [202]. A rotating wall bioreactor is a cham-

ber between two concentric cylindrical walls in which the outer wall is continuously rotated

about its axis, generating laminar flow and lower levels of shear than a stirred tank bioreactor.

During culture, the sedimentation velocity of the TE construct becomes equal in magnitude

and opposite in direction to velocity of the fluid — a state referred to in literature as “free

fall” [13]. This environment generates more uniform cell proliferation and protein expression

throughout a construct than in stirred tank bioreactors because the shear distribution is

more uniform, but in thicker constructs nutrient transport to the core can be limited [201].

This type of bioreactor has been explored as an option for culturing engineered cartilage and

skin as well as 3D cell aggregates [201, 203]. A perfusion bioreactor is a device that forces

cell culture media through the pores of a scaffold. This mechanism facilitates the transport

of nutrients and wastes throughout the core and periphery of a cell-seeded TE construct. A

potential drawback of perfusion bioreactors is that the pores may form a few paths with low

resistance to fluid flow, especially when using scaffolds with a wide pore size distribution.

This can cause the majority of fluid to pass through a reduced fraction of the total volume,

leading to inhomogenous nutrient and shear distribution within a construct [201]. In this

environment, nutrient and waste exchange can be driven by both convection and diffusion.

Shear forces generated in a perfused scaffold are intermediate compared to stirred tank and
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rotating wall bioreactors. Perfusion bioreactors have been used for generating environments

physicochemically similar to many tissue types including intestinal, bone, cartilage, and ar-

terial [201]. In a perfusion bioreactor, cell culture media provided to cells can be contained

in a reservoir separately from the culture chamber and continuously circulated through the

culture chamber until nutrients become depleted and metabolic byproducts concentrate to

toxic levels [204–207]. The volume of the media reservoir can be ∼ 100 times greater than the

volume of a static culture dish, enabling continuous circulation for multiple weeks when com-

pared to static dish culture, which requires media replacement every 2–3 days [204]. Since

metabolic byproducts are acidic, a colored pH indicator is commonly used to determine when

to replace cell culture media [207]. In compression bioreactors, a motorized piston applies

a static or dynamic compressive load directly to a construct housed in a chamber. This

bioreactor is designed to condition engineered tissue that experiences compressive loading in

vivo, such as bone [13].
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Figure 1.6: Mechanical Stimuli Bioreactors. (a) Top: Examples of bioreactors designed

to apply mechanical stimuli to TE constructs. Bottom: Types of homeostatic maintenance

and mechanical forces that are governed by bioreactor design. © 2014 Sladkova et al.

Adapted from [13]; originally published under the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 license.

(b) Schematic of simple perfusion system. © 2014 Wang et al. Adapted from [14]; originally

published under the Creative Commons Attribution license.
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In 3D biological environments, the maximum distance across which sufficient O2 can

diffuse to sustain a population of cells, referred to as the diffusion limit, is approximately

100–200 µm, which is also the maximum distance between capillaries in vivo [208]. Cell

density and viability drop beyond this distance, limiting the thickness of statically cultured,

avascular TE constructs [12]. To overcome the diffusion limit in vitro, fluid flow is employed

to efficiently deliver nutrients and remove wastes from 3D cell and tissue cultures via con-

vection [52,69,70,190]. A comparison of the oxygen concentration profile within a construct

limited to diffusive transport and a construct subjected to interstitial perfusion is displayed

in Fig. 1.7. In addition to increasing nutrient exchange, fluid flow introduces shear forces.

Therefore, both the chemical and mechanical stimuli in a cell’s microenvironment are de-

pendent on fluid flow [15,69,209]. Some of the effects of introducing fluid flow are indicated

in Fig. 1.6 (a). Convective transport can be generated by spinning impellers or bubbling

gas within bioreactors or by continuously shaking, rocking, or rotating them [69, 70, 190].

It can also be generated with pump driven flow through a scaffold in a fluid flow path, a

process analogous to perfusion [69,70,190,200], which will be the primary type of convective

transport examined in this work. Figure 1.6 (b) diagrams a bioreactor perfusion circuit. In

this diagram a peristaltic pump circulates cell culture media from a reservoir through a flow

column in which the construct is mounted.

The in vivo environment post implantation must be considered when engineering a tis-

sue. In some situations, it may be desired to engineer a tissue to replace a naturally vas-

cularized tissue. Vascularized tissue is supplied with nutrients from the body’s circulatory

system [208]. Because engineering vascular networks in vitro has been a challenge, attempts

have been made to engineer thin, avascular tissue constructs to replace portions of naturally

vascularized tissue [210]. In this work, avascular engineered tissue refers to an engineered tis-

sue without a vascular network. An avascular engineered tissue may be designed to replace

a naturally vascularized tissue type or avascular tissue such as cartilage. When designed

to replace naturally vascularized tissue, an avascular engineered tissue can potentially be

vascularized in vivo, post-implantation by ingrowth of host vessels [191]. For an avascular

engineered tissue to take advantage of the body’s circulatory system, it must promote rapid
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Figure 1.7: Model of Diffusive Versus Convective Oxygen Transport into TE Con-

struct. The four large volumes labelled A-D are contour maps of dissolved oxygen concentra-

tion modelled in liquid phase cell culture media filling the void space of solid, macroporous,

cell-seeded scaffolds that were cultured statically (top) and under perfusion (bottom). Cell

growth was modelled over time, and O2 concentration contour maps were taken at time

points when cells reached densities of 1.7 (left) and 5.0 (right)×107 cells·mL−1 (50 and 150

total cells per volume shown, respectively). Cells were modeled as discreet points with max-

imum consumption rates of 4×10−7 nmol·cell−1·s−1. The smaller volumes below show exact

cell locations corresponding to each contour map A-D. Flow into the construct maintains

higher higher oxygen concentrations further from the surface. Adapted from [15] with per-

mission from Taylor and Francis, © 2007 Taylor and Francis.

angiogenesis into the construct, minimizing the time during which the core of the construct

experiences hypoxia. If the construct is too thick for angiogenic sprouting to reach the con-

struct core quick enough, the construct must be prevascularized with its own robust vascular
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network that can reliably connect to the patient’s vasculature in the vicinity surrounding

the implantation site [183, 191, 211, 212]. Two example methods for growing vascularized

TE constructs are synthetically constructed scaffold structural elements and cell mediated

vascular morphogenesis.

Cell Sheets

Aggregates

Cell laden
Modules

Bioprinting
Module

Assembly
Engineered

Tissue

Figure 1.8: Modular Assembly. Diagram showing TE subunits that can be combined in

the process of modular assembly. Cell sheets are single or multiple layers of cells adhered to

each other via cell-cell junctions [16]. Cell aggregates are clumps of cells adhered to each other

via cell-cell junctions [17]. Cell laden modules can be cells encapsulated in a hydrogel [18].

Adapted from [18]; originally distributed under the Creative Commons License (CC BY).

Channel patterning, porogenation, and assembly of modular scaffold units are methods by

which synthetic scaffold structure and geometry are constructed to generate perfusable vascu-

lature [183,185,191,211,212]. Channels can be formed using techniques such as bioprinting—

layer by layer deposition of cells and biopolymer gel; photolithography; soft lithography; or

templates made from microneedles, fibers, or polyvinyl alcohol [183–185, 211, 212]. Spe-

cific methods of porogenation, or the process of introducing pores, include particle leaching,

lyophilization, gas foaming, liquid-liquid immiscibility, or electrospinning [185, 191]. Modu-

lar assembly is the construction of a scaffold from smaller, prefabricated building units. An

example of a modular scaffold unit is a hydrogel bead containing parenchymal cells encapsu-

lated in the matrix, evenly distributed throughout the bead. A bioreactor culture chamber

can be filled with these units in a packed bed fashion which leaves spaces between the beads

open as void space to allow fluid flow [18]. In addition to encapsulating parenchymal cells

throughout the 3D volume of the beads, endothelial cells can be seeded on the bead surfaces
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after the beads have gelled. A perfusion bioreactor densely packed with these units gener-

ates a situation in which the void space between the beads resembles endothelial lined flow

paths [183, 185, 213]. Examples of modular units used to assemble larger engineered tissue

are shown in Fig. 1.8.

Types of biologically induced blood vessel formation, or cell mediated vascular mor-

phogenesis, relevant to this work include endothelial mediated angiogenic sprouting and

neovascularization (also referred to as postnatal vasculogenesis in some literature [212]).

Angiogenesis is the process by which new vasculature forms from existing vascular struc-

tures [191, 211, 212]. A process resembling angiogenic sprouting is observed in vitro when

endothelial cells in a monolayer covering the surface of a matrix — whether it be a flat

surface normal to gravity or a round channel — begin to migrate into the scaffold and form

an endothelial lined lumen [19,127,129,214,215]. Neovascularization is the formation of new

vascular structures without the presence of preexisting structures [191,211,212]. Processes re-

sembling neovascularization have been observed in vitro when endothelial cells encapsulated

within the bulk of a biopolymer gel spontaneously rearrange to form endothelial lined lu-

men [128,130]. When a prevascularized construct is implanted, its vascular network connects

with the host vasculature at the interface of the implant site in a process called anastomosis,

which takes about 14 to 48 days [216].

In order to promote vascular morphogenesis, the effect of soluble chemical signals [191,

211] and mechanical stimuli on cell behavior must be understood and properly utilized. This

includes combined effects of multiple stimuli and the effects of spatiotemporal inhomogene-

ity [185, 212]. Specifically, spatiotemporal control over vascular endothelial growth factor

(VEGF) is known to be able to promote angiogenesis [217]. Important to this work is the

impact of fluid flow induced shear on vascular morphogenesis. Flow induced shear is a shear

stress generated at a boundary, such as the surface of a solid, by a fluid moving in rela-

tion to that boundary. A shear stress is a stress generated by force applied parallel to a

material’s cross-sectional area. Higher flow rates, which generate wall shear stresses of 2-20

dyn·cm−2 in vascular lumen, have been shown to influence endothelial cell morphology and

angiogenic sprouting [19, 127, 129, 214, 215]. The shear caused by interstitial and transmu-
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Figure 1.9: Shear Directed Angiogenesis. Angiogenic sprouting is observed in response

to transmural (left and center columns) and luminal (right column) shear gradients. The

top row shows the shear pattern being applied within the boundary of the channel, the

second row shows representative confocal micrographs of angiogenic sprouting out from a

channel, the third row shows frequency plot of average sprouting density with the channel

wall outlined, and the fourth row shows the shear map overlaid on the average sprouting

density map. In both types of flow there is a shear stress threshold above which sprouting

is induced. Graphic was adapted from [19]; © 2014 Galie et al., originally published under

the under the exclusive PNAS License to Publish.

ral flow velocities on the order of 2.5–35 µm·s−1 impacts neovascularization and angiogenic

sprouting [19,128–130,212]. Transmural flow velocity is the velocity of fluid passing through

a wall, such as flow moving from a vascular lumen across the endothelial lining into the

interstitial space. Sprouting is the first step of angiogenesis in which endothelial cells in an

established vessel begin to protrude into the interstitial space, eventually leading to tube
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formation [218]. The mechanical shear stress introduced by flow promotes morphogenesis by

acting directly on endothelial cells. This force causes endothelial cells to demonstrate certain

behaviors such as migration, morphology changes, and proliferation. Many endothelial cells

experiencing these cues will go through vascular network morphogenesis [219]. Flow speed

and direction work in conjunction with chemical signal gradients, such as VEGF, to promote

the formation of an organized vascular network [128,129].

The spatial pattern influence sprouting [19]. Figure 1.9 shows how spatial variations in

fluid shear, or shear patterns, impact angiogenic sprouting in the cases of transmural and

luminal flow. In Fig. 1.9, two unique transmural flow patterns were generated by creating a

pressure difference between an endothelial seeded inlet channel and either one or two outlet

channels. In between the inlet and outlet channels was a 2 mg/mL collagen gel through

which liquid passed. In the case with two symmetrically placed outlets, shown on the left,

a symmetric shear pattern was generated at the wall of the inlet channel. A density plot

of angiogenic sprouting showed a corresponding symmetric pattern of sprouting. In the

case with one outlet channel, shown in the middle, an asymmetric shear stress pattern was

generated, which corresponded to an asymmetric pattern of angiogenic sprouting. Lastly,

on the right, a gradient of wall shear was generated by flowing liquid through a tapered,

endothelial seeded channel. The corresponding sprouting density map showed a shear cutoff,

above which sprouting did not occur. The bottom row of Fig. 1.9 shows the shear pattern

generated within each channel overlaid on the angiogenic sprouting density map.

An apparent limitation of cell mediated vascular morphogenesis is that angiogenic sprouts

only penetrate about 100-300 µm into the matrix [19, 127, 129, 215], limiting the scalability

to thicker tissue volumes.

The reproducibility, scalability (in terms of both physical size and production quantity),

and cost of each technique must be considered when engineering a vascularized engineered

tissue. In general, cellular independent, synthetic construction strategies are better under-

stood and more controllable and scalable than cell mediated vascular morphogenesis [185].

However, each technique has limitations listed in Table 1.3
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Figure 1.10: Impact of Scaffold and Bioreactor Geometry on Shear Patterns. (a)

Flow induced shear modeled in scaffold pores. Reprinted from [20], © 2009 Wiley Periodi-

cals, Inc. (b) Wall shear modelled in bioreactor with intestinal topography. © 2017 Costello

et al. Adapted from [21]; originally published under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0

International license. (c) Shear map models comparing bioreactor flow chamber geometries.

Adapted from [22] with permission, © 2008 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. (d) Wall shear stress

and flow modelled in the human aorta. Used with permission of The Company of Biologists

Ltd, from [23], © 2013; permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.

Modular assembly and porogenation produce much more variation in the exact scaffold

geometry than channeling, but certain parameters such as total void fraction and pore size
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Table 1.3: Vascularized TE Strategies.

Strategy Limitations

Bioprinting requires specialized equipment

Photolithography limited number of available materials

Soft Lithography limited channel geometry in the third spatial dimension

Needle Template requires manual handling

Modular assembly and porogenation inexact pore geometry

distribution can be controlled with well-defined process parameters [185,191,220,221]. Since

the construction of synthetic scaffold elements is reproducible and well understood, these

strategies are often used to augment cell mediated techniques. Ideally techniques are paired

to compensate for each other’s limitations [183, 211]. The potential to generate a scalable

TE construct fully permeated with a robust network of endothelial lined microcapillaries

ranging down to 5 µm in diameter makes a synthetic and biologically mediated, combinatorial

approach one of the most promising paths worth further investigation [185,212]. A perfusion

bioreactor that can enable the control flow and shear distributions throughout a large scaffold

volume has the potential to direct vascular morphogenesis on a size scale relevant for tissue

engineering. It also has the potential to influence and direct parenchymal cell distribution

by controlling nutrient access and the distribution of soluble signaling molecules.

1.1.4 Controlling Flow and Shear Patterns

Shear distribution, or spatial patterns, directly impact the pattern of endothelial sprouting

as shown in Fig. 1.9. It has also been shown that shear stress stimuli presented to endothe-

lial cells with specific spatiotemporal patterns can modulate the intracellular Ca2+ response

in endothelial cells [222]. The type of Ca2+ response endothelial cells experience influences

cell behaviors including migration, proliferation, and tube formation, which play a role in

angiogenesis and vasculogenesis [131, 132]. Despite having the knowledge that these stimuli

influence cell behaviors that lead to the formation of vascular networks, generating functional
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vascular networks within thick, engineered tissue constructs remains a challenge [223]. This

is in part due to a lack of full understanding of the exact spatiotemporal signal patterns

required to induce proper vascular morphogenesis throughout a large volume and the lim-

ited technology available that can apply these specific signal patterns to endothelial cells.

Given the importance of flow and shear distribution in vascular morphogenesis, accurate

characterization and control over these distributions, or spatial patterns, is of high impor-

tance for promoting vascular network formation. Spatial distribution of shear is known to

influence cell growth [19], and perfusion chambers can be configured to generate controlled

shear distributions within a porous environment [224], but the influence of shear distribution

on cell populations in thick scaffolds has not been investigated. Therefore, this work will

focus on flow of cell culture media through benchtop-scale perfusion bioreactors containing

thick TE constructs in order to evaluate the extent to which spatiotemporal control over

flow can promote individual cell behaviors like proliferation and migration which contribute

to more complex behavior such as vascular morphogenesis in vitro.

To evaluate the influence of a shear pattern on vascular morphogenesis in thick TE

constructs, a device is needed which can apply specific shear patterns throughout such con-

structs. Shear is generated by gradients in fluid velocity, so the distribution of fluid velocity,

or the velocity map, must be controlled to generate a specific shear pattern. In order to

control a velocity map, a measurement or readout of a recently acquired velocity map is

required along with an adjustable input that can be used to change the pattern [24]. Since

vascular morphogenesis involves remodeling and lumen formation, it is a type of biological

process which may influence the fluid permeability of a developing TE construct. Changes

in fluid permeability can result in changes to the velocity map. The growth rate of new

vessels can range from 6 to 12 mm per day (250 µm to 500 µm per hour) [225]. Given the

rate of scaffold remodeling, a velocity map to be used for control of shear distribution can

safely have been acquired within an hour.

One potential way to predict a specific shear pattern without acquiring velocity maps

is to model the fluid flow through a scaffold using computational fluid dynamics (CFD)

simulations [226–231]. Perfusion has been modelled in TE scaffolds using CFD simulations,
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and some models include dynamic processes related to tissue engineering such as extracellular

matrix (ECM) deposition and cell growth [226–231]. The reason that groups have modelled

such situations is because models of shear stress within TE constructs can be used to predict

whether the shear stress will promote tissue growth or cause cell detachment or death [226,

227]. Models of fluid flow from the macroscopic scale to the scale of individual pores can

be seen in Fig. 1.10. Figure 1.10 (a) shows a shear map within individual pores based

on real titanium and hydroxyapatite scaffold pore geometry measured by micro-computed

tomography (µCT). Figure 1.10 (b) shows shear modelled over a polymeric scaffold 3D

printed with the topography of the intestine. Figure 1.10 (c) shows shear modelled through

an effective porous medium with defined pore size and density in multiple bioreactor chamber

geometries. Figure 1.10 (d) shows shear modelled in an idealized human aorta. Velocity maps

have been measured over cells and in scaffolds by methods such as particle image velocimetry

(PIV), dye tracing, and flow weighted magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [27,228,232,233].

PIV achieves better resolution, but it only works with thin, optically transparent media

flowing over a glass cover slip, whereas MRIs can be acquired on volumes within thick,

optically opaque media that are more akin to the environment found in tissue [234].

Flow induced shear patterns and, by extension, cell behaviors that are impacted by

shear, depend on the geometry of the perfusion chamber, the total flow rate, the fluid

permeability and geometry of the scaffold, and the interface between the scaffold and the

bioreactor [125, 200, 230, 231, 235, 236]. In addition, the fluid permeability and architecture

of a scaffold can change over time due to shear-induced erosion, cell proliferation, and scaf-

fold remodeling [227, 229, 237]. One method was developed to actuate shear distributions

throughout a scaffold by flowing liquid into the scaffold through multiple inlets [24]. When

these inlets were arranged around the scaffold, the shear pattern formed was shown to be

dependent on the combination of flowrates in all the inlets [24]. It was shown that, in order

to generate a target shear map using a multi-inlet flow chamber as an actuator, an adap-

tive control algorithm was required to determine which inlet flowrates should be used as

inputs [24]. Figure 1.11 shows the progress of an adaptive control algorithm and multi-inlet

perfusion bioreactor at generating and maintaining a controlled shear rate map throughout
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a porous environment despite inhomogeneous changes to the environment’s fluid permeabil-

ity properties. Shear rate refers the rate at which layers of fluid slide past adjacent layers.

Shear rate can be converted to shear stress by multiplying it by the dynamic viscosity of

the fluid. The algorithm compared the shear rate map in the flow chamber to the targeted

shear rate map and made iterative adjustments to the inlet flowrates in order to minimize

the difference between the two shear rate maps. After each iteration, the recently adjusted

inlet velocities generated a new shear map, which was then compared to the target shear

map again. After several adjustments, the shear map in the flow chamber approached the

target shear map. The difference between the target shear rate map and the shear rate map

in the flow chamber was quantified by a cost function value, such that the reduction in the

cost function value corresponded to a reduction in the difference between the shear rate map

in the flow chamber and the target shear rate map. In Fig. 1.11, the images labelled (a-e)

are shear rate maps generated at the indicated iterations of adaptive control algorithm. At

the iterations immediately following those listed in (a-e) (101, 126, 151, 176, and 201), solid

obstacles were added or increased in size as shown in (f-j), changing the flow permeability

properties of the environment. A plot of the cost function value versus algorithm iteration

corresponding to this situation is shown on the right side of Fig. 1.11. The sudden changes

in environmental obstacles caused the shear map to differ from the target shear map imme-

diately after the changes occurred, but the adaptive control algorithm continued to converge

on a solution (approach the target shear map).

1.1.5 Sterility

In addition to environmental controls and stimuli, another consideration in bioreactor de-

sign is the need to generate a sterile environment [238]. Sterility refers to the absence of

any organisms, including bacteria, viruses, fungi, and other cell lines being cultured in the

same facility. Bioreactors provide a favorable growth environment for many potential micro-

bial contaminants from the bacterial and fungal kingdoms as well as other mammalian cell

types [239]. The most common biological contaminants in labs are mycoplasma, bacteria,

viruses, and yeast [240]. Mycoplasma are a type of prokaryote without a cell wall that are only
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Figure 1.11: Controlling Shear Patterns. Model of an adaptive control algorithm main-

taining a desired shear pattern throughout a TE construct in spite of discreet changes in

the internal environment. Top: shear patterns at the indicated algorithm iteration. Bottom:

display of flow obstructions changed at the indicated iteration. Right: convergence plot with

y-axis corresponding to the cost function and x-axis corresponding to the iteration number.

Figure was adapted from [24] with permission from IEEE, © 2016 IEEE.

0.2 µm in diameter [241]. The most common species of mycoplasma contaminants include

M. fermentans (human), M. orale (human), M. arginine (bovine), and A. laidlawii [242].

Viral contaminants detected in bovine serum include bovine viral diarrhea virus (BVDV),

bovine herpes virus (BHV), bovine parainfluenza-3, and epizootic hemorrhagic disease [243].

Some commercially available cell lines are known to be infected with Epstein-Barr virus,

human T cell leukemia virus, and hepatitis virus [239]. Common bacterial contaminants

include Pseudomonas, Micrococci, Escherichia coli, Staphylococcus, Bacillus, Enterococcus,

and Staphylococcus species [244, 245]. Common fungal contaminants include Candida sp.,

Penicillium sp., Aspergillus niger, Aspergillus flavus, Botrytis sp., and Paecilomyces sp. [245].

Biological contaminants can potentially outcompete the cells being studied, form a parasitic

relationship with them, or otherwise alter experimental outcomes by producing exotic pro-

teins or metabolic byproducts [239, 246]. Specific impacts of contamination on cells include

reduction of cell proliferation (resulting from nutrient depletion); morphological changes;

cytopathic effects; alterations in DNA, RNA, and protein synthesis; chromosomal aberra-
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tions; and alterations to the cell membrane and membrane receptors [244, 245]. To prevent

contamination, all surfaces of a bioreactor that are wetted with cell culture contacting fluids

must be sterilized prior to culture, and the bioreactor must maintain a barrier that prevents

the entry of biological contaminants from the surroundings [238]. The term sterilization

refers to a process which causes a 6 log10 reduction in the number of viable contaminant

organisms, or a kill rate of 99.9999% [247]. Additionally, aseptic technique must be used

when handling cells. Aseptic processes refer to procedures which prevent the introduction

of contaminants into an environment. Once an environment is sterilized, aseptic technique

must be used to keep it sterilized. In general, a clean space must be maintained. Surfaces

should be cleaned with 70% alcohol prior to handling cells every time they will be exposed,

and talking, coughing, and sneezing should be avoided during handling. Lab coats should be

cleaned. Cell culture containers should be opened in a HEPA filtered, laminar flow environ-

ment. Windows and doors to the laboratory space should be sealed [245]. A closed system

is one in which matter exchange does not occur between the system and the surroundings,

but energy can be exchanged. By this definition a closed system will prevent biological

contaminants from entering. Cells require nutrients such as dissolved O2, glucose, amino

acids, etc. In a closed system, cells will deplete available nutrients and eventually die. Since

gas and cell culture media exchange are required for mammalian cell culture, a bioreactor

cannot be a closed system. In perfusion bioreactor systems, gas is flowed in and out of a cell

culture media reservoir through a membrane filter with pore sizes smaller than any living

organism [69, 248]. Typically, static cell cultures are kept in an environment which is 5%

CO2 and 95% air. A loose fitting lid behaves as a microbial barrier that protects the culture

from airborne spores, which may otherwise settle in the media due to gravitational force on

the spores. The lid is loose fitting to allow gas exchange with the 5% CO2 atmosphere. By

keeping the cell culture media in equilibrium with this gas mixture, CO2 reacts with water to

form carbonic acid. The carbonic acid interacts with its conjugate base, the bicarbonate ion,

to form a pH buffering system. Sparging (bubbling gas into cell culture media) a bioreactor

media reservoir with this gas mixture achieves a similar equilibrium. The purpose of filter-

ing the sparged gas mixture through a 0.22 µm pore size filter is to remove any biological
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contaminants from the gas mixture (sterilize it) before it enters the sterile environment.

There are several available sterilization methods approved by the United States (US)

Food and Drug Administration (FDA) including thermal inactivation (pressurized steam or

dry heat), chemical (ethylene oxide gas and solutions of ixatives, including formaldehyde

and glutaraldehyde), low temperature H2O2 plasma, and ionizing radiation (γ irradiation

and electron beam (e-beam)) [30, 249, 250]. Given all these options, the method selected

must be compatible with the materials, components, and configuration of the bioreactor

system. Table 1.4 provides a general overview of some common sterilization methods, their

microbicidal (microbe deactivation) mechanism, and advantages and disadvantages of each

process. During bioreactor design, the available methods of sterilization must be taken into

account when selecting materials to be used in construction and when determining device

geometry. For example, some materials, such as polyvinyl chloride (PVC), nylon, and acrylic

will melt or deform under conditions present during dry heat or steam sterilization. Another

example is that H2O2 plasma sterilizers may be limited in their ability to fully penetrate the

lumen of tubing with a high length to inner diameter ratio [251].

1.2 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is a phenomenon in which atomic nuclei of matter placed

in a static magnetic field and excited with the proper radiofrequency (RF) generate a pre-

cessing net magnetization with a component perpendicular to the static field that is detected

by current induced through a proximal coil of wire.

1.2.1 Nuclear Spins in a Magnetic Field

In the context of this work it is sufficient to describe the NMR phenomenon with the tra-

ditional analogy to classical mechanics. In this analogy, atomic nuclei with a nuclear spin

quantum number I = 1/2 behave like small bar magnets with nuclear magnetic moments

that precess, with a slightly offset tilt angle, around an axis that is parallel or antiparal-

lel to the static magnetic field in which the nuclei reside (depicted in Fig. 1.12 (a)). In
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Table 1.4: Sterilization Methods [30]

Method

Name

Microbicidal Mecha-

nism

Advantages Disadvantages

Dry Heat denatures proteins Non-toxic, environ-

mentally safe, no

residues

Limited material com-

patibility

Steam denatures proteins Low cost, short du-

ration, non-toxic, en-

vironmentally safe, no

residues

Limited material com-

patibility

ethylene ox-

ide

alkylation of proteins,

DNA, and RNA

moderate temperature,

compatible with many

materials, high pene-

trability

long processing time

(exposure + aeration

time), environmental

hazardous

Fixatives indiscriminate

crosslinking of pro-

teins

room temperature, no

aeration

difficult residue removal,

no liquid sterilization

H2O2

Plasma

hydroxyl and hy-

droperoxyl free

radicals break DNA

environmentally safe,

no aeration time, mod-

erate temperature

no liquid sterilization,

low penetrability, H2O2

residue

γ Irradia-

tion

·OH free radicals

formed by ionizing

radiation break DNA

room temperature,

higher penetrability

than e-beam

radiolytic byproducts,

uncontrollable dose rate

E-beam ·OH free radicals

formed by ionizing

radiation break DNA

room temperature, no

residues, less radiolytic

byproducts, control-

lable beam strength

specialized equipment,

lower penetrability than

γ irradiation
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the absence of a magnetic field, the precession axes of a population of nuclei are randomly

oriented. [252,253].

The parallel and antiparallel configurations correspond to low and high energy states,

respectively, which can be observed only when the nuclei are placed in a magnetic field [252,

254]. This is an example of the Zeeman Effect. In thermal equilibrium, the nuclei have a slight

preference for the lower energy state (parallel orientation) as shown in Fig. 1.12 (b) [255].

The detectable NMR signal is proportional to the difference in the number of spins between

the low and high energy states, this difference being referred to as polarization [252]. The

ratio of the number of spins in the upper energy state (Nβ) to the number of spins in the

lower energy state (Nα) is determined from the Boltzmann equation:

Nβ

Nα

= e−
∆E
kT (1.1)

where ∆E is the energy difference between the two orientations, k is the Boltzmann constant,

and T is the absolute temperature of the sample [252,254]. The difference in energy between

the two states is:

∆E =
γhB0

2π
(1.2)

where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio of the nucleus of interest in rad·s−1·T−1, h is Planck’s con-

stant, andB0 is the strength of the magnetic field in T [252,254]. The only two experimentally

controllable parameters are the temperature and magnetic field strength. Mammalian tis-

sue culture, however, is restricted to physiological temperature (310 K) to maintain proper

metabolic activity [256, 257]. Most high-field NMR is performed in a static magnetic field

that is instrument dependent and invariant over the course of an experiment. According to

Eq. 1.2, in the 9.4 T microimaging system used throughout this work, for every 1,000,000

nuclei in the low energy state there were 1,000,062 nuclei in the high energy state, meaning

the technique possesses inherently low sensitivity, which is consistent with most NMR [252].

Conventionally, the direction of the static magnetic field is defined as the positive z

direction in a Cartesian coordinate system. Considering the analogy of atomic nuclei as bar

magnets with nuclear magnetic moments precessing around the positive or negative z-axis

(referred to as spins in NMR texts [252,254]), the sum of these individual nuclear magnetic
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Figure 1.12: Nuclear Spin. (a) Depiction of a single nuclear spin in a magnetic field

analogized to a bar magnet. The yellow arrow indicates the orientation of the magnetic

dipole. The circular arrow indicates the precession direction. (b) Depiction of a population

of nuclear spins in a magnetic field at thermal equilibrium. The difference between the

number of spins in the high and low energy states is exaggerated for visual clarity. There

is no phase coherence. The difference between energy states generates net magnetization

vector, M0 (shown in red) in the same direction as B0.

moments generates a net magnetization vector, M0, for the sample along the positive z-axis

at thermal equilibrium due to the slight preference for the parallel orientation [252–255,258].

1.2.2 RF Excitation

In order to excite the spins, the RF wave applied to the sample must have the same frequency

as the precession of the nuclei, known as the Larmor frequency. The Larmor frequency

expressed as an angular frequency, ω, is:

ω = −γB. (1.3)

where B is the local magnetic field around a nucleus [252–255]. When expressed in Hz, the

frequency is v = −γB
2π

. If all nuclei of a particular atom in a sample experienced a perfectly

homogenous magnetic field of strength B0, then their precession frequency would be iden-

tical. However, field inhomogeneities lead to a broad distribution of precession frequencies

throughout a sample centered roughly around ω0 = −γB0 [252, 255]. Additionally, elec-

tron shielding variations throughout a molecular structure result in particular nuclei within
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that structure experiencing local magnetic field variations dependent on the chemical struc-

ture [252, 254]. The RF pulse applied to excite a particular type of nucleus has a broad

enough frequency range to ensure signal is detected from all nuclei regardless of slight vari-

ations in local magnetic field strength [255]. Note that the energy of an electromagnetic

wave at the Larmor frequency is equal to the energy difference of the nuclei’s parallel and

antiparallel energy states according to Eq. 1.2 [253].

As the nuclei of a sample are excited with RF, the net magnetization initially tilts away

from the z-axis into the xy or transverse plane [252,254,258]. The degree to which M0 tilts

away from z, called the flip angle, α, is determined from the relationship:

α = γB1tp (1.4)

where B1 is the oscillating magnetic field of the RF pulse and tp is the time over which RF

is applied [252]. Once M0 tilts out of thermal equilibrium, it is composed of a longitudinal

(z direction) and transverse (xy plane) component. The longitudinal component, Mz, is

determined by the difference in the number of spins between the parallel and antiparallel

orientations, or the polarization [254,255]. The polarization is maxed at thermal equilibrium.

When RF is applied the polarization is initially reduced until there are an identical number of

spins in both states when α=90◦. At this angle the longitudinal magnetization component is

completely eliminated [252]. The transverse component, Mxy, is determined by the amount

of phase coherence of the population. At thermal equilibrium, the angular positions or phases

are random. Applying RF initially increases phase coherence as polarization is lost. A 90◦

pulse generates the maximum amount of phase coherence, converting the net magnetization

entirely from longitudinal to transverse magnetization as shown in Fig. 1.13 (a) [252].

RF can be applied for a longer periods, further rotating the magnetization vector. Pulses

between 90◦ and 270◦ result in an excess of spins in the antiparallel orientation. A 180◦

pulse completely inverts M0 as shown in Fig. 1.13 (b). A 270◦ will place M0 completely in

the transverse plane with a precession that is phase shifted from the 90◦ pulse by 180◦. A

360◦ returns M0 to its thermal equilibrium position.
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Figure 1.13: 90◦ and 180◦ Pulses. (a) Depiction of a population of nuclear spins immedi-

ately after exposure to a 90◦ pulse from thermal equilibrium. The amount of phase coherence

is exaggerated for visual clarity. (b) Depiction of a population of nuclear spins immediately

after exposure to a 180◦ pulse from thermal equilibrium.

1.2.3 M0 Detection

When M0 is tilted such that it has a component in the transverse plane, this component is

detectable by the same coil that was used to initially excite the sample. As Mxy precesses

around the z axis, electromagnetic induction generates an alternating current in the coil as

shown in Fig. 1.14 [253]. The signal is the summation of multiple sinusoidal waves generated

by nuclei experiencing slightly different magnetic field strengths due to factors such as B0

inhomogeneity or chemical shielding. When the signal is Fourier transformed, the frequencies

and their respective quantities are revealed as peaks in the frequency domain. The center of

the peak indicates the frequency of precession, and the magnitude of the peak (determined

from integration) indicates the relative quantity of nuclei with that frequency [252–254]. As

B0 becomes more homogenous, the peaks become narrower, improving spectral resolution.

In this work, the only nucleus observed is the 1H in H2O, which is highly abundant and

easily detected in physiological environments.
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1.2.4 Relaxation

Following excitation, M0 will gradually return to thermal equilibrium along a path like

the one shown in Fig. 1.14. There are two types of relaxation processes: transverse and

longitudinal relaxation [258]. The return of spins to their original polarization in the z

direction is longitudinal relaxation, which is characterized by the time constant T1. T1

is the time it takes for the longitudinal polarization to return to approximately 63% of

its thermal equilibrium value. Transverse relaxation refers to dephasing of spins, which

is characterized by the time constant T2. T2 is the time it takes for the phase coherence

to decay to about 37% of its initial value following excitation [252]. These two forms of

relaxation often occur at different rates, with T1 ≥ T2 [259]. T1 and T2 measurements provide

information relevant to the physiological environment. Parameters such as temperature,

viscosity, structure, and molecular size influence T1, whereas the presence of paramagnetic

materials and macromolecules influence T2 [258].

z

x

y

Free Induction
Decay Signal

M

Relaxation
Path

Detection Coil

Figure 1.14: Free Induction Decay Detection. Diagram of relaxation and detection

of net magnetization following a 90◦ pulse. Transverse relaxation occurs in the xy plane

and longitudinal relaxation occurs in the z direction. A coil detects magnetization in one

dimension of the transverse plane (in this diagram the y component of magnetization is

detected). The sinusoidal decay along this dimension forms the FID.

After an initial excitation pulse, dephasing is caused by both transverse relaxation

and magnetic field inhomogeneity. This dephasing results in the NMR signal taking on
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the appearance of an exponentially decaying sinusoidal wave called a free induction decay

(FID) [252]. In this work transverse relaxation rates were measured with a Carr-Purcell-

Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) pulse sequence seen in Fig. 3.1 (a) [260]. To decouple transverse

relaxation from signal loss on account of field inhomogeneity, a 180◦ pulse is applied follow-

ing the initial excitation and a time delay. After another identical time delay, dephasing due

to magnetic field inhomogeneity is momentarily corrected as spins with higher precession fre-

quencies briefly re-phase with lower frequency spins. The signal, which becomes detectable

as a result of this momentary re-phasing, is referred to as a spin echo. A series of repeated

180◦ pulses are applied to the sample to generate a corresponding series of spin echoes. Over

time the intensity of the spin echoes decays due to transverse relaxation [260]. The echo

intensities are plotted versus time to determine the rate of transverse relaxation according

to Mxy (t) = Mxy,maxe
−t/T2 [259].

(a)

(b)

π/2π

π/2π/2n

τ

τ

Time

Figure 1.15: T1 Pulse Sequences. (a) Inversion Recovery (b) Saturation Recovery.

Two common pulse sequences for measuring T1 include saturation recovery and inver-

sion recovery, shown in Fig. 1.15 (a-b). Both pulse sequences initially move M0 into a

non-equilibrium position that has no transverse component. This is done by tilting the mag-

netization vector 180◦ (inversion recovery), or by saturating the spins with a continuous RF

wave or a large number of short pulses in rapid succession. Following the initial pulse, M0 is

allowed to partially return to thermal equilibrium in the time delay, τ . Following the delay,

the partially recovered longitudinal component is excited with a 90◦ pulse, converting it to
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a detectable signal in the transverse plane [252]. The recovered signal is plotted against τ

to determine the rate of longitudinal relaxation according to M (τ) = M0

(
1− e−τ/T1

)
[259].

1.2.5 Diffusion

The diffusion coefficient of a substance reveals important biological information and can be

measured by NMR. In this work the self-diffusion coefficient of water was measured with a

Pulsed Field-Gradient STimulated-Echo (PFG-STE) pulse sequence, which is diagramed in

Fig. 3.1 (c). The principle behind diffusion measurements is the application of two bipolar

magnetic field gradients of equal magnitude and duration following excitation. Gradients

are generated by applying current through coils of wire on either side of the sample; an

example configuration is shown in Fig. 1.16 [261]. The first gradient introduces a phase

shift that is dependent on the nucleus’s position along the gradient direction. The second

gradient refocuses, or undoes the phase shift introduced by the first gradient. A delay time

in between gradients, known as the diffusion time, nuclear position to change via molecular

motion. Molecular diffusion along the direction of the applied gradient reduces the degree

of refocus completion [262].

z

x

y

Current
Magnetic Field Strength

0max -(max)

Figure 1.16: Magnetic Field Gradient. Diagram of coils used to generate a linear mag-

netic field gradient along the Z direction. The gradient shown here will be added to the

static field, B0. Only the Z component of the field is shown. Transverse components are not

shown.
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The PFG-STE sequence introduces the concept of a stimulated echo. A stimulated echo

occurs after a 90◦ pulse initially excites spins, dephasing occurs, a second 90◦ pulse places

the dephased spins into the xz-plane, and a third 90◦ pulse places the spins back into the

transverse plane in reverse orientation, allowing an echo to occur [263]. Unlike spin echoes,

which are limited by the timescale of transverse relaxation, the magnitude of the stimulated

echo is dependent on the timescale of longitudinal relaxation [263], which was much greater

than that of transverse relaxation in all experiments performed in this work. Hence, the

second 90◦ pulse is said to store the initial excitation and dephasing information in the

longitudinal direction. This is useful in diffusion weighted NMR since longer diffusion times

may be desired when examining systems with barriers [264], such as the diffusion of water

inside cells.

1.2.6 Magnetization Transfer

Magnetization transfer (MT) is a magnetic resonance technique that measures macromolec-

ular content. The pulse sequence used to detect macromolecular content is shown in Fig. 3.1

(b). It relies on the principle that nuclear spins associated with macromolecules have a

broader absorption spectra than unbound spins as shown in Fig. 1.17 (a). It also relies on

the exchange, or transfer, of magnetization between nuclei associated with macromolecules

and unbound nuclei via dipolar coupling or direct chemical exchange [25, 26]. A diagram of

the two-pool model used to describe these two populations and the exchange between them

is shown in Fig. 1.17 (b). In the MT pulse sequence, a saturation pulse is first applied with a

frequency that is shifted away, or off-resonance, from the Larmor frequency. A resonant 90◦

excitation pulse is then applied before acquisition. When a saturation pulse is applied on

resonance, it removes all longitudinal magnetization prior to excitation, causing no observ-

able signal. A saturation pulse far off resonance has no influence on the observed signal. In

between, there is a degree of signal suppression that depends on saturation pulse frequency.

In addition, there is a range of frequencies over which the degree of signal loss depends on

macromolecular content, which is due to its broader excitation spectrum. Nuclei associated

with macromolecules are saturated by off-resonance pulses, and their saturated magneti-
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zation is transferred to unbound water molecules prior to excitation, thereby reducing the

measured signal.
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Figure 1.17: Principles of MT. (a) Absorption spectra comparison of macromolecular and

unbound liquid nuclei. Adapted from [25] with permission, Copyright © 2001 John Wiley

& Sons, Ltd. (b) Two-pool model of MT. A is the free liquid pool, B is the macromolecular

pool, R is the exchange rate between pools, RA/RB are longitudinal relaxation rates for each

pool, M0A is the number of free spins (normalized to 1), and M0b is the relative fraction of

macromolecular spins. Adapted from [26] with permission, Copyright © 1993 by Williams

& Wilkins.

1.2.7 Spatially Resolved Magnetic Resonance

To obtain spatially resolved NMR signal intensity data, or MRIs, magnetic field gradients

are applied at specific time intervals during a pulse sequence. The information required

to construct an MRI can be obtained with a spin or stimulated echo and three types of

orthogonal magnetic field gradients. A slice select gradient is applied during the excitation

pulses so that only spins in a single plane perpendicular to the direction of the slice select

gradient are in resonance with the RF pulse. A frequency encoding gradient is applied during

acquisition in a direction orthogonal to the slice select gradient. Application of this gradient

causes the nuclei to have precession frequencies corresponding to their position along the
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frequency encoding direction. When the signal is Fourier transformed, the frequency of the

signal is used to determine its position along the frequency encoding direction. Lastly, the

pulse sequence is repeated a number of times equal to the desired resolution in the third

spatial dimension. A phase encoding gradient with an array of strengths is applied between

excitation and acquisition for a brief period to cause a degree of dephasing. The difference

in the amount of phase change at a point caused by different gradient strengths corresponds

to the position in the third dimension. In order to generate an image, a 2D plot of frequency

encoding and phase encoding data, which is referred to as k-space, is processed using a 2D

Fourier transform [259].

Additional weightings are often applied when acquiring images of nuclear density in-

cluding relaxations, MT, diffusion, and velocimetry [259, 265–267]. A STimulated Echo

Multi-Slice (STEMS) pulse sequence diagram is shown in Fig. 3.3 with options for includ-

ing an off resonance saturation pulse (for MT weighting) or bipolar gradients (for diffusion

weighting). T2 weighted images can be acquired by adjusting the delay time between the

initial excitation and the signal peak, known as the echo time, tE. A flow weighted spin echo

multi-slice (SEMS) sequence is shown in Fig. 1.18. In this sequence, bipolar gradients are

applied in the directions of fluid velocity measurements.

1.3 MRI Applied to Biological Systems

Magnetic resonance is frequently used to obtain information about biological systems. Its

most widely known biological application is clinical imaging. Diffusion, MT, T2, and flow

weighted MRIs are acquired in clinical settings [234, 268–270]. Some clinical research has

investigated the use of MRI for purposes that hold value in tissue engineering, such as

obtaining cell density information in tumors or brain abscess [271–284].

1.3.1 Magnetic Resonance In Vitro

In addition to being applied to clinical imaging, magnetic resonance has been used to obtain

metabolic information and image cell and tissue cultures. Multiple configurations for housing
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Figure 1.18: MRI pulse sequence. Modified spin-echo multi-slice (SEMS) pulse sequence

for phase-contrast velocity measurements in three-dimensions. Flow compensation (F.C.)

gradients are shown as green lobes and flow weighting (F.W.) bipolar gradients are shown

as red lobes. Reprinted from [27], Copyright 2012, with permission from Elsevier.

viable cells in a high magnetic field have been developed for this purpose. Some groups have

constructed NMR compatible flow chambers in which cells are seeded on microcarrier beads,

hollow fibers, or fabrics; or cells are encapsulated in gel threads or spheroids [285, 286].

Others have developed MRI compatible incubation systems [287–289], which have been used

to investigate the cytotoxicity of magnetic fields and RF electromagnetic radiation [290,291].

NMR has been used to monitor metabolites in cell populations that have been pel-

leted [292,293] and encapsulated in gels [294,295]. NMR based metabolic studies have been

used to distinguish cell types [293], monitor differentiation of stem cells [292, 296], or ob-

serve metabolic profiles over extended periods of culture [294]. Although NMR can provide

metabolic information about a cell population, metabolites are not present in high enough

concentrations to generate enough signal for metabolic imaging without metabolite specific

contrast enhancement such as 13C pyruvate [297]. Therefore, most metabolic data obtained

from cell cultures are averages of entire cultures within the NMR probe’s RF region.

The quantity of cells in a tissue culture presents a signal challenge for MRI of whole cells,

especially when cells are seeded and cultured at much lower densities than physiologically
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observed. For example, the average physiologic hepatocellularity is 1.12×108 cells·mL−1

(based on a reported average hepatocellularity of 1.07×108 cells·g−1 [298] and an average

hepatic density of 1.051 g·mL−1 [299]) whereas engineered hepatic seeding densities have

been reported with an upper range that is an order of magnitude less [300]. To enhance cel-

lular visibility, cells are often labelled with contrast agents [295, 301–306]. MRIs have been

acquired of cells in suspension [302–304, 307], encapsulated in gels [295, 305, 308], seeded

in porous scaffolds [287, 289, 309], and cultured on bead surfaces within hollow fiber de-

vices [306, 310, 311]. These MRIs have been used map cell location [310, 311] and measure

their contrast agent uptake [306]. A few studies have acquired MRIs of cells without contrast

agent labelling [232,287,289,308,309], which would be preferred for long term tissue culture,

since cell division and turnover may lead to inaccurate labelling.

Given the ability of MRI to map cells and fluid velocity, and given the influence of fluid

flow on cell behavior, the application of MRI to examine the influence of flow on engineered

tissue construct development is expected to yield results that will contribute to the long

term goal of controlling large tissue growth. The goal of this work was to establish the tools

needed to culture thick, optically opaque TE constructs in a flow controlled environment

and methods by which noninvasive readouts of tissue development and health could be

quantitatively mapped and correlated to maps of shear.
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CHAPTER 2

Design and Operation of Twelve Channel Bioreactor

2.1 Introduction

Injury and disease can cause loss of biological tissue, which is a condition that can be treated

with replacement tissue [33–40]. Donor tissue has been used as a replacement for lost tissue,

but limited availability [47–49] and rejection and disease transmission risks [44–46] have mo-

tivated the search for alternative tissue replacements, such as engineered tissue [52]. In order

to grow and condition engineered tissue constructs to the point at which they are capable of

performing the function of natural tissue, appropriate environmental conditions and signals

must be provided. A bioreactor is a device that has been developed to provide such an

environment [69]. Over time, new insights into the complex environmental requirements for

culturing engineered tissue have driven the development of bioreactors with novel function-

alities in an attempt to meet these requirements [189]. One aspect of the environment that

has been shown to be critical to the developmental outcomes of multiple tissue types is the

spatiotemporal heterogeneity of physiological signals. Both biomechanical and biochemical

spatiotemporal signal distributions have been observed in the development of dermal, vascu-

lar, cardiac, neural, and craniofacial tissue [312–318], and timed micromechanical signaling

has been used to control intercellular interactions [319].

Behaviors of an individual change in response to mechanical stimuli in the environment

by a mechanism called mechanotransduction [145]. Mechanotranstruction is the process by

which mechanical stimuli activate or suppress biochemical pathways through a mechanically

sensitive structure, such as the cytoskeleton or an ion channel, that undergoes a conforma-

tional change in response to the stimulus [145].
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Cell-cell signaling networks govern more complex processes such as tissue remodeling and

the self-organization of a population of cells into large, multicellular structures [320,321]. In

these networks, genetic programs control behavioral responses to stimuli throughout a cell

population. Delays in transcription and translation, or delayed positive and negative feed-

back loops may result in signal oscillations, or distinct temporal patterns within signaling

networks that influence network behavior [322]. Similarly, the temporal presentation of a

signal with a bioreactor may promote certain cellular responses, such as the intracellular

Ca2+ response in endothelial cells to sinusoidal flow and ATP concentration patterns [222].

This specific Ca2+ response has been linked to behaviors that play a role in vascular mor-

phogenesis [131, 132]. The spatial distribution of a signal influences where multicellular

structures localize and to what degree they form at spatially varied locations, guiding the

overall process of tissue formation [19].

Because biomechanical spatiotemporal signal patterns have been shown to play a role in

the development of tissues and organs, efforts have been made to map extracellular matrix

(ECM) stiffness and flow at the cellular and tissue scales [27, 318, 323, 324]. The impact of

spatiotemporal heterogeneity of physiological signals on engineered tissue development must

be understood in order to determine the proper signal presentation to guide engineered tis-

sues through multistage development processes. In order to promote tissue development, an

appropriate signal pattern may need to be determined. A signal pattern refers to a specific

spatiotemporal distribution of the signal magnitude throughout the volume a TE construct.

For example, a shear pattern refers to the organization (in time and space) of the quantity of

shear stress. A dissolved nutrient pattern refers to the spatiotemporal distribution of the con-

centration of that nutrient. One strategy to investigate signal patterns has been to replicate

patterns observed in vivo inside bioreactors [325, 326], but practical limitations of current

tissue culture (TC) technology currently make it impossible to replicate all aspects of the

in vivo environment. Fluid velocity distributions generated in bioreactors have been shown

to promote vascular morphogenesis [129, 225]. To investigate the effects of a range of shear

patterns on three dimensional (3D) cell culture and engineered tissue development, recent

bioreactors have been designed with the ability to generate arbitrary velocity maps through
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perfusion tissue cultures [224]. Biomechanical signal patterns produced in vitro have been

shown to promote biological outcomes such as tendon homeostasis, cartilage development,

bone development, and vascular morphogeneis [19, 327–329]. The ability to monitor and

control fluid-induced shear forces noninvasively in thick, optically opaque media make this

bioreactor design suitable for studying the influence of varied spatiotemporal biomechanical

signaling on engineered tissue development.

A TE construct can be composed of a scaffold and cells seeded on the scaffold [52]. This

scaffold is required to support a 3D volume of cells, and it should allow sufficient nutrient

delivery and waste removal [52]. One method to ensure sufficient exchange of nutrients and

wastes is to perfuse a scaffold with cell culture media [206]. Perfusion introduces mechanical

signals to the TE construct [206]. Generally, a TE scaffold must be biocompatible and

promote cell growth. A scaffold for perfusion should possess sufficient permeability to allow

flow (while minimizing compression) and mechanical resistance to resist erosion [330, 331].

TE scaffolds are sometimes made from biopolymers, such as those found in the natural ECM

including collagen, fibronectin, laminin, and elastin [332]. The biopolymer hydrogels studied

here are water swollen matrices composed of a mixture of several types of randomly oriented,

physically crosslinked ECM protein fibers [333].

Scaffolds composed of biopolymers are used because these molecules are known to pos-

sess desirable biological properties (biocompatible, biodegradable, etc.) in vivo [332]. Many

biopolymer hydrogels are unable to support pressure-driven interstitial flow at velocities

greater than ∼100 µm/s due to low fluid permeability and low mechanical strength. In

vivo, interstitial flow is movement of a fluid through ECM outside of blood vessels. In vitro

the term is used to refer to flow through scaffold material, such as the biopolymer strands

making up a hydrogel. Subjecting biopolymer hydrogels to perfusion results in scaffold de-

formation and degradation on time scales much shorter than what is required for tissue

development [27]. Fluid permeability depends on several interdependent properties of the

scaffold including porosity (total void fraction) and pore interconnectivity, tortuosity, and

size distribution [334–339]. Fluid permeability is a measure of flow conductance — the pres-

sure drop across a material through which liquid is flowed is inversely proportional to the fluid
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permeability of the material. This pressure difference exerts a compressive force on the mate-

rial. A material’s resistance to compression is a function of material stiffness [340,341]. The

allowable quantity of compressive force before the material fractures or irreversibly deforms

depends on the compressive strength of the material. Irreversible deformation or fracturing

are generally undesirable outcomes since they alter the structure of the engineered tissue.

Therefore, a material requires sufficient permeability for perfusion. The exact permeability

considered sufficient for perfusion depends on the compressive strength of the material, the

material geometry, and the desired flow rate.

Another impact flow can have on a material is shear-induced erosion, or the removal of

material at the scaffold surface due to shear forces exerted by fluid flow. In some scaffolds,

noticeable erosion at the channel wall can occur within hours, leading to undesirable loss

of engineered tissue [27]. One mechanism of shear-induced erosion is polymer chain scis-

sion [342]. A scaffold’s resistance to shear-induced erosion depends on the uniformity of wall

shear, which can be promoted by optimizing scaffold microarchitecture [330].

In order to address scaffold compression, open channels have been included in scaffolds to

provide low resistance flow paths, increasing the scaffold’s permeability. Alternatively, hy-

drogel scaffolds have been lyophilized to form more permeable macroporous sponges. Macro-

porous sponges refer to materials containing large (>10 µm) pores separated by thin walls

of insoluble material, which can be synthesized by lyophilizing collagen and gelatin hydro-

gels [343, 344]. Without channels or large, interconnected pores to accommodate flow, the

low fluid permeability of the gel causes a pressure differential to form across the gel that

may result in gel compression. The insertion of channels into a scaffold is an example of

a topological modification. Topological modifications refer to the insertion of architectural

features that are preserved despite deformations to the material structure containing these

features. Topological modifications have been shown to influence velocity maps within porous

scaffolds [168].

In addition to the physical properties of a scaffold, biological properties such as impact on

cell behavior should be considered. Cell behaviors that could contribute to the final cellular

content and function of an engineered tissue include proliferation, migration and differentia-
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tion [52,78]. Proliferation refers to the division of cells into daughter cells. Proliferation can

be promoted to reach a target cell density after initially seeding a scaffold with a smaller

number of cells. Migration refers to the movement of cells. It plays a role in the formation

of organized multicellular structures, such as vascular networks. Differentiation is a series

of changes in gene expression which result in a cell performing specialized functions. After

seeding a scaffold with stem cells or progenitor cells, signals can be provided to promote

differentiation into cell types with specialized functions. Cell behaviors depend on the same

scaffold structural properties that influence scaffold permeability and mechanical durability,

such as matrix stiffness, pore size, biopolymer composition [89,179,180,345–347].

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is capable of mapping cell distribution [232,287,289,

308, 309] and mapping fluid velocity in thick, optically opaque environments [348]. Given

the influence of fluid flow on cell behavior, the application of MRI to examine the influence

of flow on engineered tissue construct development is may yield results that will contribute

to the long term goal of controlling large tissue growth.

In this study we propose an MRI compatible, 12-channel inlet bioreactor capable of

generating arbitrary velocity maps. The design features a removable tissue culture (TC)

chamber to accommodate multiple scaffold types. The removable culture chamber enables

the user to prepare the scaffold outside the bioreactor, which facilitates the inclusion of any

desired topology, and then insert it for use.

The new bioreactor design was evaluated for its ability to maintain several types of

biopolymer scaffolds under perfusion for up to two weeks, a length of time sufficient to observe

the formation of vessels ∼8-16 cm in length based on a vessel growth rate of 6 to 12 mm per

day [225]. In addition, these scaffolds were evaluated for their ability to promote endothelial

migration and proliferation. Scaffolds used include commercially available porous collagen

and gelatin sponges and several unique biopolymer hydrogel mixtures. A biopolymer mixture

known to promote vascular morphogenesis, referred to as the magic mixture, which is known

to succumb to erosion and compression [27], was modified to be suitable for withstanding

mechanical forces of perfusion. The new composition was selected to balance mechanical

durability and stiffness with relevant levels of vascular morphogenesis. Mechanical durability
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was evaluated by the resistance of the scaffold to wear under perfusion for up to two weeks.

Stiffness was evaluated by the scaffold’s ability to supported channel architecture without

collapsing.

Finally, the bioreactor was used to culture cells in a macroporous gelatin sponge under

a heterogeneous flow velocity distribution. During culture, MRI was used to measure the

velocity map and the corresponding maps of cell density and viability.

2.2 Materials and methods

2.2.1 Bioreactor Setup

2.2.1.1 Bioreactor Body and Water Jacket Assembly

The twelve-inlet bioreactor body was fabricated from a United States Pharmacopeia (USP)

Class VI biocompatible stereolithographic resin (Formlabs, Dental SG Resin). Additive

manufacturing, or the computer controlled layer-by-layer deposition of material based on

a computer-aided design (CAD) file, was chosen for its ability to create intricate internal

flow path geometries. Stereolithography was chosen because it produces non-porous, high-

resolution parts. The resin used was both biocompatible and autoclavable, making it suitable

for applications that required cell culture contact. It was found to be compatible with pro-

longed contact with ethanol, isopropanol, and glutaraldehyde-based sterilization solutions.

Renderings of the bioreactor body from multiple angles are shown in Fig. 2.1 (a). The

ends of the bioreactor were cylindrical, allowing the bioreactor to be vertically aligned within

the 40 mm inner diameter (ID) MRI probe. The middle of the bioreactor was a 0.3 inch

thick flat plate centered on the cylindrical axis of the MRI probe. A tapered square hole in

which the TC chamber was inlayed passed through the center of the flat plate. Grooves for

o-rings surrounded the hole on both faces of the plate. Removable polycarbonate windows

were sealed against the o-rings on both faces of the bioreactor to contain the internal flow

path. The windows were mounted with polyether ether ketone (PEEK) screws and nuts that

threaded into holes built directly in the body of the bioreactor. The windows provided high
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sample visibility and a potential path for optical imaging.

TopCView

SideCView

InletCTubing
Attachments

BbK

QuartzCWindows

Polycarbonate
WindowCBTopK

TCCChamber

TECScaffold

Silicone
Gasket

O-Ring
OutletCTubing
Attachment

Polycarbonate
WindowCBBottomK

PEEKCScrews
andCNuts

BaK

CellCCulture
MediaCInlets

Figure 2.1: Bioreactor Diagram. (a) 3D schematic of bioreactor body only from top

and side perspective. (b) Expanded view of all components in fully assembled bioreactor

including TC chamber.

Rather than place a sponge or cast a gel directly in the bioreactor, a separate insert

known as the TC chamber was developed to give more control over the scaffold preparation
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process. Made with Dental SG Resin, the TC chamber was a 4 mm tall retaining wall

surrounding an empty 1.2 cm × 1.2 cm square-shaped region in which the tissue engineering

scaffold was contained. Four holes passed through each side of the chamber aligning with

the bioreactor inlets. The outside of the chamber was angled to sit within the tapered hole

in the center of the bioreactor. Four hooked prongs extended below the corners of the TC

chamber to seat a quartz window that served as a flat base to support the bottom of the

scaffold. Four corner prongs extended above the TC chamber around a small ledge on which

a slightly larger quartz window was placed. The windows created well-defined geometric

boundaries for the TC chamber and provided extra mechanical support for gels cast in the

chamber by serving as an additional rigid surface to which the gel attached. An expanded

diagram of the assembled bioreactor components is shown in Fig. 2.1 (b).

In early tests of the TC chamber concept, the chamber was inserted into the bioreactor

without a gasket. In these tests, fluid preferentially passed between the walls of the bioreactor

and TC chamber rather than the scaffold. In order to prevent liquid from circumventing

the desired flow path through the scaffold, the silicone gasket was developed to make a

seal between the walls of the TC chamber and bioreactor. It was cast from a food grade

liquid silicone (Make Your Own Molds, CopyFlex®) in a mold made from stereolithographic

resin (Formlabs, Clear Resin). Stainless Steel tubes were positioned during casting to create

channels in the silicone gasket that aligned with the bioreactor inlets. A syringe and needle

were used to inject the liquid silicone into the mold (see Fig. 2.2). Silicone gaskets were cured

for eight hours. The cured gaskets were removed from the mold and soaked in deionized

water for five days at 50◦C to leach out residual toxins that were found to disrupt cell

culture. Following the leaching step silicone molds were placed in static six well plate cell

cultures and verified to have no influence on cell morphology, growth rate, or viability.

Twelve 0.125 inch outer diameter (OD) fluorinated ethylene propylene (FEP) tubes con-

taining cell culture media were attached to the bioreactor via flat bottom, nut and ferrule

fittings screwed into 1/4-28 threaded holes manufactured directly in the bioreactor’s cylindri-

cal base. These holes fed into the twelve inlet channels that directed flow from the cylindrical

end of the bioreactor into three sides of the TC chamber. Cell culture media passed through
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Gel Gasket

Sponge Gasket

Figure 2.2: Silicone Gasket Casting. Workflow diagram of the silicone mold assembly

and casting for sponges and biopolymer gels. The open channels in the gasket made for gels

are offset from each other in order to accommodate stainless steel tubing alignment required

when casting gels (see Fig. 2.5), whereas the channels in the sponge gasket are all in the same

plane. A magnified view of the last step highlights how metal tubing was aligned during the

making of the gaskets.

the scaffold and exited the bioreactor through a single channel at the opposite end of the

bioreactor inlets. Around the cluster of threaded holes in the base of the bioreactor was a

barbed fitting over which a silicone tube fit. The silicone tube jacketed the FEP tubes con-

taining cell culture media, and it contained water maintained at 37◦C by a circulating bath.

A diagram of the fully assembled water jacket is shown in Fig. 2.3 (a)-(b). The purpose of

the water jacket was to warm cell culture media to body temperature immediately prior to

entering the bioreactor. Water baths are also a potential source of cell culture contamina-

tion [239]. Due to the risk of biologically contaminated water coming into close contact with

the bioreactor, the circulated water was eventually replaced with heated airflow. Pressurized

air was passed through a high-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filter and heating element

(Belilove Company-Engineers, Mini Clean Flow Heater) at 5 standard cubic feet per minute
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(scfm). A thermocouple located in the base of the heat exchange jacket and the heating

element and were connected to a PID controller (Belilove Company-Engineers, BCE10390).

Heated air passed through insulated tubing into the jacket. From the jacket it was discharged

to the atmosphere. The heated air flow path is diagrammed in A.10.

Heated Water Inlet

Heated Water Return

Water Jacket
Base Barb Bioreactor

Body Barb

Bioreactor Body

(a)

(b)

Water Jacket TubingWater Jacket Base

Inlet Tubing Attachment Points

Figure 2.3: Water Jacket Diagram. (a) Top view of bioreactor with fully assembled water

jacket. (b) Cross section view of water jacket showing flow path of heated water. Solid black

arrows indicate heated water flow from the entrance of the water jacket to the base of the

bioreactor. Dotted arrows indicate heated water flow out of the water jacket through an exit

tube, which is highlighted by a checkered pattern.

2.2.1.2 Bioreactor Flow Process

A process flow diagram (PFD) detailing the bioreactor flow setup is presented in Fig. 2.4.

Primary Flow Path: The primary flow path is a closed circuit in which a peristaltic pump
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Figure 2.4: Process Flow Diagram. Color Legend: Black - cell culture media, blue - gas

flow, yellow/purple lines - digital signals generated and received by computer, red - 37◦C

water. Abbreviations: BT - Bubble Trap, PR - Pressure Relief, BP - Back Pressure
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circulates cell culture media through the twelve channel bioreactor. The pump draws media

from a reservoir and sends it through two pressure reducing pressure regulators in series that

dampen pressure spikes generated by peristaltic motion. A digital pressure gauge monitors

output from the pump. From there the media passes through a bubble trap and then a

digital flowmeter measuring the total volumetric flow rate passing through the bioreactor.

The path separates into twelve parallel channels. Each of these channels includes a computer

actuated metering valve and digital flowmeter to independently control all bioreactor inlet

flow rates. Cell culture media passes through about 25 feet of tubing before entering the

bioreactor. The six feet of tubing immediately upstream of the bioreactor are contained in a

jacket maintained at 37◦C to bring cell culture media to body temperature prior to entering

the TC chamber. Downstream of the bioreactor the media passes through a back pressure

regulator before entering a manifold and then returning to the reservoir. The primary flow

path is highlighted in Fig. A.11.

Secondary Flow Paths: The manifold through which cell culture media passes prior to

returning to the reservoir serves as a convergence point for several secondary flow paths

configured in parallel to the primary flow path. In conjunction with a series of stopcocks the

manifold is used to redirect and manage flow through these paths. In order to prolong the

life of the tubing in the peristaltic pump (GORE® STA-PURE®), the pressure downstream

of the pump head is prevented from exceeding 40 PSI with a pressure relief valve installed

in a secondary flow path parallel to the primary bioreactor flow circuit. During normal

operation, any cell culture media that passed through the pressure relief valve was returned

directly to the reservoir through the manifold. Another secondary flow path in parallel to the

bioreactor circuit includes a segment of large inner diameter (ID) tubing. The stopcock used

to toggle flow through this path was kept closed during normal operation in order to trap

a volume of air. The trapped air experiences cyclical compression and dampens peristaltic

induced pressure spikes. Dampening the pressure spikes reduces pulsatile flow rates, hence

this component was named the pulsation dampener. Lastly, the bubble trap used in the

primary flow path (Radnoti) is constructed with two overflow ports. These ports are both

connected to the manifold and normally remain closed, but they could be opened briefly to
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remove any buildup of trapped air during daily operating inspections. The secondary flow

paths are highlighted in Fig. A.12.

Other Flow Paths: The final flow path connected to the manifold leads to a waste

collection vessel. A flow line called the primary bypass connects the output of the peristaltic

pump to the flow line immediately downstream of the bioreactor. Each computer controlled

metering valve includes a small bypass that was used for rinsing the system quicker than it

could be rinsed with the metering valve alone. These flow paths are highlighted in Fig. A.13.

2.2.2 Scaffold Preparation

Two classes of scaffold were prepared for use in the bioreactor: macroporous sponges and

hydrogels. In both cases scaffolds were comprised of natural extracellular matrix (ECM)

proteins. Multiple types of scaffolds were investigated to demonstrate that this bioreactor

is a tool that can be applied to several different TE environments. It was also done to show

the impact of different scaffolds on velocity maps and to show the steps necessary to adapt

scaffolds with different properties for use in the proposed multi-inlet design.

2.2.2.1 ECM Hydrogel Mixtures

Hydrogels were cast with a mixture of fibrin, Matrigel® (Corning®), and rat tail derived

type I collagen (Corning®). Matrigel® is approximately 33% laminin, 60% collagen IV, and

5.4% heparan sulfate [341]. Several hydrogels made from different combinations of ECM

proteins were evaluated for their mechanical stability under flow and ability to promote

endothelial cell organization. Endothelial cells were used because of their well-established

response to flow and shear stress [19, 127–130, 214, 215] and because 3D in vitro models of

endothelial vessel linings have immediate practical applications in current research due to

their ability to better represent in vivo conditions [349]. The complete composition of each

gel mixture is seen in Table 2.1. Final concentrations of the structural ECM components are

seen in Table 2.2. Prior to casting the gel, fibrinogen and thrombin powders were dissolved

and sterile filtered through a 0.22 µm pore size membrane. Fibrinogen was dissolved in
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Table 2.1: ECM Hydrogel Compositions.

All Components
Gel 1 Gel 2 Gel 3 Gel 4

Volumes (µL)

Collagen (9.66 mg·mL−1) 96.34 306 235 241

NaOH (1 M) 4.82 15.31 11.75 11.84

10X DMEM 28.9 28.3 28.5 22.2

FBS 3.85 3.77 3.80 2.96

Thrombin (100 units·mL−1) 28.9 28.3 40.0 44.4

Matrigel® 48.2 47.2 47.5 37.0

Fibrinogen (mg·mL−1) 289 (10) 70.7 (25) 133.5 (25) 141.1 (25)

Table 2.2: Final ECM Concentration

ECM Components Gel 1 Gel 2 Gel 3 Gel 4

Collagen (mg·mL−1) 1.9 5.9 4.5 4.7

Fibrinogen (mg·mL−1) 5.8 3.5 6.7 7.0

Matrigel® (%) 9.6 9.4 9.5 7.4

Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) and kept in a warm bath at 37◦C prior to

use. Thrombin was dissolved at 100 units·mL−1 in 0.1% (w/v) bovine serum albumin (BSA)

solution and kept at 4◦C.

When preparing gels, collagen solution and NaOH were combined first to neutralize

pH and kept on ice to preventing premature gelation. The 10X DMEM, fetal bovine serum

(FBS), Thrombin, and Matrigel® were added to the neutralized collagen solution and mixed

on ice carefully with a positive displacement pipette to prevent bubbles from entering the

solution. While the chilled solution was kept on ice, human aortic endothelial cells (HAECs)

were trypsinized and counted. 9 × 105 cells were placed into a separate tube and pelleted

in a centrifuge. After aspirating the neutralized trypsin, the pellets were suspended in

fibrinogen solution. Fibrinogen cell suspension containing 7.5 × 105 cells was added to the
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Figure 2.5: Diagram of the components and assembly of the gel casting apparatus.

All components except for the top quartz window were assembled during steam sterilization.

The top quartz window was placed with sterile forceps immediately after the chamber was

filled with liquid gel in order to flatten the convex meniscus that formed at the surface of

the gel.

chilled solution and mixed quickly and thoroughly to generate a final cell concentration of

1.5 × 106 cells·mL−1. Care was taken not to introduce air bubbles during mixing. Within

thirty seconds after combining the fibrinogen and thrombin the mixture was transferred to

either a gel casting chamber for perfusion experiments or a 96 well plate for static culture

experiments. The mixture was placed in an incubator at 37◦C for 30 minutes to anneal.

Following gelation the wells were filled with cell culture media, or the TC chamber was

loaded in the bioreactor.

Due to low hydraulic conductivity and mechanical strength of natural ECM based hydro-

gels, open channels in the gel were created to accommodate fluid velocities corresponding to

physiologically relevant wall shear stresses (5-20 dyn·cm−2) for endothelial cells [28]. In or-

der to form a gel with channels, the gel was cast over a grid of stainless steel tube segments

that could be removed following annealing. A gel casting chamber was designed to align

tubes with the inlets of the TC chamber. The gel casting chamber was assembled and steam

sterilized in a stainless steel catheter instrument tray. A diagram of the gel casting chamber

is seen in Fig. 2.5. In order to generate a grid of overlapping channels in the gel using two

perpendicular tubing arrays, notches were machined into one tubing array to allow the other
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tubing array to pass through it. This design resulted in the two perpendicular tubing arrays

being offset from each other by 50% of the tubing diameter and offset from the bioreactor

inlets and outlets by 25% of the tubing diameter. Despite the offset, a continuous plane of

connected channels was established in the middle of the gel. Compared to a macroporous

sponge in which all channels were cut in the same plane, the degree of channel offset in a

biopolymer hydrogel is highlighted in a cross section view of the gel in Fig. 2.6.

The specific protocol for gel preparation follows. Matrigel®, which is delivered as a

frozen solution, was thawed overnight in an ice bucket in a 4◦C refrigerator. Fibrinogen

powder was dissolved in DMEM to form a solution with a fibrinogen concentration of 25

mg·mL−1. Fibrinogen solution was filtered through a 0.22µm pore size syringe filter to

sterilize. Thrombin powder was dissolved in 0.1% (w/v) BSA solution to form a solution of

100 units·mL−1 and sterile filtered before use. Each lot of thrombin specifies the activity of

the enzyme powder in units·g−1, allowing a solution to be prepared according to enzymatic

activity based on a mass measurement. Collagen is shipped as a sterile liquid solution with

the concentration specified on the vial. If it is too concentrated, it can be diluted with sterile

deionized water. Sodium hydroxide solution can be prepared by dissolving solid pellets or

purchased as a premade solution. Sodium hydroxide solution was sterile filtered before use.

All other components (FBS and DMEM) are commercially available as sterile solutions.

All components of the casting chamber except for the top quartz window were assembled

and steam sterilized inside a metal catheter tray. The top quarts window and a pair of forceps

were sterilized in the tray as well. During gel preparation, cold positive displacement pipette

tips were used to measure viscous solutions containing collagen or Matrigel®. Solutions of

collagen, NaOH, 10X DMEM, FBS, thrombin, and Matrigel® were kept on ice immediately

prior to use. After the addition of each component, the mixture was pipetted up and down

repeatedly to mix. Care was taken no to introduce bubbles when pipetting.

Once all components were in solution form, the collagen, NaOH, 10X DMEM, FBS,

thrombin, and Matrigel® were combined with micropipettes and mixed well in a tube sitting

in ice. Cells cultured in a 5% CO2 atmosphere at 37◦C were trypsinized, counted, and

pelleted in a separate tube that was kept warm in a 37◦C bath. Cells were suspended in the
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fibrinogen/DMEM solution. The cell suspension was combined with the cold ingredients,

mixed quickly, and then cast into the tissue culture chamber or the well of a 96 well plate

within ∼ 15 seconds. The top quartz window was positioned with the sterile forceps. The

catheter tray was then closed and placed in the 37◦C incubator for 1.5 hour to allow gel

annealing. Gel annealing occurs by three mechanisms: the cleavage of fibrinogen into fibrin,

the warming of collagen, and the warming of Matrigel®. Once the gel had annealed, the

needles were removed, leaving behind open channels.

Offset Channels In-Plane Channels

SpongeGel

Figure 2.6: Channel Alignment Comparison. Diagram of channel alignment in cross

sectional view of completed scaffolds. The channel paths are highlighted in green.

2.2.2.2 Porous Sponges

Macroporous sponges evaluated in this study were either collagen- (Ultrafoam�, Avitene�)

or gelatin- (Gelfoam®, Pfizer) based. Sponges were cut into blocks with a scalpel blade and

discs with a circular biopsy punch. To cut sponges consistently with appropriate dimen-

sions for the TC chamber, scalpel blades were aligned with slits in parts made from Dental

SG resin. Dry sponge blocks were attached to the inner walls of the TC chamber with a

nitrocellulose-based adhesive film (New-Skin® liquid bandage) to prevent the sponge edges

from retracting from the walls of the TC chamber following wetting. Scaffolds not properly

anchored to the bioreactor chamber wall (due to initial placement or erosion) may result in

edge flows in which cell culture media preferentially flows around the scaffold rather than

through it, and erosion can occur [27, 200, 231]. Edge flows increase nutrient delivery to
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cells in the peripheral regions and reduce transport to the interior of a scaffold [231]. They

also introduce flow behavior that may be unaccounted in predictive fluid simulations. After

allowing the adhesive to dry for four hours, channels were cut through sponges by focusing

a 1500 mW laser (Genesis CX, Coherent) tuned to 532 nm through the holes in the sides

of the TC chamber. In order to prevent damage to the TC chamber during laser cutting,

a slightly smaller channel diameter of 1.4 mm was used to keep the beam a safe distance

from the chamber walls. Prior to laser cutting, the TC chamber containing the adhered

sponge was sealed in a steam sterilized laser cutting box made from Dental SG. Microscopy

coverslips adhered to the sides of the box with a high temperature resistant epoxy allowed

light to enter the sponge while preventing microbial contamination during cutting. The box

was secured on a stepper motor with a grub screw. The motor was used to rotate the box

in 90◦ increments to allow cutting through all sides of the box. The motor was mounted

on a three directional micrometer stage used to position the box beneath the focused laser

beam. Sterile filtered (0.22 µm pore size) airflow was directed through the space between

the sponge and coverslip to remove smoke particles from the chamber that were generated

during the cutting process. A diagram of the laser cutting assembly can be seen in Fig. 2.7.

Following laser cutting sponges were seeded by soaking them in cell suspension containing

1.5 × 106 cells·mL−1 for 2 hours. After seeding the remaining cell suspension was removed

and sponges were placed in either a six well plate for static culture or into the bioreactor for

perfusion culture.

2.2.2.3 Biological Evaluation of Scaffolds with Endothelial Cells

Scaffold materials were evaluated for their ability to promote endothelial cell attachment and

branching morphology using thin test scaffolds. Thin scaffolds were used so that diffusion

limits would not reduce cell growth in the scaffold interior. The objective of this test was

to determine if these scaffold materials promote attachment, migration, and branching mor-

phology. Cells were seeded on test scaffolds and cultured statically for five days at 37◦C in 5%

CO2. At the end of that period, constructs were fixed by submersion in 2% formaldehyde so-
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Figure 2.7: Sponge Laser Cutting Apparatus. Diagram includes the components and

assembly steps of the apparatus used to contain and position the sponge during laser cutting.

All components were steam sterilized prior to assembly. Before placing the sponge in the

TC chamber, nitrocellulose based adhesive film was applied to the inner walls of the TC

chamber with a brush.

lution for one hour. The 2% formaldehyde solution was prepared by diluting a commercially

available 16% formaldehyde solution with phosphate buffered saline (PBS). After fixation,

constructs were rinsed with PBS and permeabilized. A permeabilization solution was pre-

pared by combining 25 mL Hank’s Balanced Salt Solution, 75 µL Triton-X, and 12.5 µL

Tween-20. Scaffolds were submerged in permeabilization solution for one hour. After per-

meabilization, test constructs were stained with 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) and

Texas Red�-X Phalloidin and imaged with a confocal microscope (Leica SP2). DAPI stains

cell nuclei and Texas Red�-X Phalloidin stains the actin cytoskeleton. A 0.14 mm2 field of

view was acquired to demonstrate attachment and spreading.

2.2.2.4 Confocal Imaging of Full-Size Scaffold

B16-F10 cell distribution was mapped in full-size (0.4 cm × 1.2 cm × 1.2 cm) constructs

cultured statically and under flow. The distribution of B16-F10 cells cultured statically

was mapped across the entire scaffold area using confocal tile stitching. Following culture,
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samples were fixed and permeabilized as described in the previous section. Next, since the

samples were thick, they were embedded in paraffin, sectioned into 20 µm thin sections,

deparaffinized, blocked, stained with primary and secondary antibodies for Ki67 (a prolifer-

ation marker) using Opal 650 (Akoya), and stained with Hoechst 33258. Hoechst 33258 is

an alternate nuclear stain, which was used because it distinguished cell nuclei more clearly.

2.2.3 Bioreactor Operation

2.2.3.1 Glutaraldehyde Sterilization

Prior to using the bioreactor for perfusion experiments, the entire system was sterilized with

glutaraldehyde based sterilant (Cetylcide-G, Cetylite®). First the system was drained of

existing liquid such as cell culture media from a previous experiment using a liquid removal

cycle (see Supplemental Sec. A.1). Next the system was primed with deionized water using a

liquid priming cycle (see Supplemental Sec. A.2) to rinse out any residual cell culture media

(proteins in FBS can potentially precipitate out of solution and clog filters and valves if not

removed prior to sterilization). A liquid removal cycle was used to drain the system of the

rinse water. Once emptied, the waste reservoir was emptied and the media reservoir was

filled with sterilant. The system was then primed with sterilant. During priming, care was

taken to remove all air bubbles and ensure all interior surfaces were wetted with sterilant.

Any sterilant discharged into the waste reservoir during priming was recycled into the media

reservoir as needed. Once the system was primed with sterilant, it was incubated for a time

period of greater than or equal to 10 hours according to the manufacturer’s (Cetylite®)

instructions to ensure complete sterilization.

In addition to priming the internal volume of the system with sterilant, two external

regions of the system outside of the sealed flow path were flushed with sterilant due to the

potential for them to experience brief contact with cell culture media at specific points of

operation. These two regions include the space in between the top bioreactor window and

the bioreactor body and the Luer lock connection between the stopcocks at the disconnect

point (see Fig. 2.8). Both were soaked with sterilant for the required time.
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Pipette Tip

Wetted Space

Access Port

Figure 2.8: External Sterilization. Diagram showing sterilization of bioreactor compo-

nents outside of the closed circuit flow path. The left side shows a cross section view in which

the thin space between the bioreactor body and the top polycarbonate window is injected

with sterilant. The right side shows sterilant being injected into the threads surrounding the

Luer lock connection at the disconnect point.

During the incubation period, the media reservoir was disconnected from the rest of the

system, washed, and steam sterilized. In order to disconnect the reservoir aseptically, the

stopcocks at the ends of the two flow paths connecting to the media reservoir containing

sterilant were closed prior to removal. The ends of these stopcocks were submerged in a

sterilant bath while the reservoir was autoclaved. The two flow paths connected to the

media reservoir used for gas phase flow were capped with 0.22 µm pore size filters that were

compatible with steam sterilization (Whatman� Polyvent). These filters were kept on the

media reservoir during the steam sterilization cycle.

After the incubation time the media reservoir was reconnected to the rest of the system.

The sterilant was drained from the system using a liquid removal cycle. Residual sterilant

was rinsed from the system using deionized water that had been steam sterilized. In order

to thoroughly remove residual sterilant, the system was first primed with sterile deionized

water. Next, each component of the system was flushed with volumes of sterile deionized
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Table 2.3: Rinse Volumes for each Flow Path

Flow Path Rinse Quantity (L) Valve Configuration

Manifold to Media Reservoir 0.5 1

Primary Bypass 1 2

Dampener to Manifold 1 3

Pressure Relief to Manifold 1 4

Bubble Trap Overflow 2 to Manifold 1 5

Bubble Trap Overflow 1 to Manifold 0.5 6

Flow Control Valve Bypasses (Initial Rinse) 0.5 7

Flow Control Valves - 8

Flow Control Valve Bypasses (Final Rinse) 1 7

water in the order and quantity specified in Table 2.3. The media reservoir was pressurized to

20 PSI with compressed air to drive rinse flow throughout the system to the waste reservoir.

Every time the rinse water was depleted, the reservoir was depressurized by closing the

stopcock that allowed compressed air into the reservoir and opening the reservoir vent so

that fresh water could be added. Sterile deionized water was added to the system aseptically

by transferring it to the media reservoir in a HEPA filtered environment. When rinsing the

digitally controlled metering valves, a program was run that opened all channels sequentially

for four minutes each. Following all rinsing, the system was drained of deionized water.

Prior to running the bioreactor, the surfaces inside the HEPA filtered environment and

the surrounding lab benches were wiped down with 70% ethanol solution. Floors in the lab

were mopped with dilute acetic acid solution. Exterior surfaces of the bioreactor were wiped

down with 70% ethanol solution.

2.2.3.2 Ethylene Oxide Gas Sterilization

Due to the large quantities of sterile water and time required for flushing glutaraldehyde

residues from the system, a second sterilization method was used involving ethylene oxide
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(EtO) gas. In order to ensure the bioreactor system could physically fit into the available gas

chamber (interior dimensions: 29 cm × 29 cm × 70 cm), the bioreactor system was separated

into discrete modules which could be disassembled at luer lock connections. Separating the

bioreactor into modules also ensured that the ratio of tubing lumen length to inner diameter

was small enough to allow complete gas sterilization. All interior surfaces were rinsed with

deionized water and dried prior to sterilization to remove residual salts and protein, which is

required for proper sterilization [350]. The Luer lock ends were capped with 0.22 µm syringe

filters prior to sterilization to allow gas penetration during sterilization and prevent microbial

entry following the sterilization cycle. The separate modules that were sterilized are shown

in Fig. 2.17 (c) and highlighted in Fig. A.10. These modules include the media reservoir

(red), the bioreactor body and temperature controlled jacket (green), the flow controllers

(yellow), and a centralized hub with manually operated stopcocks (blue). The ∼20 feet of

tubing in between the flowmeters and temperature controlled jacket as well as the ∼20 foot

long return line between the bioreactor outlet and disconnect point (magenta) were steam

sterilized after wrapping the ends with foil. Following sterilization of the modules, all tubing

ends were reassembled aseptically in a laminar flow HEPA filtered workspace.

2.2.3.3 Bioreactor Experiment Initialization

Tissue Culture Preparation: Following glutaraldehyde sterilization, the bioreactor system

was fully primed and drained of PBS to remove any deionized water residue that could lower

the osmotic concentration when priming with cell culture media. The system was primed

with 500 mL of cell culture media using a modified liquid priming cycle that differed from

the one described in Sec. A.2 in three ways. First, rather than using pressurized air to

prime the entire system, pressurized air was only used to prime the line from the reservoir to

the peristaltic pump tubing using the flow path configuration shown in Fig. A.4. Once the

peristaltic pump tubing was primed, the pump head was engaged and activated to circulate

cell culture media back to the media reservoir rather than discharge to the waste reservoir.

The primary and secondary flow circuits, with the exception of the pulsation dampener (see

Figs. A.11 and A.12), were primed using the pump. Second, the bioreactor was oriented with
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its outlet below its inlets in Earth’s gravity to trap air in the space for the TC chamber.

Third, the pulsation dampener path was not primed with any cell culture media in order to

leave a large pocket of trapped air in the dampener.

Sample Loading: After preparing the bioreactor system for tissue culture and seeding a

scaffold, the bioreactor was clamped horizontally in a HEPA filtered environment so that the

inlets and outlets were at a level height. In order to prevent any spillage from occurring when

opening the bioreactor, the valves in the system were set to flow configuration 8 (diagramed

in Fig. A.9), and the peristaltic pump was activated in reverse at a low speed to generate

a slightly negative gauge pressure in the bioreactor. The top window on the bioreactor was

removed with sterile tools, and the TC chamber was inserted into the empty bioreactor

chamber. The top polycarbonate window was put back in place and tightened with nuts

and screws. Tightening the window caused it to push down on the upper prongs of the TC

chamber forcing the chamber to seal against the tapered walls of the bioreactor chamber.

Bubble Removal: Once the TC chamber was in place, the bioreactor was oriented verti-

cally with the outlet above the inlets. All inlet flow rates were set to 0.3 mL·min−1 to push

air out of the bioreactor chamber. Light transmitted through the TC chamber was used

to identify trapped bubbles, which were dislodged by mechanically agitating the bioreactor.

Persistent bubbles were removed by increasing the hydrostatic pressure in the bioreactor to

25 PSI with the BP regulator. The pressure increase reduced the size of the trapped bubbles

and allowed them to be dislodged with mechanical agitation and flow. Once all bubbles were

removed the inlet flow rates were set to desired values for the experiment.

Aseptic Placement of Bioreactor in MRI: To insert the sterile, closed circuit bioreactor

in the MRI, the two stopcocks at the disconnect point were closed and disconnected from

each other in a HEPA filtered environment. The end to be inserted through the MRI was

closed off from its surroundings with a part made from stereolithographic resin that had

been pre sterilized (see Fig. 2.9), allowing it to be handled outside of a HEPA filtered

environment without experiencing microbial contamination. The protected stopcock was

pulled up through the MRI probe and magnet with a string attached to a hook built into

the stopcock cover. Once it passed through the magnet it was reattached to the other
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stopcock of the disconnect point. The bioreactor could then be positioned in the magnet.

(a)

Tubing Cover
Base

Tubing Cover

Attachment
Hook

Closed, Disconnected Stopcocks

(c)

Figure 2.9: Disconnect Point Cover. (a) Assembly of the cover for the disconnect point.

The assembly is done aseptically in a HEPA filtered environment. The tubing cover is

sterilized before assembly. (b) Fully assembled tubing cover.

2.2.3.4 Flow Controller

Individual flow rates were controlled automatically by a MATLAB program that measured

each channel’s volumetric flow, determined the difference between the measured flow rates

and the set points, and adjusted the degree to which the metering valves were opened based

on the difference. The following is a brief description of the algorithm. Once the program

is initiated, MATLAB is connected to an Arduino MEGA 2560 and two Fluigent Flow Rate

Platforms connected to twelve flowmeters (Fluigent XL) using libraries provided by Fluigent.

Digital pulse width modulation (PWM) voltage outputs from the Arduino are used to set

the position of the metering valve actuators (VA21, ETI Systems). In MATLAB, the valve

position corresponds to a PWM integer value from 0 to 255 where 0 corresponds to the valve’s
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fully closed position, 255 corresponds to fully open, and all numbers in between correspond

to linearly spaced degrees of openness. All valve PWM values are initially set to 0.

Once the connections to the flowmeters and Arduino have been established, flow rates

in all twelve channels are read into MATLAB every 2.3 seconds. This delay was chosen

to prevent the software from frequently crashing while maintaining an adequate temporal

response. All twelve set points are read into MATLAB from a text file at the same time

interval. The differences between the set points and measured flow rates is calculated.

Initially, the program quickly searches for the PWM value at which the set point is reached.

During this initial search, if the setpoint is greater than the measured flowrate in a channel

by less than 0.3 mL·min−1, the PWM value is increased by 5. If the difference is greater

than 0.3 mL·min−1 but less than 0.9 mL·min−1, the PWM value is increased by 10. If the

difference is larger than 0.9 mL·min−1, the PWM value is increased by 18. Once the set

point has been passed, adjustments are made in PWM increments of 1. If the flow rate is

greater than the set point, the PWM value is decreased by 1, and if the flow rate is less than

the PWM value, it is increased by 1. This method allowed all channels to reach their set

points within two minutes (See Fig. 2.16).

2.2.3.5 Flow and Shear Maps

A flow-weighted spin echo multi-slice (SEMS) pulse sequence was used to acquire fluid veloc-

ity maps within the bioreactor. The pulse sequence for flow imaging can be seen in Fig. 1.18.

One image was acquired during perfusion, and another image was acquired while flow was

turned off. Each no-flow velocity map was subtracted from its corresponding flow velocity

map to account for artifacts from gradient nonidealities including eddy currents and nonlin-

earities. A map of the magnitude of flow speed was generated from the velocity maps using

the equation:

s̄ =
√
v̄2
x + v̄2

y + v̄2
z (2.1)

where s̄ is the flow speed magnitude and v̄x, v̄y, and v̄z are the orthogonal components of the

velocity measured with MRI. They are represented with overhead horizontal bars since they
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are measurements of the average velocity throughout the entire slice thickness, Zth. Shear

maps were calculated using:

¯̇γ = (∂xv̄y + ∂yv̄x) /2 (2.2)

where ¯̇γ is the shear rate of a voxel (measured in s−1) and ∂xv̄y and ∂yv̄x are determined using

finite differences. Briefly: given an m× n matrix, v̄y, of y direction velocity measurements,

the matrix, ∂xv̄y, of size m × (n− 1) is approximated by taking the differences between all

y velocity measurements adjacent to each other along the x direction and dividing them by

the width of the voxels in the x direction, ∆x. This can be expressed as:

∂xv̄y|i,j ≈ (v̄y|i,j+1 − v̄y|i,j) /∆x (2.3)

where i is an integer from 1 to m representing each row index and j is an integer from 1 to

n− 1 representing each column index. Similarly, ∂yv̄x can be approximated as:

∂yv̄x|i,j ≈ (v̄x|i+1,j − v̄x|i,j) /∆y (2.4)

where v̄x is an (m− 1)×nmatrix comprised of discreet x velocity component measurements, i

is the row index from 1 to m−1, j is the column index from 1 to n, and ∆y is the y direction

length of the voxels. Since the two matrices had different dimensions from each other,

they were both resized to the original m × n size using MATLAB’s bicubic interpolation

function in which the output pixel value is a weighted average of pixels in the nearest 4-by-4

neighborhood.

2.3 Results

2.3.1 Static Scaffold Cell Culture Results

Representative confocal micrographs of HAECs cultured in each of the four gel compositions

for five days can be seen in Fig. 2.10.

Multi cellular structures formed in all four gel compositions, but variations in the size,

morphology, and abundance of the structures was apparent. The ECM composition of Gel

1, which was based off of previous flow studies [27], resulted in the formation of the largest,
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Figure 2.10: HAEC Static Culture in Biopolymer Gels. Representative confocal im-

ages of HAECs cultured statically in thin biopolymer hydrogel scaffolds. Cell nuclei were

stained with DAPI (shown in blue) and actin was stained with Texas Red�-X Phalloidin

(shown in red). (n=1)

most developed structures resembling vascular morphogenesis [128, 130]. In the confocal

image of gel 1 shown in Fig. 2.10, a total of 50 nuclei were counted in two distinct structures,

averaging 25 nuclei per structure. However, this gel composition was too fragile. When

it was cast in the TC chamber, removal of the needles caused the channels to collapse

immediately. When placed under flow, the gel rapidly disintegrated and washed out of the

chamber. Cells cultured in gels 2 and 3 produced structures similar to each other in size

and density. In the confocal image of Gel 2 shown in Fig. 2.10, a total of 37 nuclei were

counted throughout 8 distinct structures, averaging ∼4.6 nuclei per structure. In gel 3, a
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total of 38 nuclei were counted throughout 11 distinct structures, averaging ∼3.5 nuclei per

structure. The multicellular structures in gels 2 and 3 were thinner in average diameter and

less interconnected than the structures in gel 1. However, HAEC structures in gel 2 appeared

to be more similar to those in gel 1 in their overall morphology. The degree of branching

and webbing between branches was higher in gel 2 than in gel 3. The structures in gel 3

appeared more linear with less bifurcations and less webbing at bifurcated junctions. The

structures in gel 4 were much sparser and smaller in size than in the other three gels. Within

the structures in gel 4 the cell nuclei were more densely packed than in any of the structures

seen in other gels. In the confocal image of Gel 4 shown in Fig. 2.10, a total of 11 nuclei were

counted throughout 4 distinct structures, averaging ∼2.8 nuclei per structure. Gel 4 was the

most mechanically stiff gel, but its poor suitability for HAEC growth made it unsuitable as

a scaffold in perfusion cell culture experiments. Gels 2 and 3 were both able to withstand

perfusion in the multi-inlet bioreactor for periods of up to two weeks. When cast between

quartz windows they were able to maintain distinct channel geometry without collapsing.

The confocal images are representative of cells cultured near the surface of the biopolymer

hydrogel where nutrient and waste exchange is permitted by diffusion. These were acquired

as a control to highlight the behavior of cells on the scaffold receiving adequate nutrition

without experiencing shear. One sample of each gel was prepared, so further repetition is

needed to ensure repeatability. At the time of acquisition, a tile scan protocol had not yet

been developed to image large areas. However, the images acquired are similar in area to

images in other studies of vascular morphogenesis [19, 127, 130]. Despite the potential for

further optimization of the biopolymer mixture, gel 2 was chosen for additional experiments

as it provided a sufficient starting point to study neovascularization within the scope of this

thesis.

Representative confocal micrographs of HAECs cultured in macroporous sponges are

shown in Fig. 2.11. The figure demonstrates that endothelial cells attach, proliferate, and

migrate toward each other to blanket the walls and struts in collagen and gelatin sponges.

Despite the fact that cells were able to attach to the alginate-RGD sponge, they did not

proliferate into larger numbers, and they maintained randomly scattered positions, which
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50 μm 50 μm 50 μm

Figure 2.11: HAEC Static Culture in Macroporous Sponges. Representative confocal

stacks of HAECs cultured statically in collagen, gelatin, and alginate-RGD sponges from left

to right. Cell nuclei were stained with DAPI (shown in cyan), and actin was stained with

Texas Red�-X Phalloidin (shown in red). (n=1)

indicated a lack of migration. Since the collagen and gelatin sponges promoted endothelial

cell growth and were resistant to flow induced wear for up to two weeks in the bioreactor, they

were both considered for 3D cell culture under flow. The confocal images are representative of

cells cultured near the surface of the sponge where nutrient and waste exchange is permitted

by diffusion. These were acquired as a control to highlight the behavior of cells on the

scaffold receiving adequate nutrition without experiencing shear. One sample of each gel was

prepared, so further repetition is needed to ensure repeatability. At the time of acquisition,

a tile scan protocol had not yet been developed to image large areas. However, the images

acquired are similar in area to images in other studies of vascular morphogenesis

Although the smaller and more homogenous distribution pore size of collagen sponges

are preferred for generating more consistent fluid permeability properties, gelatin sponges

were ultimately preferred due to their edge properties. In their commercially available form,

gelatin sponges had pre-cut edges with structural pore geometry visibly consistent with the

bulk interior of the scaffolds. The collagen sponges were sold with the edges formed during

lyophilization still intact. These edges were less porous than the bulk interior. When cutting

the commercially available sponges into thick squares using a scalpel, the gelatin sponges

had consistent edge properties on all six sides, whereas the two large square faces on the
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top and bottom of collagen sponges possessed distinctly different texture and pore geometry

from each other and from the sides which were cut with a scalpel.

400μm

2 mma b 2 mmc

Figure 2.12: B16-F10 Static Culture in Full-Size Macroporous Sponges. (a) Confocal

stack of 20 µm thick section of gelatin sponge cultured statically with B16-F10 cells. The

gelatin sponge was cut to the size of the TC chamber and did not contain laser cut channels.

Cell nuclei and gelatin sponge were stained with DAPI (shown in cyan), and mouse Ki-67 was

antibody labelled with opal650 (shown in magenta). (b) Magnified view of orange highlighted

region in (a). (c) Proliferating cell distribution map determined from Ki-67 confocal images

of three 20 µm thick sections smoothed to a 10 by 10 grid with bicubic interpolation and

averaged.

Representative confocal micrographs of B16-F10 murine melanoma cultured statically in

a macroporous gelatin sponge are shown in Fig. 2.12 as a control to show the distribution of

cells throughout a scaffold identical in size and material to the scaffold used in the bioreactor

flow experiments. No channels were cut in this scaffold. Ki-67 was used as a marker of cell

proliferation. It is shown that, across the entire scaffold, cell proliferation was localized

toward the scaffold edges where nutrient availability is higher, as expected for static culture

in a thick construct. The quantity of cell proliferation drops steeply about 500 µm from the

scaffold edge. The average total number of proliferating cells counted in each section was

(1.55± 0.03)× 104 cells.
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2.3.2 Effect of flow on cell growth in 2D

The response of two dimensional (2D) surface constrained cell cultures to shear was examined

using an Ibidi y-slide shown in Fig. 2.13 (a) in which a single flow path bifurcates into two

symmetric paths that converge further downstream. HAECs were seeded on the bottom

surface of the Ibidi y-slide channel, and pressurized endothelial cell basil media-2 (EBM�-2,

Clonetics�) cell culture media was flowed through the channel at a rate of 9 mL·min−1.

The velocity map induced by the geometry of the channel was mapped with flow-weighted

MRI. A map of wall shear calculated from the flow data is shown in Fig. 2.13 (b). Local flow

induced shear at the wall of the channel was calculated from the flow rate in each voxel using

the equation for fully developed pressure driven laminar flow between two infinite plates:

τw|i,j =
6µQi,j

Wi,jH2
(2.5)

where Qi,j is the total flow rate in the voxel, µ is the dynamic viscosity of cell culture

media (6.92× 10−4 kg·m−1·s−1 [209]), Wi,j is the projected width of the voxel perpendicular

to the direction of flow in that voxel, and H is the height of the channel (H = 400µm).

Volumetric flow through a voxel was determined from Qi,j =
√
v̄x|2i,j + v̄y|2i,jWi,jH where

Wi,j is calculated as shown in Sec. 2.4.2.2. The Ibidi slide was suspended vertically in the

MRI with the device seen in Fig. 2.13 (c).

Confocal images of HAECs cultured in the bifurcation and convergence regions are shown

in Fig. 2.14 (a) and (b) respectively. The specific location where confocal micrographs were

taken is highlighted in these panels as well. The bifurcation region examined had a higher

shear stress than the convergence region. Endothelial cells in the bifurcation region were more

elongated and expressed higher quantities of NOTCH1 than cells in the convergence region.

The functional dependence of NOTCH1 expression on shear was examined by measuring

shear in nine adjacent ROIs along a shear gradient formed downstream of the convergence

point and measuring the % of cells expressing nuclear NOTCH1 in each ROI. The results are

shown in Fig. 2.14 (c). It can be seen that the dependence of nuclear NOTCH1 expression on

shear stress is hyperbolic, and it can be seen that NOTCH1 expression is most sensitive to

shear stresses ranging from 10 to 26 dyn·cm−2. Approximately 100% of cells express nuclear
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Figure 2.13: Shear over 2D endothelial monolayer. (a) Endothelial cells (HAECs) were

plated to confluency on a y-slide (Ibidi) and subjected to laminar flow (9 mL min−1 applied).

(b) MRI flow mapping of y-slide in the presence of flow-conditioned HAECs (48 h) generated

flow vector plots across all regions of the y-slide (n = 5). (a-b) © 2017 Mack et al. Adapted

from [28]; originally distributed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International

License. (c) Device used to suspend y-slide in 40 mm MRI probe.

NOTCH1 above this range.

2.3.3 Effect of flow on cell growth in 3D

To explore the effect of shear distribution on parenchymal cell distribution in 3D tissue

culture, B16-F10 cells were cultured for 6 days in the bioreactor with inlets 3, 4, 11, and 12

set to 0.5 mL·min−1. A Gelfoam® sponge without laser cut channels was soaked in a cell

suspension containing 1× 107 cells·mL−1 for 30 minutes prior to placing it in the bioreactor

under flow. Flow speed and fluid-induced wall shear maps corresponding to these conditions

are shown in Fig. 2.15 (a) The shear distribution remained steady throughout the duration

of culture. A time series of diffusion- and MT-weighted MRIs was collected according to

protocols established previously for measuring B16-F10 cell density and viability [32]. Cell

density and viability maps calculated from the diffusion- and MT-weighted MRIs using
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Figure 2.14: Shear stress potentiates activation and consequent nuclear transloca-

tion of NOTCH1 protein. (a-b) Flow vector plot of high shear stress (26 dynes cm−2) (a)

and low shear stress (10 dynes cm−2) (b) regions and corresponding HAEC morphologies.

Cell shape is defined by β-catenin expression at cell-cell borders (green). Notice polarized
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scale bar = 20 µm. © 2017 Mack et al. Adapted from [28]; originally distributed under a

Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License.
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calibrations determined previously [32] are shown in Fig. 2.15. Throughout the entire period

of culture cells formed a distinct density gradient in which larger numbers of cells grew

around the lower left corner flanked by channels 4 and 5, and lower numbers of cells grew

near the upper right corner where channel 12 was located. The viability map was similar.

The cells near channels 11 and 12 were less viable than the remainder of the scaffold. There

also appeared to be a reduction in overall cell density between days 2 and 4 followed by a

plateau between days 4 and 6. The overall viability numbers did not change dramatically

between days.

2.3.4 General Bioreactor Performance

The bioreactor was found to be able to control all twelve flow inputs, reaching steady state

flow targets within 3 minutes of starting the program with all valves completely closed as seen

in Fig. 2.16. Once the correct valve inputs were found, only minor adjustments were required

to maintain steady flow rates over long periods. In situations requiring large, frequent

adjustments to inlet flow rates, for example, when collecting training data for a neural

network based adaptive control algorithm, it was found that the valves were susceptible to

long term failure in which valves jammed and required replacement parts. Valve jamming

occurred at a very low frequency. It is believed to have been caused by a valve actuator

overshooting the full turning range of the valve stem. It was addressed by adjusting the

connection between the valve actuators and valve stems. The actuators use two grub screws

to attach to the stems. One grub screw was removed. The other was tightened enough to

allow the actuator to turn the valve, but not so much that the actuator would be capable of

damaging the valve should it overshoot the fully closed or open positions. Images showing

the bioreactor experimental setup can be seen in Fig. 2.17. Different angle images of the

assembled setup are shown in Figs. 2.17 (a) and (b). A magnified view of the grub screw

sockets used to connect the valve actuators to the valve stems is shown in Fig. 2.17 (d).

When porous sponges were prepared for the bioreactor, it was found that excessive ap-

plication of adhesive to the TC chamber walls before inserting the sponge resulted in large
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Figure 2.15: MRI Monitoring of Bioreactor Culture. (a) Flow speed map, pore wall

shear map, and smoothed shear distribution applied to porous gelatin sponge by setting

channels 3, 4, 11, and 12 to 0.5 mL·min−1. (b) Time series of B16-F10 cell density (top) and

viability (bottom) distributions throughout scaffold cultured under flow distribution shown

in (a). Scaffolds were initially seeded with 1× 107 cells·mL−1.

burned regions in the sponge during laser cutting. When care was taken to apply only a thin

coat of adhesive, the sponge did not burn in any areas other than the channel edges. When
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Figure 2.16: Flow Rate Monitor. Figure generated by MATLAB while controlling biore-

actor inlet flow rates. All digitally measured parameters related to the bioreactor are plotted

over time in this figure. Upper plot shows flow rates measured in each of the twelve inlets.

Lower left plot shows pressure measured immediately downstream of the peristaltic pump.

The Lower right plot displays the total flow rate through the bioreactor measured with an

additional flowmeter. Channels 1-4 were set to 1 mL·min−1, channels 5-8 were set to 0.5

mL·min−1, and channels 9-12 were set to 0 mL·min−1.

preparing a biopolymer hydrogel, caution was taken to avoid introducing bubbles into the

mixture since bubbles generate magnetic susceptibility artifacts in the MRIs and reduce cell

viability [351, 352]. To avoid bubbles, solutions with viscosity similar to water were reverse

pipetted. When using positive displacement pipette tips to transfer high viscosity solutions,

tips were filled and discharged while the tip was submerged twice to wet and remove air
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bubbles prior to performing transfers or mixing. Despite avoiding the introduction of bub-

bles during mixing, bubbles nucleated from dissolved gasses during gelation as the gel was

warmed to 37◦C (see Fig. 2.18 (b)). To reduce the quantity of dissolved gasses, the cold

component of the gel mixture was briefly placed under vacuum prior to combining it with

cell suspension in fibrinogen solution.

Following glutaraldehyde sterilization of the system, care needed to be taken to thor-

oughly remove all traces of sterilant. This proved to be resource intensive. Despite rinsing

the entire bioreactor system with copious quantities of sterile water, all additional rinse wa-

ter that was flowed through the system would foam when agitated, indicating the presence

of residual surfactant, which is a component of Cetylcide-G. An experiment was done to

evaluate cytotoxicity of contact with the interior of the bioreactor system post sterilization.

Cell culture media was circulated in the sterilized and rinsed bioreactor for a period of two

weeks. Media collected at daily intervals from the reservoir was used to culture cells in 6 well

plates. After eight days of contact the media was found to be cytotoxic. Cell culture media

stored at room temperature and at 37◦C in conical tubes for the same duration was found

to promote healthy cell culture, suggesting that the cytotoxicity of media in the bioreactor

was not the result of the bioreactor’s long term operating temperature resulting in prema-

ture spoilage of media components. It is hypothesized that cytotoxic components of the

sterilant preferentially adhere to hydrophobic surfaces and diffuse into absorbent materials

such as gaskets during sterilization. It is also possible contaminants from the laboratory en-

tered the bioreactor. This would likely be accompanied by biological contamination as well.

However, since no biological contamination was observed prior to loading the TC chamber,

this is less likely. If there is residual sterilant following sterilization (in rubber gaskets), it

can potentially be slowly released into cell culture media flowing through the system. If

this happens, the concentration of sterilant in cell culture media will initially be below the

cytotoxic threshold. If cell culture media is recirculated when residual sterilant is present,

the residual sterilant has time to accumulate in the cell culture media until it reaches a

cytotoxic concentration. At this point the cell culture media is no longer suitable for cell

culture. Two potential solutions were considered to address this problem. One potential
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Figure 2.17: Bioreactor Setup. (a) Image of assembled bioreactor flow setup. Components

are labelled. (b) Image of assembled bioreactor flow setup from another angle. Components

are labelled. (c) Image of disassembled flow modules prepared for ethylene oxide gas steril-

ization. Each module corresponds to a colored region of the diagram highlighted in Fig. A.10.

(d) Close up of connector between flow control metering valve and valve actuator.

solution considered was to not recirculate media in order to prevent the buildup of steri-

lant. The other option was to use a sterilization method that does not leave residues, in
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which case cell culture media can be recirculated. The second option was selected for the

multi-inlet bioreactor. The bioreactor was reconfigured for ethylene oxide gas sterilization.

In order to remove all residual glutaraldehyde sterilant one time before transitioning to ethy-

lene oxide, all bioreactor tubing and gaskets were replaced, and the valves and regulators

were thoroughly washed and scrubbed. After this one-time transition, run-to-run bioreactor

preparation only required rinsing and drying the system prior to sterilization (without tubing

and gasket replacement). Pumping cell culture media through the bioreactor for three days

following ethylene oxide sterilization validated that the sterilization was successful. However,

contamination could still be introduced during bioreactor loading from microbial spores in

the lab.

2.4 Addressing Partial Volume Effects when Analyzing Shear

2.4.1 Introduction to Partial Volume Effects

In clinical MRI, partial volume effects refer to the outcome of multiple tissue types occupying

the space within a single voxel, in which case the intensity of that voxel is a function of the

quantity of each tissue present [353]. More generally, partial volume effects can result from

many types of intra-voxel heterogeneity, including fluid velocity. Partial volume effects in

fluid velocity encoded MRIs are relevant when determining fluid shear forces. For example,

in an MRI of a macroporous sponge, a single voxel may contain multiple whole and partial

pore volumes. There are known to be large variations in fluid velocity among pores in

TE scaffolds [20] Fluid velocity is encoded in the phase of nuclear spins. Two different

effects occur when a population of spins moving at a uniform velocity and a population of

stationary spins occupy a voxel together. First, when acquiring a phase map, each voxel

contains the average phase of all spins within it, which causes an underestimate of the phase

shift of the moving spins. Second, the moving spins are assumed to occupy the entire voxel,

which introduces overestimation of the phase shift. These two effects can have unpredictable

results, and it is advised to reduce partial volume effects as much as possible through means

such as aligning flow paths with imaging planes and increasing the image resolution as
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much as feasible [234]. The situation with two populations of static and moving spins is

a simplification, as there can be more complicated velocity profiles. Aggregating velocity

profiles into discreet voxels impacts the accuracy of shear calculations that depend on finite

differences.

The impact of partial volume effects depends on the size of features and the MRI resolu-

tion. In an MRI velocimetry study of fluid convection in a bed of packed beads, theoretical

predictions of flow did not match experimental measurements because of large local velocity

errors in the MRI velocity maps. [354]. Another study investigated water flow in a poly-

dimethylsiloxane (PDMS) microchannel network using MRI velocimetry. In order to remove

partial volume effects at the water/PDMS interface, this study generated two threshold

masks. One was based on experimentally measured voxel signal amplitudes, and the other

was based on theoretical water content in each voxel. The mask based on theoretical water

content was preferred because the experimental mask biased the flow rate balance [355].

Thresholding based on voxel water content is applicable to water/non-water boundaries.

However, in scaffolds fully saturated with water there is little variation in water density

between voxels within the scaffold volume.

In this section, fluid velocity partial volume effects, their impact on shear calculations

based on finite differences, and methods to correct for these effects are examined in hydrogels

with open channels and porous sponges. Particular emphasis will be placed on determining

wall shear stress, or the shear stress experienced by cells growing on surfaces. This is a type of

shear that has been measured and modelled because of its known impact on cells [21,354,356].

2.4.2 Flow and Shear Throughout Scaffolds

2.4.2.1 Biopolymer Matrix

Fluid velocity maps were obtained directly from flow-weighted MRI. Velocity maps corre-

sponding to 5 mL·min−1 flow rates in all input channels are shown in Fig. 2.18. Total flow

speed and shear rate maps calculated from the velocity maps are shown in Fig. 2.19 using

equations 2.1 and 2.2, respectively.
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Figure 2.18: Fluid Velocity Maps in Biopolymer Scaffold. (a) Diagram of gel scaffold

highlighting the pattern of open channels within the gel. Diagram is labelled with chan-

nel inlet numbers and the Cartesian coordinate orientation corresponding to all other fluid

velocity maps presented in this work. (b) Photograph of biopolymer scaffold mounted in

bioreactor. The region of interest (ROI) used when cropping and displaying flow-weighted

MRIs is outlined in green. (c) Fluid velocity maps within biopolymer scaffold corresponding

to input flow rates of 0.5 mL·min−1 in all inlet channels. Velocity maps were were cropped

to include only the scaffold region of the MRI. Values in colorized scale bars are in mm·s−1.

The pattern of contrast between regions of high and low flow clearly resembles the ge-

ometry of the channels in the gel with higher flow rates corresponding to channel lumen

and lower flow rates corresponding to the interstitial space in the biopolymer matrix. The x
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velocity component shows a relatively symmetrical pattern around x = 0 with flow rates ex-

ceeding 2 mm·s−1 in opposing directions. A negative z velocity component is visible at each

intersection between the vertical and horizontal channels due to the offset of the channels

from each other in the z direction (see Fig. 2.6). The shear rate map shows that shear rates

at the walls of channels with high luminal flow (especially the vertically oriented channels)

exceeded 6 s−1, whereas shear rates in the center of these channels were close to 0 s−1. The

Reynolds number, Re, at the entrance of each channel where the flow rate was 0.5 mL·min−1

was Re=10, given a channel diameter of 1.5 mm, cell culture media density of 993.37 kg·m−3,

and dynamic viscosity of 6.92 × 10−4 kg·m−1·s−1 [209, 357]. Assuming the total inlet flow

was evenly split between the four outlet channels giving them each a volumetric flow rate

of 1.5 mL·min−1, the Reynolds number increased to Re=30 at the exits. Therefore, all flow

within the channels was well within the laminar regime, even considering possible variations

in the inlet flow distributions.
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Figure 2.19: Flow and Shear Maps. On the left is a map of the total flow speed magnitude

calculated from the directional fluid velocity maps in Fig. 2.18. The quiver plot (middle) is

a vector field constructed from the x and y components of the fluid velocity. The right panel

is a shear rate map calculated from the x and y fluid velocity maps.

A model flow profile in a cross-section of the gel was generated for comparison to the

flow-weighted MRIs. Given the repetitive geometry of the evenly spaced channels inside

the gel, the model was generated for a unit cell of a cross section of the gel. The unit cell

was composed of a single channel and its surrounding matrix. The width of the cell was
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equal to the distance between channels, 2.74 mm. The height of the cell was equal to the

thickness of the gel, 4.32 mm. Given a channel diameter of 1.50 mm, the cross sectional area

of the channel was 1.76 mm2, and the cross sectional area of the surrounding matrix was 10.1

mm2. The channel lumen and the interstitial space of the biopolymer matrix were considered

parallel flow paths through which liquid could pass. The pressure drop, ∆P , across parallel

paths is the same. According to Darcy’s law, the pressure drop across a length of matrix is:

∆P = −QsµL

kA
(2.6)

where Qs is the volumetric flow rate through the matrix, µ is the dynamic viscosity of the

liquid, L is the length of the porous medium over which the pressure drop takes place, k is

the permeability of the medium in m2, and A is the cross sectional area of the matrix. In

the channel’s lumen, the pressure drop was determined by the Hagen-Poiseuille law:

∆P = −8µLQc

πR4
(2.7)

where R is the channel radius and Qc is the volumetric flow rate through the channel. Setting

the pressure drops of the lumen and interstitial space equal to each other and solving gives:

−QsµL

kA
= −8µLQc

πR4
(2.8)

Qs =
8kAs
πR4

Qc (2.9)

In order to estimate permeability of gel mixtures, the Happel method [358] modified for

porous media comprised of a mixture of rods of varying size was used [341]. Briefly, the

permeability, Kh, of a network of randomly distributed, identical rods of type h is estimated

by the weighted average:

Kh =
2

3
Kh,⊥ +

1

3
Kh,‖, (2.10)

where K‖ is the fluid permeability derived for flow through an array of unidirectional rods

in which the flow is parallel to the rod cylinder axis. K⊥ is the fluid permeability derived

for flow through an array of unidirectional rods in which the flow is perpendicular to the rod

cylinder axis. According to Happel:

Kh,⊥ =
b2
h

4

[
ln
bh
ah
− 1

2

(
b4
h − a4

h

b4
h + a4

h

)]
(2.11)
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Figure 2.20: Analysis of Flow-weighted MRI. (a) Top: cross section view of vy modelled

in channel and surrounding matrix. Middle: plot of modelled vy along red line. Bottom:

plot of modelled γ̇ in matrix and channel along red line. (b) Top: cross section view of

vy in channel and surrounding matrix segmented with the same x resolution used in the

flow-weighted MRI from Fig. 2.19. Middle and Bottom: plot of modelled v̄y and ¯̇γ profiles

respectively. Black profile is segmented with same x resolution used in MRI. Magenta profile

is unsegmented. (c) Top: portion of flow speed map seen in Fig. 2.19 with ROI highlighted

in red. Middle: profile of average flow speed in ROI along x direction. Bottom: profile of

average shear rate in ROI along x direction.

Kh,‖ =
1

8b2
h

(
4a2

hb
2
h − a4

h − 3b4
h + 4b4

h ln
bh
ah

)
(2.12)

where ah is the radius of rod of type h and bh is the radius of a larger, concentric cylinder
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making up the unit cell of rod type h. bh is selected such that the difference, bh − ah = λ,

is constant for all fiber sizes and such that the average solid fraction summed over all unit

cells is equal to the total solid fraction of fibers in the porous medium. The difference, λ, is

found from solving the following equation:

λ2

[∑
h

φh
a2
h

]
+ 2λ

[∑
h

φh
ah

]
+

[∑
h

φh

]
− 1 = 0 (2.13)

where φh is the volume fraction of each polymer. Once bh and ah are obtained, the overall

permeability of the porous medium was found from

K =
N∑
h=1

[
nh

Kh(bh, ah)

]−1

(2.14)

where nh is the fraction of fibers with radius ah in a random cross section found using:

nh =
φh/πa

2
h∑

h (φh/ (πa2
h))

(2.15)

Thus we obtain a method of predicting fluid permeability by using Eq. 2.10 — the

weighted averages of Eqs. 2.11 and 2.12 — together with molecular fiber radii and volume

fractions reported in literature. Since this is a prediction based on a theoretical fiber matrix

model, no error is reported, which is consistent with the presentation of theoretical esti-

mates in literature that uses this model [341]. Using this method, fluid permeabilities were

estimated for various gel mixtures that are shown in Table 2.4. Matrigel® was assumed to

be a mixture of 60% type IV collagen, 33% laminin, and 5.4% haparan sulfate [341]. The

fiber radii corresponding to type IV collagen, laminin, heparan sulfate, and type I collagen

were 0.7 nm [359], 0.6 nm [360], 0.5 nm [361], and 50 nm [362,363]. The volume fractions of

each fiber type were determined from φh = vhCh where vh is the partial specific volume of a

specific biopolymer and Ch is its concentration. The partial specific volumes of type IV colla-

gen, laminin, and heparan sulfate used were 0.695 mL·g−1 [364–366], 0.73 mL·g−1 [367,368],

0.54 mL·g−1 [369, 370]. The partial specific volume of type I collagen was reported to be

0.70 mL·g−1 [371, 372], but an effective specific volume of 1.89 cm3·g−1 was also reported,

which takes into account intrafibrillar water content [363]. The effective specific volume of

1.89 cm3·g−1 did not produce accurate predictions for K in the study in which it was re-

ported. Instead, a more accurate effective specific volume of 1.17 was found from reported
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Table 2.4: Gel Permeabilities

Gel Type Permeability, K (m2)

Type I Collagen (2 mg·mL−1) 8.56× 10−13

Type I Collagen (4 mg·mL−1) 3.68× 10−13

Type I Collagen (6 mg·mL−1) 2.21× 10−13

Fibrin (from 2 mg·mL−1 fibrinogen) 5.48× 10−15

Fibrin (from 4 mg·mL−1 fibrinogen) 2.41× 10−15

Matrigel (1:10 dilution) 4.29× 10−16

Gel 2 4.26× 10−16

Gel 1 4.09× 10−16

Matrigel, 100% 2.56× 10−17

volume fractions and corresponding permeabilities reported more recently [362, 373]. The

volume fraction of fibrin was determined from the concentration of fibrinogen used according

to: φfibrin =
CFbg

ρFbgΦint
where ρFbg is the density of fibrinogen protein (1.4 g·mL−1) and Φint

is the internal solid fraction of a fiber found from the imperially determined relationship

Φint = 0.015 ln (CFbg) + 0.13 [374].

Using the gel 2 fluid permeability estimate of 426 nm2, the relationship between Qs

and Qc became Qs = 3.46 × 10−8Qc, suggesting that the interstitial volumetric flow rate

through the scaffold was negligible compared to luminal flow through the channels. Since

flow-weighted MRIs directly measure fluid velocity, the average fluid velocity in the scaffold

interstitial space, v̄s, was compared to the average fluid velocity in the channel lumen, v̄c,

using the relationships Qc = v̄cAc and Qs = v̄sAs to give:

v̄sAs =
8kAs
πR4

v̄cAc (2.16)

v̄s =
8kAc
πR4

v̄c =
8kπR2

πR4
v̄c =

8k

R2
v̄c (2.17)

The relationship between average fluid velocity in the scaffold versus average fluid velocity

in the channel was v̄s = 7.16 × 10−11v̄c, demonstrating that any interstitial flow was well
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below the range of the MRI when the imaging parameters were optimized to encompass

intraluminal flow velocities.

Despite the prediction that total flow through the matrix would be significantly lower

than flow through the channels, a slip boundary condition and an elevated quantity of flow

penetrating the matrix immediately adjacent to the channel wall were expected [375, 376].

According to the Brinkman model, the penetration depth of fluid flow into the matrix was

estimated to be on the order of
√
k [375], or 20.6 nm in the case of gel 2. Since the Brinkman

model relies on Darcy’s law, which assumes a uniformly homogenous porous material (the

length scale of the material � the length scale of the pores), James and Davis generated a

new model of flow close to the interface on the length scale of the pores. The James and

Davis model found that the slip boundary term can safely be ignored in the calculation of

wall shear when the solid volume fraction of the porous material is greater than 0.01, and it

found that the penetration depth of elevated fluid velocity is less than what was predicted

in the Brinkman model [376]. In the case of gel 2, the total fiber volume fraction was

estimated to be 0.0246. This volume fraction was determined by summing up the volume

fractions of each individual fiber type, which were each calculated as described previously.

A volume fraction of 0.0246 is greater than 0.01, suggesting that the permeability of the gel

and subsurface flow at the channel wall will have no discernable effect on endothelial cells

versus an impermeable wall. In comparison to the fluid penetration depth, the height of an

endothelial cell nucleus hump when cultured under flow is 1.77 µm [377]. The geometry of

an endothelial cell monolayer has a greater influence on local shear stress at the channel wall

than the permeability of the matrix [378,379], and even the influence of endothelial cells on

shear will be undetectable by MRI given its xy spatial resolution of roughly 100 µm.

Given the fact that bulk interstitial flow and flow penetration at the biopolymer hydrogel

channel wall were negligible, flow through the unit cell cross section of the gel was modelled by

considering the channel and matrix as two distinct regions. In order to validate flow-weighted

MRIs, flow in the channel was modelled as flow through a pipe, and the surrounding matrix

was modelled as static water. Flow in the channel was calculated using the paraboloidal

function: vy (rz, rx) = 2v̄c

(
1− r2

z

R2 − r2
x

R2

)
where vy is the y velocity component at a discreet
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point in 3D space (not averaged over Zth), rz is the radial position in the channel along the z

axis, and rx is the radial position in the channel along the x axis. This calculation is valid for

fully developed laminar flow. A map of vy modelled in the unit cell cross section as well as

corresponding velocity and shear rate profiles along a one dimensional axis intersecting the

center of the channel are displayed in Fig. 2.20 (a). The shear rate profile was determined

using finite differences in vy along the x direction. The shear rate at the wall of the channel

in the model determined using finite differences matched the expected wall shear (63 s−1)

calculated using

γ̇ =
4Q

πr3
, (2.18)

which is valid for flow in a pipe. γ̇ is the shear rate at a point in space not averaged over

Zth.

In order to directly compare the modelled flow profiles across a channel to the flow profiles

across channels generated by MRI, the z and x resolution of the MRI were taken into account

when generating a theoretical flow profile across a channel. The flow-weighted SEMS pulse

sequence had a minimum slice thickness (z resolution) of 0.75 mm. Since the channels were

1.5 mm in diameter, a 3D reconstruction of the channels was not feasible with a finely

segmented z stack. It was decided to take a single 4 mm thick slice that fully encompassed

both sets of channels and the surrounding matrix. The x resolution of the MRI in Fig. 2.18

was 203 µm. A map of vy modelled in the unit cell cross section with the same x resolution

as the MRI in Fig. 2.18 can be seen in Fig. 2.20 (b). Profiles of v̄y averaged over the entire 4

mm thick z section and ¯̇γ calculated from the slice-averaged v̄y values were plotted along the

x direction in the same panel. In order to make the shear rate profile directly comparable

to the MRI shear rate profile, the modelled shear rate was calculated using Eq. 2.2, which

averages ∂xv̄y and ∂yv̄x. Since the axis of the modelled channel was oriented perpendicularly

to the xz plane, and since it was assumed that the flow was fully developed, ∂yv̄x = 0, and

therefore ¯̇γ = ∂xv̄y/2. v̄y and ¯̇γ profiles segmented with the corresponding MRI x resolution

were plotted in black. Continuous v̄y and ¯̇γ profiles along the x direction were plotted in

magenta for comparison. It can be seen that averaging in all liquid within the z slice thickness

reduces the apparent maximum flow rate in the center of the channel by approximately a
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factor of 4. In addition, the parabolic velocity profile has rounded tails near the walls when

averaging the entire z slice thickness due to the fact that voxels at the edge of the channel

contain more static liquid trapped in the matrix than voxels in the center of the channel.

These tails cause the apparent shear rate profile to have two rounded humps rather than a

simple linear relationship between radial position and shear rate.

The apparent velocity and shear rate profiles determined via MRI was also analytically

solved. To find the average velocity over the entire slice thickness at any point along rx, the

function for v̄y was integrated with respect to rz while keeping rx constant and divided by

the total slice thickness since the contribution to flow in the matrix is negligible:

v̄y (rx) =
1

Zth

∫ rz2

rz1

2v̄c

(
1− r2

z

R2
− r2

x

R2

)
drz (2.19)

where the limits rz1 and rz2 are the rz values at which rx intersects the channel wall. Solving

gives:

v̄y(rx) =
1

Zth

(
− 2v̄c

3R2
r3
z2

+ 2v̄c

(
1− r2

x

R2

)
rz2 +

2v̄c
3R2

r3
z1
− 2v̄c

(
1− r2

x

R2

)
rz1

)
(2.20)

v̄y (rx) =
1

Zth

(
2v̄c
3R2

(
r3
z1
− r3

z2

)
+ 2v̄c

(
1− r2

x

R2

)
(rz2 − rz1)

)
(2.21)

Substituting rz1 = −
√
R2 − r2

x and rz2 =
√
R2 − r2

x gives:

v̄y (rx) =
1

Zth

(
2v̄c
3R2

(
R2 − r2

x

)(3/2)
+ 2v̄c

(
1− r2

x

R2

)√
R2 − r2

x

)
(2.22)

v̄y (rx) =
8v̄c

3R2Zth
((R− rx) (R + rx))

(3/2) (2.23)

When plotted this gives the same z slice thickness averaged velocity profile modelled in

Fig. 2.20 (b). The slice thickness averaged shear rate profile, ¯̇γ, is analytically solved by tak-

ing the derivative of Eq. 2.23 and averaging with ∂yv̄x (in the form: ¯̇γ (rx) =
(
d
dx
v̄y (rx) + ∂yv̄x

)
/2)

to generate:

¯̇γ (rx) =
8v̄crx

3R2Zth

√
(R− rx) (R + rx), (2.24)

which reflects the same z slice thickness averaged shear plot profile modelled in Fig. 2.20

(b).
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In order to determine the shear rate cells experience at the wall of a channel from an MRI

slice of thickness, Zth, in a channel of radius, R using Eq. 2.18, Qc needs to be determined

from Qc = v̄cAc. The average velocity in the channel, v̄c, can be determined using the slice

thickness averaged velocity at the center of the channel, v̄y|rx=0, which is directly measured

by MRI, by setting R = 0 and solving Eq. 2.23 for v̄c to obtain:

v̄c =
3Zth
8R

v̄y|rx=0 (2.25)

Substituting this into Qc and substituting Qc into Eq. 2.18 gives:

γ̇ =
43Zth

8R
v̄y|rx=0Ac

πR3
(2.26)

γ̇ =
3ZthAc
2πR4

v̄y|rx=0 , (2.27)

which simplifies to

γ̇ =
3Zth
2R2

v̄y|rx=0 (2.28)

when substituting Ac = πR2. This simple relationship enables the shear at the wall of

the lumen to be calculated from the maximum measured velocity in a channel, the known

channel geometry, and the MRI slice thickness.

The slice thickness averaged velocity and shear rate profiles modelled across a channel

were compared to profiles generated by MRI. In order to generate flow and shear profiles

from an MRI, an ROI was drawn around a portion of the image that only included vertically

oriented channels and the interstitial gel space in between them. Total flow speed and

calculated shear rates in the ROI were averaged along the direction of flow to make one-

dimensional flow and shear rate profiles across the four channels. The ROI and corresponding

flow and shear rate profiles are displayed in Fig. 2.20. It was assumed that there was no vz

or vx contribution to the flow in this region, so s = vy.

Adjusting flow inputs into each channel leads to the formation of a wide range of achiev-

able velocity maps throughout the channel grid. Examples of several flow speed maps cor-

responding to different sets of inlet flowrates are shown in Fig. 2.21. These flow speed maps

were selected for being easily distinguished from each other upon quick visual inspection.
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They are only a small subset of the entire range of combinations available to the bioreactor.

When limiting the channels to a binary on (0.5 mL·min−1) or off state, there are a total of

212 inlet combinations possible. With incremental adjustments to flow in each channel, the

number of combinations is much greater. For example, using a range of 0 to 0.5 mL·min−1

with 0.1 mL·min−1 increments increases the number of possible combinations to 612.

1-4

9-12

5-8

1-4, 9-12 1-12 1-2, 9-10

3-4, 11-12

1, 12

1-2, 11-12

2, 11 3, 10-11

3-4, 9-10

Figure 2.21: Example Flow Speed Maps in Biopolymer Hydrogel. Flow was allowed

through different combinations of inlets into the TC chamber in order to generate multiple

examples of flow speed maps in a biopolymer hydrogel containing a grid of open channels.

Flow speed maps shown here were calculated from MRIs of fluid velocity using Eq. 2.1. Each

flow speed map corresponds to the inlet combinations specified above it. The numbers above

each image indicate the flow channels that were set to 0.5 mL·min−1 All other channels were

not flowing. A diagram of the location of the channel inlets around the TC chamber can be

seen in Fig. 2.18 (a).
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2.4.2.2 Macroporous Sponges

Total flow speed and shear rate maps of flow in a porous collagen sponge are shown in

Fig. 2.22. All twelve channel inputs were set to 0.5 mL·min−1 during flow image acquisition.

Shear rate, ¯̇γ, was calculated using Eq. 2.2. Since all channel axes in the sponge were

coplanar, a thinner MRI slice of 1.6 mm was used to capture luminal flow in all channels.
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Figure 2.22: Flow and Shear Maps in Collagen Sponge. The left panel is a map of the

total flow speed magnitude. The middle panel is a flow vector field made from the v̄x and

v̄y maps. The right panel is a map of ¯̇γ.

Although some luminal flow was seen in the flow speed map, the channel geometry, as

indicated by regions of high flow, was much less distinct than in the biopolymer gel. The

shear map showed almost no features resembling channels, and the vector plot showed greater

flow in the interstitial regions with more stochastic behavior. Thicker MRI slices were not

used because averaging larger volumes of interstitial flow from above and below the channels

overpowered and obscured the signal from faster luminal flow. The fluid permeability of the

Ultrafoam� sponge was 2.54×10−12 m2, its pores ranged from 100 to 200 µm in diameter, and

its void volume was 90% [380]. Considering the unit cell of the scaffold and the relationship

in Eq. 2.17, the ratio of flow in the open channels to flow in the scaffold was calculated to

be v̄s = 4.15× 10−5v̄c. This initially suggests that the flow through the matrix is negligible

compared to luminal flow, however, the scaffold pore diameters are not small enough to

consider the sponge as a homogenous material. Assuming an average pore size of 150 µm,
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these pore diameters are about a tenth of the size of the channels and are on the same order

of magnitude as the xy resolution of the MRI. Therefore it cannot be assumed that the

porous sponge will behave like a uniform material on the observed length scale. Instead, it

was assumed that the interconnected pores form a cylindrical pathway approximately twice

the length of the scaffold as has been done in previous work [380, 381]. Considering all

pores as parallel flow paths to the channels and to each other, the pressure drop across each

individual pore is the same as the pressure drop across the channel. Therefore, flow in a

single pore, Qpi , was compared to flow in the channel using the relationship:

8µLQc

πR4
=

16µLQpi

πR4
pi

(2.29)

Qpi =
R4
pi

2R4
Qc (2.30)

where Rpi is the radius of an individual pore. The total flow rate through the pores, Qpt can

be found from the flow rate in a single pore using the relationship Qpi = Qpt/np where np is

the number of pores. The volume of an individual pore, Vpi is related to the void volume in

the scaffold, ε, and np by

Vpi =
εVs
np
, (2.31)

which can be solved for np to obtain

np =
εVs
Vpi

. (2.32)

Substituting this into Eq. 2.30 gives:

QptVpi
εVs

=
R4
pi

2R4
Qc (2.33)

Qpt =
εVsR

4
pi

2VpiR
4
Qc, (2.34)

which can be further simplified by substituting the volume of a single pore, Vpi = 2LπR2
pi

,

and the volume of the scaffold’s interstitial space, Vs = AsL, to obtain

Qpt =
εAsR

2
pi

4πR4
Qc. (2.35)

Evaluating the expression reveals that Qpt = 3.3 × 10−3Qc. This is not nearly as great a

difference as seen in the gel, and it suggests that flow in the pores cannot be neglected when
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modelling flow in a collagen sponge. This is consistent with the flow speed map in Fig. 2.22,

which shows less flow concentrated in the channels and more diffuse flow throughout the

pores. The complex flow distribution makes MRI particularly useful for measuring local flow

in the macroporous environment of a sponge.

The potential to use flow-weighted MRIs to approximate the average shear rate at the

walls of the pores on a voxel by voxel basis was evaluated. This was only considered for voxels

entirely encompassing sponge pores that had no volume overlap with the laser cut channels.

First, the total volumetric flow rate in each voxel was calculated using: Qi,j = v̄i,jAv|i,j

where Qi,j is the volumetric flow rate through an individual voxel, v̄i,j is the average fluid

velocity measured in the voxel, and Av|i,j is the area of the voxel obtained by projecting the

voxel onto a plane perpendicular to the velocity vector. Since all channels were aligned in

one plane, the z direction velocity component was ignored. Therefore, the equation for flow

rate through a voxel became:

Qi,j =
√
v̄x|2i,j + v̄y|2i,jWi,jZth (2.36)
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Figure 2.23: Wall Shear in Collagen Pores. Map of estimated shear stress at pore walls

in collagen sponge plotted in dynes·cm−2.

where Wi,j is the width of the projected voxel cross section plane found from Wi,j =

∆y cos (θ1|i,j) + ∆x cos (θ2|i,j). θ1|i,j and θ2|i,j are the angles between the velocity vector

and the x and y axes respectively. They are found using θ1|i,j = arctan (v̄y|i,j/v̄x|i,j) and

θ2|i,j = arctan (v̄x|i,j/v̄y|i,j). Knowing the volumetric flow rate in each voxel and assuming
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the tortuosity of the pores doubles their length relative to the length of a voxel, the average

velocity in the individual pores within each voxel was estimated from:

vpi |i,j =
2Lv|i,jQi,j

εVv
(2.37)

where Lv|i,j is the length of a voxel projected in the direction of overall velocity, Lv|i,j =

∆x cos (θ1|i,j) + ∆y cos (θ2|i,j) and Vv is the volume of the voxel. Applying Eq. 2.18 to wall

shear in an individual pore generates γ̇pi =
4Qpi

πR3
pi

. Substituting vpiπR
2
pi

for Qpi in this equation

and simplifying demonstrates that the average wall shear rate in the pores in a voxel can be

approximated by:

γ̇pi |i,j =
4vpi |i,j
Rpi

(2.38)

Using τw|i,j = µγ̇pi|i,j where τw|i,j is the approximate wall shear stress for the pores within

a voxel and µ is the dynamic viscosity of cell culture media, a map of wall shear stress was

plotted in Fig. 2.23.

As was the case for biopolymer hydrogels with open channels, adjusting flow inputs into

each channel leads to the formation of a wide range of achievable velocity maps throughout

macroporous sponges. Examples of several flow speed maps in gelatin sponges are shown

in Fig. 2.24. The full MRI resolution flow speed maps are shown along side smoothed flow

speed distributions, which make it easier to see the overall pattern of flow inside the scaffold.

2.5 Discussion

Multiple scaffolds, including biopolymer hydrogels and macroporous sponges were tested

for their suitability as cell culture substrates in a multi-inlet bioreactor. The hydrogels

materials were evaluated for their ability to promote endothelial behavior resembling vascular

morphogenesis. The macroporous scaffolds were evaluated for their ability to promote cell

attachment and spreading. All scaffolds were mounted in TC chambers and evaluated for

their ability to withstand perfusion for extended periods without experiencing premature

erosion or irreversible compression. The various scaffold materials tested in the bioreactor

allow for an assortment of future tissue engineering experiments involving complex flow
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Figure 2.24: Example Flow Speed Maps in Macroporous Sponges. Flow was allowed

through different combinations of inlets into the TC chamber in order to generate multiple

examples of flow speed maps in a gelatin sponge without channels. Flow speed maps shown

here were calculated from fluid velocity maps using Eq. 2.1. Each pair of images contains a

MRI resolution flow speed map and the corresponding 3×3 smoothed map, which facilitates

visualization of the overall flow distribution. Each pair of images corresponds to the inlet

combinations specified above it. The numbers above each pair of images indicate the flow

channels that were set to 0.5 mL·min−1. All other channels were not flowing. A diagram of

the location of the channel inlets around the TC chamber can be seen in Fig. 2.18 (a).

patterns in environments with very different fluid permeabilities and pore sizes. Biopolymer

hydrogels patterned with channels provide an optimal environment to study the influence of

flow on endothelial sprouting and neovascularization. Endothelial cells range in length from

22-26 µm and in width from 5-13 µm. They cover areas ranging from 70 to 245 µm2 [382].

Compared to endothelial cells, the pores in a biopolymer hydrogel are slightly smaller than

some of the cell’s dimensions (such as the cell height) and much smaller than the cell in other
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dimensions (length and width). This combination of dimensions allows endothelial cells to

attach to and migrate across the gel surface as a monolayer, which is similar in appearance to

the endothelial lining on vessel walls in vivo. When this occurs, a single cell blankets many

matrix pores and exposed fibers at the gel surface. The dimensions of the cells also allow

cells to move through the hydrogel matrix, making biopolymer gels optimal for studying

endothelial sprouting in a process that resembles angiogenesis [19,127,129,214,215] and the

process of de novo neovascularization [128,130]. In contrast, macroporous sponges are unable

to support a smooth monolayer of cells due to the large pores exposed at the scaffold surface.

However, macroporous sponges have found many other purposes in tissue engineering [383],

and it is expected that, in the context of a bioreactor capable of controlling flow distribution,

their larger permeabilities will make these sponges useful for studying the influence of large

scale interstitial flow gradients on cell distribution and growth.

2.5.1 Sterilization

In the bioreactor presented in this study, the issue of residual chemical sterilant within the

system that leached into cell culture media over time presented a problem for long term

cell culture. One way to address this would be to configure a one way flow system in which

media is not recirculated, therefore preventing the buildup of sterilant. However, the system’s

operating cost would increase significantly due to the large quantity of cell culture media

required in one way operation. Alternatively, simply limiting culture time to under five days

does not allow long term tissue culture experiments to be performed, and even on a shorter

time scale sub-cytotoxic quantities of residual sterilant may influence cells in other ways

and would not be optimal for sensitive cell lines. Cell culture media is needed to provide

cells with nutrients and keep them hydrated. Flow of cell culture media has been used to

ensure sufficient nutrient delivery deep within tissue culture constructs and to mechanically

stimulate cells with shear force [13]. Without flow, the statically cultured, TC chamber-sized

scaffolds only showed cell proliferation around the edges (see Fig. 2.12). The mechanical shear

force introduced by flow has been shown from previous studies to impact cell behavior, and

the specific effects of shear can depend on parameters such as flow direction, quantity of shear,
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and chemical signals [127–129]. In this work, no cytotoxicity was observed in static cultures,

which use supplies typically sterilized by irradiation. Glutaraldehyde sterilization is typically

used for medical equipment, and it has been shown to cause irritation and inflammation in

workers exposed to concentrations lower than 0.05 parts per million [384]

It was eventually decided to completely change the method of sterilization. Steam au-

toclaving is a technique that leaves no toxic residues, and residual gas from ethylene oxide

sterilization was easily removed by allowing the sterilized components to degas. This ster-

ilization method proved successful as determined by continuous flow of cell culture media

through the system for three days. The downside of this method is the availability of equip-

ment and length of time for ethylene oxide sterilization. Due to environmental regulations,

there are few ethylene oxide sterilizers in use, and their use is restricted to a limited number

of cycles per year. Throughout the United States, ethylene oxide emissions are regulated

by the Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA’s) National Emissions Standards for Haz-

ardous Air Pollutants (NESHAPs). In addition, states and local governments may set further

controls over ethylene oxide emissions. For example, in California — the location in which

experiments presented in this work were conducted — ethylene oxide emissions are further

governed by the airborne toxic control measure (ATCM) put forth by the California Air

Resources Board (CARB). The gas sterilizer used in this work required three separate cycles

due to the size of the bioreactor modules to be sterilized. The sterilization time is a major

drawback because it increases the time required to prepare the bioreactor for tissue culture.

Any time biological contamination occurs, cleaning and sterilization of the entire system is

required. The frequency of contamination and the length of time required for gas steriliza-

tion limited the productivity of the bioreactor. Biological contamination can possibly be

introduced from the lab space. Microorganism spores can travel through the air and land

on surfaces which come into contact with cell culture media in the bioreactor. Although

surfaces were wiped down and HEPA filtration was used, solutions of 70% alcohol solution

only kills microbes in the vegetative state. Microbial spores are able to survive contact with

this solution, and the entire laboratory is not HEPA filtered, only a small cabinet in which

the bioreactor and media reservoir are opened for loading the TC chamber and cell culture
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media.

2.5.2 Bioreactor Operation

One drawback of bioreactor system operation was its degree of complexity. The large num-

ber of steps and flow configurations required when preparing the system required extensive

operator training and careful execution. One way to reduce the complexity experienced

by the operator would be to replace the manually toggled stopcocks with digitally con-

trolled solenoid valves. With these in place most aspects of priming and rinsing could be

programmed to run in an automated sequence. Additionally, a simpler system could be

designed with less total components to manage if one way gas pressure driven flow was

implemented, since all of the components for dampening peristaltic motion would not be

required. However, as noted previously, the cost of running a one way flow system would be

much higher.

2.5.3 Viability and Density MRI in Bioreactor

When culturing B16-F10 cells in the bioreactor, diffusion- and MT-weighted images were used

to calculate cell density and viability maps. These maps were calculated from calibrations

determined from B16-F10 cells encapsulated in agarose gels in an NMR tube using different

voxel dimensions [32]. Although these calibrations were able to generate initial maps of cell

density and viability, the substrate was changed from an agarose gel to a gelatin sponge.

The calibration parameters need to be validated and possibly corrected to account for this

change using optical measurements of cell density and viability which can be achieved with

histological sectioning, staining, and confocal imaging as demonstrated in Fig. 2.12. At this

time the sectioning of this sample has not been completed.

2.5.4 Wall Shear and Partial Volume Effects

This work presents methods to calculate corrected wall shear from MRIs and information

about the geometry of the flow environment. A method was developed to determine shear
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stress at the walls of channels in biopolymer hydrogels and at the walls of pores in macrop-

orous sponges.

A comparison of the modelled flow and shear rate profiles to those generated from the MRI

showed similar profile shapes. Slight differences between the shape of the modelled profiles

and the measured profiles could have resulted from the fact that there was not enough linear

channel distance to achieve a fully developed, laminar flow profile. The average flow rate

in these channels was determined to be 1.25 mL·min−1 per channel from the fact that ten

of the total twelve inlet channels were located upstream of the four channel bottleneck in

the ROI, and each of the inlets had a flow rate of 0.5 mL·min−1. Therefore, the length of

channel required to fully develop the flow profile was 2.28 mm. The length of channel in

between channel intersections was only 1.14 mm. However, this did not significantly change

the shape of the flow profile from what was expected according to Fig. 2.20. Instead, the

biggest discrepancy between the modelled flow and measured flow was the magnitude of the

fluid velocity. From Fig. 2.20, the maximum slice thickness averaged fluid velocity of the

channels was measured to be 9.0 ± 1.1 mm·s−1, whereas the model predicted a maximum

6.0 mm·s−1. The increase in fluid velocity is likely due to an unaccounted for reduction

in channel diameter. After removing the needles used for casting channels, swelling of the

biopolymer matrix [385] and flow-induced deformation of soft channels [386] may induce

changes to channel geometry. A biopolymer matrix bound on all sides by the TC chamber’s

rigid walls is restricted in the directions it can swell. One option is swelling into the open

channels. The average and maximum velocity in a channel will increase by a factor of
(
d1
d2

)2

where d1 is the pre-swollen channel diameter and d2 is the reduced channel diameter post

swelling. Therefore, a 10% decrease in diameter results in a 23% increase in velocity, and a

20% decrease in diameter results in a 56% increase in velocity. Lastly, the x resolution of

the MRI was only 14% of the channel diameter. Slight changes in alignment of the voxels in

the xy plane relative to the position of the channels could also affect measurements through

sampling error.

In macroporous sponges, wall shear is estimated on a voxel-by-voxel bases. However,

studies have shown that there is a large degree of wall shear variation among individual
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pores. The pore size of macroporous sponges is on the same order of magnitude as the MRI

xy resolution, making it impossible to obtain the spatially resolved velocity maps within

individual pores required for directly calculating wall shear. As such, MRI is more suitable

for measuring broader shear distributions in macroporous sponges, which can be highlighted

by smoothing with bicubic interpolation.

2.6 Conclusion

This study presents an MRI compatible, perfusion bioreactor with multiple flow inlets capa-

ble of generating custom, steady flow patterns throughout a 3D tissue culture scaffold. The

study details the design of the bioreactor, the layout of the accompanying flow system, and

the protocols for sterilization and aseptic cell culture loading. Multiple types of natural ECM

scaffolds including macroporous sponges and biopolymer hydrogels were demonstrated to be

both suitable for endothelial cell culture and mechanically compatible with the perfused en-

vironment within the bioreactor. These scaffolds also allowed for custom flow patterns to be

generated throughout the TC chamber that were unique to each type of scaffold. MRI flow

maps were consistent with expected results, and they were found to be useful for determining

shear stresses experienced by cells attached to surfaces in various types of 3D environments.

It was demonstrated that MRIs of flow through cylindrical channels in a hydrogel with low

interstitial fluid permeability could be used to calculate the shear stress experienced at the

wall of the channel.

It was also shown that maps of wall shear stress in pores of a sponge could be approxi-

mated from flow-weighted MRIs. This is relevant for translating studies of the effect of shear

on cell behavior from 2D to 3D environments. Most 2D studies of shear use a calculated wall

shear when investigating impact of shear on cell growth, making a direct comparison of wall

shear in 3D environments desirable. As demonstrated by comparing theoretical velocity and

shear profiles in Fig. 2.20 (a) to measured profiles in Fig. 2.20 (c), shear rate calculated by

the finite differences method does not measure wall shear accurately due to partial volume

effects. The more accurate methods of determining wall shear presented here further justify
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the use of MRI as a tool to investigate the impact of shear on cell behavior in thick, optically

opaque environments.

Flow patterns were shown to generate patterns of parenchymal cell growth throughout

the scaffold which differed from patterns of growth in static culture. Given the demonstrated

compatibility of both macroporous scaffolds and biopolymer hydrogels with the multi-inlet

bioreactor, it is expected that similar multi-channel perfusion bioreactors will make contri-

butions in the study of the influence of luminal and interstitial shear gradients on the growth

and development of multiple cell and tissue types. As the impact of shear distribution on

cell behavior throughout large 3D volumes becomes clear, the use of shear distribution as an

actuating mechanism to control cell growth may become available. Coupling this actuating

mechanism with noninvasive readouts of cell viability and density distribution can poten-

tially allow real-time control over engineered tissue development. Spatial distributions of

cells throughout a construct can be directly manipulated by biomechanical signaling dur-

ing culture to generate custom tissue. In addition, the potential to control cell behavior

throughout a porous 3D environment using spatiotemporally varied biomechanical signals

makes this bioreactor applicable to other types of biomanufacturing besides tissue engineer-

ing. For example, this bioreactor has the potential to optimize shear and nutrient distribu-

tion throughout high density cell culture in a bed of packed beads for the production of cells

themselves or cell-produced proteins.
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CHAPTER 3

Noninvasive Quantification of Cell Density in 3D Gels

by MRI

3.1 Introduction

Tissue engineering strives to generate larger, more complex, and increasingly functional

substitutes for the clinical purpose of replacing lost or damaged tissue. Additionally, there is

a critical need for studying organoid systems in an ex vivo setting to determine cell response

to controlled stimuli. These approaches typically involve a combination of scaffold, growth

factors, and living cells housed in a bioreactor designed to provide suitable culture conditions

for tissue growth. Recently, bioreactors have become increasingly specialized by providing

dynamic and spatially controlled signals to mimic the dynamic environments present during

development [387–390]. The tissues and organoids cultured ex vivo have increased in size

and complexity, to the point where it is difficult to image them with light, such as reloaded

decellularized organs and thick bioprinted tissue [391, 392]. More invasive methods such

as cross-sectioning and histology are traditionally used to evaluate tissue morphology, but

they are not suitable for real-time in situ readouts, which are necessary for adaptive control

schemes [24].

Noninvasive methods for probing large masses of soft tissue include ultrasonography and

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), two methods that do not require ionizing radiation and

can function without contrast agents. In this study, we investigate the utility of contrast

agent-free MRI for cell density mapping. MRI provides unparalleled soft tissue contrast in

clinical applications, e.g. tumor diagnosis, and has been used to measure hydrodynamic

properties of biomaterials [27,168]. Recent developments in MRI compatible incubators and
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bioreactors provide additional justification for the development of MRI based, biological

measurements [24,287].

The responses of diffusion-, T2-, and magnetization transfer (MT)-weighted nuclear mag-

netic resonance (NMR) parameters have been used in the past to assess cell density in

the context of explanted tumors and brain abscess [271–284]. The most popular weighting

for generating cell density maps has been diffusion. Correlations were found between the

apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) and cell density in neural [271–275], dermal [276], pro-

static [277], renal [278], and breast [279,280] tumors in magnetic fields ranging from 1.5 T to

3 T, but one study by Yoshikawa et al. found no correlation between cellularity and ADC in

breast cancer at 1.5 T [393]. ADC was found to be correlated to cell density in brain abscess

in a 1.5 T magnetic field [281], and using a higher diffusion weighting factor in a 3 T field im-

proved the correlation of brain abscess cell density and ADC [282]. MT signal was reported

to be inversely correlated to cell density in brain abscess and brain gliomas [283,284]. T2 was

found to be inversely correlated to cell density in prostate cancer but not gliomas [273,277],

and a study by Roth et al. noticed a decreasing trend in T2 as cells in suspension settled and

increased in cell density (significance and goodness-of-fit was not reported) [307]. One study

reported a significant positive correlation between T2-short and liver cancer cellularity [394].

In all of these previous studies (excluding Roth et al.), tumors or abscess were imaged in

vivo and evaluated for cellularity via histological examination or cell counting.

Despite the large number of studies published to date investigating the MRI response to

cell density in vivo for clinical applications, only two studies investigated immobilized cell

cultures in contexts of engineered tissue. In those studies, only diffusion-weighted NMR sig-

nals were investigated [308,395]. Data by Pilatus et al. showed a strong correlation between

cell density and fraction of intracellular volume measured with diffusion-weighted NMR (not

spatially-resolved) measurements in cancer cell lines cultured on solid surfaces, including

polystyrene beads and collagen sponges [395]. Anderson et al. found a correlation between

cell volume fraction and apparent diffusion coefficient in images of hydrogel encapsulated cell

pellets, but experiments were run at ∼ 20◦C [308]. Compared to physiological conditions

used for tissue culture, a lower temperature leads to lower diffusion coefficients [396] and
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higher diffusion weighted signal (Stejskal-Tanner [397]). Surprisingly, whereas many studies

reported a correlation between cell density and NMR signal, none of the studies reported

limits of detection (LOD) or quantitation. The LOD figure-of-merit, which is a measure of

the level of statistical significance, is necessary in order to correctly interpret results from

cell density measurements.
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3π π/2n
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π/2 π/2
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Figure 3.1: (a-c) Timing diagrams for NMR experiments. Diagrams of NMR pulse

sequences used to calibrate 1H NMR spectra or echo intensity to cell density. Portions of the

sequence bracketed in red were repeated n times. (a) A Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG)

sequence was used to provide T2-weighted signals. The number of echoes collected was 2,400.

(b) Pulsed, off-resonance irradiation MT sequence provides MT weighting. 400 Gauss pulses

were used. (c) A PFG-STE sequence was used to provide diffusion-weighted signals.

To our knowledge, none of these NMR techniques have been applied to cells encapsu-

lated within a hydrogel under physiological temperature conditions for tissue engineering

applications. Such a method for mapping cell density in 3D scaffolds would be of paramount
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Table 3.1: Phase cycling scheme for PFG-STE pulse sequence.

Pulse Phase Cycling

1. π/2 [0, π/2, 0, π/2]

2. π/2 [0, 0, π/2, π/2]

3. π/2 [0, 0, 0, 0]

Receiver [0, π/2, π/2, 0]

importance in tissue engineering. The extent to which MRI can be used in tissue engineering

applications is presently unknown.

In this study, we examined T2, MT, and diffusion-weighted 1H NMR signals as a means

to quantify cell concentration in an artificially constructed tissue sample composed of mam-

malian or yeast cells embedded in an agarose hydrogel. T1 is not discussed herein because

we found it to be less sensitive to cell density. Whereas each weighting (T2, MT, diffusion)

has its own unique set of influencing factors, they are all used for clinical imaging of soft

tissues. For example, in living tissues, the T2 is known to be significantly reduced for water

protons that are immobilized, such as in the case of water molecules interacting with or

bound to macromolecule surfaces. In MT experiments, a saturation pulse selectively elimi-

nates net longitudinal magnetization in protons bound to macromolecules, and their depleted

magnetic state is transferred to free water protons in the vicinity for readout. In T2 and

MT experiments, the signal intensity typically decreases as cell concentration, and conse-

quently macromolecular content, increases. In excised tumor samples the apparent diffusion

coefficient of water has been shown to decrease with increasing cell concentration due to

reduced motion in protons that are bound to macromolecules or trapped within intracellular

compartments.

Nearly all previous work on the topic has been conducted in the context of clinical imag-

ing as a tool to study tumor composition. The situations encountered in tissue engineering

represent a different regime where the cell densities are significantly lower than those of ex-

cised tissue. Hence, detection limits are very important. We investigate the efficacy of this
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technology on yeast and human cell lines encapsulated in gels of varying macromolecular

content. By generating quantitative analytical calibration curves for measuring cell concen-

tration from NMR signals, this study paves the way for novel methodologies to map local

cell densities in 3D bioreactors for tissue engineering applications.

3.2 Materials and methods

3.2.1 Preparation of NMR Samples

3.2.1.1 Cell Culture and Harvest

Prior to taking NMR measurements, HEK 293 cells (ATCC®, CRL-11268TM) were cultured

in a 37◦C, 5% CO2 incubator in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM) supplemented

with 10% FBS, L-glutamine, and penicillin/streptomycin. The temperature and CO2 con-

centration were selected to match conditions used in previously established MRI compatible

culture systems. [24,287]. Cells were detached from dish surfaces with trypsin and then neu-

tralized with αDMEM containing 10% FBS. Cells were pelleted by centrifugation at 200 g

for 5 min, and the remaining media was aspirated, leaving cell pellets. Quantities of pelleted

cells were measured volumetrically with a positive displacement micropipette and diluted in

DMEM to obtain a range of cell concentrations.

Dry yeast from Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Sigma, YSC2-500G) were reconstituted in

phosphate buffered saline (PBS) immediately prior to use. A range of yeast concentrations

was obtained by adjusting the weight % of yeast used.

3.2.1.2 Determining Cell Density in a Pellet

The concentration of HEK 293 cells in a pellet was determined by diluting volumes of cell

pellet by 400, 600, or 800-fold in DMEM. The number of cells in these dilutions were counted

via hemocytometer and used to determine the original cell concentration in the pellet. Yeast

cell concentrations were also determined via hemocytometer counting. Average cell sizes
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were measured from microscope images of suspended cells on the hemocytometer in ImageJ.
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Figure 3.2: MT Optimization. (a) MT Z spectra of agarose samples containing range

of cell concentrations. S represents the normalized intensity of the signal obtained by inte-

grating the weighted NMR spectrum. (b) MT contrast curves obtained by subtracting an

acellular agarose gel sample MT curve from curves of samples containing cells. The differ-

ence, S−SRef , represents the signal contrast generated by the presence of cells. (SRef) is the

signal intensity of the acellular agarose sample. The frequency offset resulting in the largest

signal change in response to changes in cell density was later used for imaging experiments.

3.2.1.3 Cell Encapsulation

Prior to acquiring 1H spectra, HEK 293 or yeast suspensions were combined in a 1:1 ratio

with a liquid solution containing 1.8% low gelling temperature agarose (Sigma, A9045-5G) in
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PBS at 37◦C. The mixture was immediately added to a 5 mm NMR tube and allowed to gel at

room temperature. After gelation, the samples were reheated to 37◦C inside the bore of a Var-

ian 400 MHz (9.4 T) spectrometer equipped with a 10 mm broadband probe and air-flow vari-

able temperature (VT) control. This cell encapsulation technique involving the cooling and

reheating of cells during agarose gelation is an established procedure known to result in the

containment of high viability cells within a gel matrix [398]. The HEK 293 cell densities used

for spectroscopy calibrations were 0, 0.7, 1.4, 2.8, 4.2, 5.6, 8.4, 11.3, 16.9, and 22.2× 107 cells·mL−1,

and the yeast cell densities used were 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.8, 1.6, 2.0, 4.0, 8.0, and 10.0× 108 cells·mL−1.

Each sample was repeated three times using freshly encapsulated cells.

Samples of HEK 293 and yeast cells were prepared for imaging by casting multiple layers

of agarose in a 5 mm NMR tube sequentially. Each layer contained a known cell density and

was allowed to anneal before the next layer was added. The four cell densities used were

1.4, 2.8, 5.6, and 11.3×107 cells·mL−1. Pure agarose was cast above and below the cell laden

layers in order to position the cells close to the center of the radio frequency (RF) coil. In

the case of yeast imaging, four layers containing 0.63, 1.3, 2.5, and 5.0 ×108 cells·mL−1 were

cast between layers of acellular agarose. The 5 mm NMR tubes containing layered samples

were suspended and imaged in a 40 mm inner diameter RF probe while the temperature

was maintained at 37◦C with heated airflow. A 40 mm probe was used for imaging because

it has been shown to be an effective size for accommodating bioreactors and incubation

systems [24,287].

3.2.2 NMR Weighting Calibrations

The pulse sequences that were used to calibrate NMR signal to cell density are shown in

Fig. 3.1a-c. T2 values were obtained from a CPMG experiment (Fig. 3.1a) by integrating the

area under the even numbered echoes, normalizing the echo integrals between 0 and 1, and

fitting the resulting curve to the exponential decay in (3.1) for relaxation in the transverse

plane:

Mxy(t) = M0e
−t/T2 + β, (3.1)
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where β is a baseline offset, Mxy is the transverse magnetization at time t and M0 is the

initial transverse magnetization at t = 0.

π/2 π/2 π/2

M.T. D.W.

GZ
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RF

n

D.W.
Time

Figure 3.3: Stimulated Echo Multi-Slice Sequence. Diagram of a STEMS pulse se-

quence with optional modifications corresponding to respective weighting. Diffusion weighted

(D.W.) gradients are highlighted and bracketed in brown. A pulsed, off-resonance, Gaus-

sian saturation pulse used to generate MT weighted images is bracketed in magenta. Red

brackets refer to a portion of the pulse sequence repeated n times, which in this case is the

off resonance saturation pulse used for MT weighted imaging. The off resonance saturation

pulse for MT was calibrated to 540◦ (3π). Slice select (S.S.) gradients are highlighted in

blue, frequency encoding (F.E.) in green, spoiler gradients in cyan, and phase encode (P.E.)

in white.

MT-weighted Z spectra were obtained by applying a train of off-resonance saturation

pulses prior to a standard, on-resonance π/2 (hard) pulse (Fig. 3.1b).

Diffusion-weighted measurements were obtained using a Pulsed Field-Gradient STimulated-

Echo (PFG-STE) experiment (Fig. 3.1c). The phase cycling scheme used with this sequence

is shown in Table 3.1. The b-value is the diffusion weighting factor:

b = γ2G2δ2(∆− δ/3), (3.2)
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defined by Stejskal-Tanner [397] in their signal equation

log

(
SG
S0

)
= −Dγ2G2δ2(∆− δ/3), (3.3)

where D is the diffusion coefficient of water, γ is the gyromagnetic ratio of the 1H nucleus

(γ = 2.675× 108 rad·s−1·T−1), G is the effective gradient strength of the diffusion weighted

gradients measured in T·mm−1, δ is the duration of a single diffusion weighted gradient in s,

and ∆ is the diffusion time which is defined as the time between the start of the application of

the first diffusion weighting gradient and the start of the second diffusion weighting gradient.

SG stands for signal intensity acquired when using diffusion weighting gradients of effective

strength, G. S0 is the signal intensity acquired without diffusion gradients.

Pulse sequence parameters for all three weightings were chosen to maximize the contrast

that results from changes in cell density. Specifically, pulse sequence parameters were arrayed

over a range of values, and spectra were acquired at each value in the array. Signal intensities

of cell laden gel samples (S) and acellular agarose gel (SRef) were determined by integrating

1H peaks from each acquisition. Parameter values that resulted in the largest cell generated

signal contrast, defined as |S − SRef |, per change in cell density were subsequently used for

spectroscopy calibrations. The cell densities used for parameter optimization were the same

that were used for spectroscopy calibrations. Prior to beginning MT weighted experiments,

the frequency offset of the saturation pulse was optimized. A fifty point array of frequency

offset values spaced on a log scale from 0 to 200 MHz was used for optimization (an identical

optimization was performed for the range of frequency offsets from 0 to -200 MHz, but

no significant difference was seen in the negative direction). Plots of frequency offset versus

signal intensity and frequency offset versus cell generated contrast are displayed in Fig. 3.2 to

highlight the dependence of contrast on frequency offset and show how the optimal parameter

value was found. Prior to beginning T2 weighted spectroscopy calibrations, the echo time

(tE) was optimized. tE versus cell generated contrast (|S − SRef |) was plotted (not shown),

and the tE resulting in the largest contrast was selected for calibrations. Because a CPMG

sequence was used, signal intensity, S, was found by integrating each echo rather than a full

spectrum. A total of 1,500 echoes were acquired at TEs linearly spaced between 0 and 1.4
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Figure 3.4: Cell Density Calibrations. From top to bottom: T2-weighted, MT-weighted,

and diffusion-weighted calibration curves of NMR spectra intensity to HEK 293 cell density.

Each point represents the signal generated by agarose alone subtracted from SRef , the signal

generated by a given cell concentration. Error bars represent one standard deviation (n=3).
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seconds. Prior to diffusion weighted spectroscopy, both G and ∆ were optimized to generate

the best b-value. The values of ∆ used were 25, 30, 50, 100, 150, and 200 ms, and at each

value of ∆, G was arrayed from 0 to 50 Gauss·cm−1. Spectra acquired at each combination

were integrated, and the combination of parameter values resulting in the largest amount of

contrast (|S − SRef |) were used for diffusion weighted calibrations.

NMR signals weighted by T2, MT and diffusion parameters vs cell concentration were

linearly fit using a weighted least-squares regression. Relevant fitting parameters and their

corresponding statistical hypothesis testing probability values (p-values) are reported [399].

The LOD corresponds to the cell concentration at which the weighted NMR signal differs

from the acellular agarose NMR signal by exactly three times the average standard deviation:

LOD =
3σ

slope
, (3.4)

where the slope is determined from the weighted least-squares regression linear fit and σ is

the average standard deviation of all points used in the corresponding fit.

3.2.3 NMR Imaging Protocol

Images of cell density were obtained using a STimulated Echo Multi-Slice (STEMS) sequence

modified to generate each of the three types of weightings. T2-weighted images were obtained

by setting the repetition time (TR) to a long value roughly five times T1 and the tE to the

value optimized in T2 calibrations. MT-weighted images were generated by applying a train

of off-resonance saturation pulses in the beginning of the STEMS sequence, using a long TR,

and a short TE. Anti-phase pulse field-gradient pairs were applied after the first and last

π/2 pulses in STEMS to obtain diffusion-weighted contrast. In order to compare the quality

of the three weightings over the same scale, each image was normalized between 0 and 1 by

applying the following function to every voxel in the image:

Inorm =
I − Imin

Imax − Imin
, (3.5)

where Inorm is the normalized voxel intensity, I is the pre-normalized voxel intensity, Imin

is the value of the lowest intensity voxel in the image, and Imax is the value of the highest
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intensity voxel in the image.

Cell density maps were generated from T2, MT, and diffusion weighted images using

calibration curves relating voxel intensity to cell density. Since images were acquired in

a different NMR probe than the one used for spectroscopy measurements, new calibration

curves were generated for cell density mapping (not shown). Briefly, regions of interest

(ROIs) were drawn within areas of the pre-normalized images containing known cell densities.

The same ROIs were used for T2, MT, and diffusion weighted images. A calibration curve was

fitted to a plot of the mean value of each ROI versus cell density using weighted least-squares

regression.

All fits were generated in MATLAB. Exponential fits were generated using MATLAB’s

nonlinear regression function (fitnlm), which employs the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm.

Linear fits were generated with a nonrobust, weighted linear least squares algorithm (fitlm).

The weight of each point was 1/σ2, where σ is the standard deviation of the measurement.

3.3 Results

3.3.1 HEK 293s

The cell concentration in a pure HEK 293 cell pellet was determined to be (4.5 ± 0.9) ×

108 cells·mL−1. The average diameter of the HEK 293 cells was 12.5± 2.4 µm. Calibration

curves showing the response of T2, MT, and diffusion-weighted spectral intensity to cell con-

centration are seen in Fig. 3.4. As expected, T2-weighted signal decreases with increasing cell

concentration. The optimal delay time for generating maximum contrast in T2 spectroscopy

experiments was found to be 140 ms. A single echo with a delay of 140 ms was integrated

for each cell concentration to generate the T2-weighted calibration curve shown in Fig. 3.4.

The relationship between T2-weighted signal and cell density appeared to take the form of

an exponential decay. This type of relationship is expected when 1/T2(C) (a function of

concentration, C) depends linearly on cell concentration [26]:

1

T2

(C) =
1

T2,Ref

+ const× C, (3.6)
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Figure 3.5: HEK 293 Cell Density MRIs. (a) From left to right: T2, MT, and diffusion-

weighted MRIs of an NMR tube containing stratified layers of varied HEK 293 cell densities

in agarose gels. The image on the far right is a photograph showing optical opacity of the

layers. Bottom and top of the tube are filled with acellular agarose gel mixed with DMEM.

The phenol red in DMEM gives it a pink color. Four layers from top to bottom contain cell

concentrations of 1.4, 2.8, 5.6, and 11.3 × 107 cells·mL−1. The MRI signal throughout the

region is normalized between 0 and 1. The curvature between layers is due to the menisci

that form during the gel casting process in a 4.2 mm inner diameter NMR tube (Wilmad

513-7PP-7). Each layer was cast and annealed sequentially, allowing it to form and retain

its meniscus as the agarose annealed. (b) Cell density maps calculated from T2, MT, and

diffusion-weighted MRIs using calibration curves relating voxel intensity to cell density.
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where 1/T2,Ref is the transverse relaxation rate in the absence of cells and const is the

relaxivity of the cells added to the gel solution. The NMR signal equation for the T2-weighted

signal acquired at tE (t = tE) is then

S = S0e
−tE/T2(C) + β = S0e

−tE/T2,Refe−tE·const×C + β. (3.7)

By applying (3.1) to the reference sample:

SRef = S0,Refe
−tE/T2,Ref + βRef (3.8)

we can write our signal contrast as:

S − SRef = S0e
−tE/T2,Refe−tE·const×C+

β − S0,Refe
−tE/T2,Ref + βRef

(3.9)

where β and βRef are baseline offsets of cell and acellular reference samples, respectively.

Because T2,Ref is independent of cell concentration, we abbreviate S ′0 = S0e
−tE/T2,Ref and

β′ = β − S0,Refe
−tE/T2,Ref + βRef , so that

S − SRef = S ′0e
−tE·const×C + β′. (3.10)

Thus, there is an exponential dependence of T2 weighted contrast on cell density. The

baseline offset, β′, can be found from fitting an exponential regression to the data. Correcting

for this offset and taking the natural log of both sides leads to a linear relationship between

log[S(tE)] and C:

log[S − SRef − β′] = slope× C + intercept, (3.11)

which shows that a plot of the logarithm of baseline corrected signal vs concentration follows

a straight line. None of the previous studies on the response of T2 to cell density report

this very simple relationship [273, 277, 307, 394]. After correcting for the baseline offset, β′,

which was determined to be 0.0864, the resulting linear fit had a coefficient of determination

(R2) of 0.95. The slope of the fit was found to be −7.1 × 10−9 (p-value, 1.3 × 10−8). The

LOD for the linearized T2-weighted spectroscopy calibration curve was determined to be
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9.0× 107 cells·mL−1. A single CPMG echo-train acquisition took 48.7 s. Thus, the LOD per

root bandwidth was 1.1× 109 cells·mL−1·Hz−1/2.

The MT-weighted results also produced an inverse correlation between signal intensity

and cell concentration. An offset frequency of 3,500 Hz was found to generate the highest

degree of contrast. A single spectrum at this offset was integrated to generate the MT-

calibration curve. Given the equation for magnetization transfer ratio (MTR):

MTR = 1− S

S0

(3.12)

we can express S − SRef as:

S − SRef = S0 − S0 ×MTR−

S0,Ref + S0,Ref ×MTRRef ,
(3.13)

where S and SRef are the signal intensities of cell laden samples and the acellular reference

sample following the application of an off-resonance saturation pulse, S0 and S0,Ref are the

signal intensities of the cell and reference samples without an off resonance pulse, and MTRRef

is the MT ratio of the reference sample at the same frequency offset used for cell samples.

Combining this with the established positive linear dependence of MTR on cell concentration

(MTR(C) = MTRRef + const×C) [283,284], we can determine the dependence of S − SRef

on C:

S − SRef = S0 − S0 × (MTRRef + const× C)−

S0,Ref + S0,Ref ×MTRRef ,
(3.14)

which can be simplified to the linear dependence:

S − SRef = −S0 · const× C + S ′0, (3.15)

where const is a positive real number and S ′0 is used to lump all terms on which there is no

concentration dependence:

S ′0 = S0 × (1−MTRRef)− S0,Ref × (1 + MTRRef). (3.16)

The fitted data were linear (R2 = 0.97), matching the model. The fitted slope was

equal to 1.5 × 10−9 (p = 2.7 × 10−10). The MT weighted LOD was determined to be
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2.7× 107 cells·mL−1. Given a single scan time of 28.3 s (including a delay to account for T1

relaxation) LOD per root bandwidth is 2.5× 108 cells·mL−1·Hz−1/2.

Diffusion-weighted signal intensity appeared to be exponentially correlated with cell den-

sity. Given the inverse linear dependence of ADC on cell density [276–278, 280–282], which

can be stated as

D(C) = DRef − const× C, (3.17)

and the Stejskal-Tanner equation (3.3), the relationship between diffusion weighted signal

and cell concentration becomes

SG = S0e
−(DRef−const×C)b. (3.18)

Subtracting the reference and simplifying leads to

SG − SG,ref =S0e
−Dref ·beb·const×C − S0,refe

−Dref ·b

=D0e
b·const×C + β, (3.19)

where D0 = S0e
−DRefb, β = −S0,Refe

−DRef ·b, and const is a positive real number. This can be

linearized by correcting for the offset and taking the natural log of both sides:

log[SG − SG,Ref − β] = slope× C + intercept. (3.20)

A b-value of 3,500 s·mm−2 and diffusion time of 0.10 s were found to generate the highest

degree of contrast in diffusion-weighted NMR experiments. Prior to linearization, the offset

was determined from a weighted, least-squares exponential regression to be -0.0160. The

linearized diffusion data had a fitted slope of 4.9 × 10−9 (p = 1.1 × 10−11), (R2 = 0.99).

The LOD was determined to be 2.1 × 107 cells·mL−1. The phase cycling scheme used in

these diffusion-weighted measurements, resulted in a longer acquisition time of 104 s. The

associated LOD per root bandwidth is 3.7× 108 cells·mL−1·Hz−1/2.

Images of NMR tubes containing distinct bands of known cell densities in agarose gels are

shown in Fig. 3.5. The bands contain cell densities of 1.4, 2.8, 5.6, and 11.3×107 cells·mL−1.

A tE of 130 ms and TR of 25 s were used for T2-weighted imaging due to a slight improvement
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Figure 3.6: Diffusion Weighted 1H Spectra. Several example spectra acquired with a

PFG-STE spectroscopy sequence.

in image quality over the 140 ms delay that had been optimized in spectroscopy calibrations.

The 3,500 Hz saturation offset value obtained from spectroscopy optimization experiments

was used for MT-weighted imaging. The parameters optimized in diffusion weighted spec-

troscopy were found to be inadequate for diffusion-weighted imaging. The parameters did

not work for imaging because the diffusion weighted signal per voxel was too weak at the

given b-value. Instead, a diffusion time of 20 ms and b-value of 800 s·mm−2 were found

to generate sufficient signal while retaining enough contrast between layers. Reducing the

b-value further improved signal intensity, but lessened the degree of contrast between the

layers.

T2 and MT-weighted images were able to resolve the four different cell density gels dis-

tinctly from each other and from the background agarose signal. The diffusion-weighted

images were able to resolve only the two highest cell concentrations, but the lower cell con-

centration layers could not be distinguished from the background. It can be seen that the

diffusion-weighted spectra, especially at the lower end of the cell concentration range, have

a low signal-to-noise ratio (Fig. 3.6). These spectra were generated from the entire sample

volume in the RF region in the NMR probe. The HEK 293 cell density images were acquired

with a resolution of 128 × 128 pixels (images shown in Fig. 3.5 are cropped) and are of
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2 mm-thick slices. The total volume per voxel was only 0.043 mm3, which does not generate

enough signal to be detected at low cell concentrations.

3.3.2 Yeast

Yeast measurements show that similar correlations of signal intensity are observed for cell

types across kingdoms (Fig. 3.7). It was determined that a 1% (w/w) yeast solution corre-

sponds to (2.0±0.7)×108 cells·mL−1. The average diameter of the yeast cells was 5.2±0.9 µm.

The exponential offset was found to be 0.0247. The linearized T2-weighted slope was found

to be −7.2 × 10−10 (p = 1.8 × 10−9) (R2 = 0.98), and the LOD per root bandwidth was

3.3× 109 cells·mL−1·Hz−1/2.

The linear MT fit generated a slope of −1.8× 10−10 (p = 5.4× 10−13) (R2 = 0.997). The

corresponding MT LOD was 3.8× 109 cells·mL−1·Hz−1/2.

The linearized diffusion fit generated a slope of 2.2×10−9 (p = 5.0×10−11) (R2 = 0.994).

The offset from the exponential fit was −3.6× 10−4. The associated diffusion LOD per root

bandwidth was 2.7× 109 cells·mL−1·Hz−1/2.

Images of low gel temperature agarose gels containing bands of various yeast concentra-

tion were acquired (Fig. 3.8). The MT weighted image produces the best results in which

all four layers are distinct and distinguishable from the background. The lower cell con-

centrations in the T2-weighted image blend together, but all layers are distinct from the

background. In the diffusion-weighted image, the cell laden bands show an increase in signal

from the background, but the signal to noise ratio is much lower than in the T2 and MT

weighted images.

3.4 Discussion

T2 and MT weighted signals were found to decrease in response to increasing cell density

whereas the diffusion weighted signal increased with increasing cell density. The decrease in

T2 and MT weighted signals with increasing cell concentration can be attributed to the in-
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crease in macromolecular content as cell density increases. Macromolecular content increases

with increasing cell density since the intracellular environment is densely packed with macro-

molecules at a much higher concentration than the surrounding agarose gel environment used

in this study [400].

T2 is affected by mobility. Water molecules interacting with macromolecules are less

mobile and experience reduced relaxation times. Therefore, as macromolecular concentra-

tion increases, the transverse relaxation time is reduced for an increasing fraction of water

molecules in the sample. The reduced relaxation time results in less signal at tE (hence,

weaker T2-weighted signal).

MT is a direct measure of macromolecular content through the selective saturation of

hydrogen nuclei in water molecules interacting with macromolecules prior to a standard 90◦

excitation pulse. [26] Since macromolecular content increases with cell density, the fraction

of water interacting with macromolecules also increases leading to more signal suppression

due to higher numbers of nuclei being selectively saturated.

The slopes of the T2 and MT fits are 9.9 and 8.3 times larger for HEK 293 cells than yeast

cells, respectively. These curves are calibrated to cell number, but macromolecular content

scales differently for each cell type. HEK 293 cells were measured to be 13.6 times the volume

of our yeast cells using light microscopy. Given estimates of 23% and 35% macromolecular

content for HEK 293 and yeast cells, respectively [401,402], HEK 293 cells have about 8.9

times the macromolecular content per cell, which closely corresponds to the difference in

slopes for both of these weightings.

Our diffusion data are consistent with many studies that have shown the diffusion-

weighted signal to be linearly proportional to cell density across several tissue types. [271–282]

The increase in diffusion weighted signal is due to a decrease in diffusivity according to (3.3).

The decrease in water’s diffusivity is a result of restriction of molecular motion. A fraction

of intracellular water experiences restricted motion due to the presence of cell membranes,

which act as barriers, reducing water transport. As cell density increases, the fraction of

restricted water scales proportionally for a given cell type, but the fraction of restricted water
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Figure 3.8: Yeast Images. (a) T2, MT, and diffusion-weighted MRIs of an NMR tube

containing stratified layers of various yeast cell densities in 0.6% agarose gel. A reference

photograph of the tube is included. Four layers from top to bottom contain yeast cell

concentrations of 0.63, 1.3, 2.5, and 5.0 ×108 cells·mL−1. (b) Cell density maps calculated

from weighted images.

is not identical to the fraction of intracellular water in the total sample volume. Given their

sizes and water content estimates of 77% and 65% for HEK 293 and yeast cells respectively

[401,402], HEK 293 cells have about 16 times as much total intracellular water content as

yeast. However, the slope of the HEK 293 calibration plot is larger than the slope of the yeast

calibration plot by a factor of two, suggesting that per cell, twice as much water experiences
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restricted diffusion in HEK 293s versus yeast. This is because the restriction of intracellular

water motion due to membranes only affects a fraction of intracellular water. [307] Intracel-

lular water that is far away from membranes will have a higher diffusivity than water that

is close to cell boundaries. Since the yeast diameter is about 42% of the HEK 293 diameter,

a larger fraction of the intracellular water in yeast will experience restricted motion due to

membrane proximity.

Compared to cell density correlations reported in previous studies, the correlations here

had less variability and better coefficients of determination. [271–284,307,308,395]. This can

be attributed to the fact that a more controlled environment is maintained when cells are

encapsulated in hydrogels for tissue engineering than when tumors and abscess are formed

in vivo with variations in their extracellular matrix composition and cell type. In this study

we used NMR tubes to contain cell laden gels, but the imaging technique can be applied to

any MRI compatible bioreactor as long as perfusion is halted during acquisition.

3.5 Conclusion

In this study, we generated maps of cell density in a hydrogel scaffold using T2, MT, and

diffusion-weighted MRI. We have verified that these three weightings have a clear functional

dependence on cell concentration and can be calibrated to measure exact cell densities in

thick or opaque media. This is especially useful for monitoring cultures in bioreactors in

which local cell density evolves over time due to proliferation and migration.

We found the three weightings to have comparable detection limits when using NMR spec-

troscopy pulse sequences. However, when imaging lower cell concentrations, the diffusion-

weighted signal is too weak compared to T2 and MT-weighted signals, in terms of resolving

cell concentrations below 5.6 × 107 cells·mL−1 within a reasonable time. Our results sug-

gest that despite the popularity of ADC mapping in clinical settings, T2 and MT-weighted

images may be more suitable for tissue engineering applications in which lower cell concen-

trations are present. The higher variability of T2 measurements, both in spectroscopy and

imaging experiments suggests that MT is the better option for probing small changes in cell
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concentration, such as the regime of low cell concentrations.

In addition to using this cell imaging technique for studying cell growth and spatial

distribution in 3D tissue culture models, the noninvasive aspect of this readout means that

it can be applied to the real-time control and optimization of cell growth in bioreactor systems

employing adaptive methods to control spatiotemporal patterns of mechanical and chemical

stresses. T2 and MT-weighted MRI can provide useful cell density maps when noninvasive

readouts in thick tissue cultures are needed.
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CHAPTER 4

Quantitatively Mapping Cell Viability Independently

from Cell Density in 3D Gels Noninvasively

Objective: In biomanufacturing, there is a need for quantitative methods to map cell viability

and density inside 3D bioreactors to assess health and proliferation over time. Recently

noninvasive MRI readouts of cell density have been achieved. Now we present an approach

for measuring the viability of cells embedded in a hydrogel independently from cell density

to map cell number and health. Methods: Independent quantification of cell viability and

density was achieved calibrating the 1H magnetization transfer (MT) and diffusion-weighted

nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) signals to samples of known cell density and viability

using a multivariate approach. Maps of cell viability and density were generated by weighting

NMR images by these parameters post-calibration. Results: Using this method, the limits

of detection (LODs) of cell density and cell viability were found to be 3.88 × 108 cells ·

mL−1· Hz −1/2 and 1.21×104% · Hz −1/2 respectively. Conclusion: This mapping technique

provides a noninvasive means of visualizing cell viability and number within optically opaque

bioreactors. Significance: We anticipate that such readouts will provide valuable feedback

for monitoring and controlling cell populations in bioreactors.

4.1 Introduction

As larger and increasingly complex engineered tissues are developed for use in medicine and

research, novel methods are being investigated to measure indicators of successful growth

of engineered tissue products. Recently, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) was used to

spatially quantify cell density in thick, three-dimensional (3D) gels. It was found that three
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nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) weightings: T2 relaxation, magnetization transfer (MT),

and diffusion could be calibrated to measure live cell density [31]. MRI’s unlimited imaging

depth allows thick samples to be fully profiled without invasive physical sectioning. Recent

developments in MR compatible bioreactor and incubator systems [24, 287] provide addi-

tional motivation for developing novel MRI methods for noninvasive, real-time evaluation of

artificial tissue or 3D cell culture.

Spatially resolved cell density maps display growth within a tissue culture, but they do

not provide a fully comprehensive profile of tissue health. Indicators of tissue health are

critical for predicting the culture’s outcome. Success of an artificial tissue may not be dis-

cernable until days or weeks post implantation. Measurements of viability have commercial

and scientific value since they serve as early indicators of a successful product and a more

immediate indicator of potential cell growth. The extent to which MRI has previously been

employed to detect cellular viability is limited. In a couple studies MRI was used to track

viable cell transplants [403, 404]. In these cases, cells that were transplanted in vivo were

labelled with a viability sensitive contrast agent such as MnCl2 or gadolinium liposomes (Gd-

MSCs). When evaluated in vitro, the MR signal generated from the Gd-MSCs labelled cells

could quantify cell density in suspensions containing either completely viable or completely

non-viable cells. However, partially viable cell populations were not examined to determine

whether the viable fraction of a cell population was quantifiable [403].

In addition to studying cells prepared in vitro, researchers have used contrast agents to

target and image necrotic tissue in vivo. Several contrast enhanced techniques have been used

to distinguish regions of viable and non-viable myocardium following infarction [405–407].

Contrast enhanced diffusion-weighted MRI was used to differentiate irradiated and non-

irradiated regions of liver tumors [408]. In another study it was found that the nitroxide

4-trimethylammonium-2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxyl iodide (Cat-1) could be used as

a necrosis sensitive contrast agent in muscle [409]. Røhl et al. found that mapping mean

cerebral blood flow ratio was an effective way to differentiate regions of the penumbra around

the ischemic core that will recover from those that will progress to infarction following acute

stroke [410]. Lastly, Gröhn et al. found that exploiting the dependence of T2 relaxation on
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dissolved O2 in the brain to identify the mismatch between oxygen delivery and metabolic

consumption of O2 following ischemic stroke was useful for distinguishing metabolically active

and viable brain tissue from genuine ischemia [411].

Several contrast agent free techniques have been used to image necrosis in vivo. For

example, T2-weighted MRI was used to accurately identify lesions induced by ultrasound in

rabbit brains [412]. Another study found a decrease in 39K MRI signal correlated to necrotic

cardiac tissue following infarction [413]. Neither of these techniques provided quantitative

viability data. Two studies were able to quantify necrosis using contrast agent free MRI.

Deng et al. found that diffusion-weighted PROPELLER MRI measurements quantitatively

correlated with the necrotic fraction of liver tumors [414]. However, in this case the necrotic

fraction was defined as the ratio of the histologically defined necrotic region to the total tumor

area. In the other study using a fibrosarcoma tumor model, it was found that multispectral

analysis using apparent diffusion coefficient, T2, proton density, and a k-means clustering

algorithm could identify tissue necrotic fraction (TNF) [415]. Good correlations between k-

means determined- and histologically determined- TNF volume were found, but this method

also relies on the binary classification of macroscopic tissue regions as either totally viable

or necrotic.

Although these techniques can potentially be used as input when making clinical decisions

regarding a course of treatment, they are not quantitative measurements of the viable fraction

of cells within a population. Rather, they are used to distinguish distinct regions of clinically

viable tissue from clinically necrotic regions. Maps of viable cell fraction distribution within

a culture are relevant in the context of tissue engineering where this distribution is expected

to be dependent on culture conditions such as nutrient delivery [12,15].

In this study, we examined MT and diffusion-weighted 1H NMR signals as a means to

quantify viability of mammalian cells embedded in agarose hydrogels independently from cell

density. This was done by exploiting key differences between how each weighting detects the

presence of cells. The diffusion coefficient of water is dependent on compartmentalization of

water molecules caused by the presence of intact cell membranes [416], making it sensitive

to cellular events such as apoptosis, necrosis, and even volume changes [308, 417, 418]. In
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contrast, MT-weighted imaging is dependent on macromolecular content [26]. It is expected

that exploiting these differences to generate quantifiable maps of cell viability will provide

valuable data about otherwise inaccessible thick, 3D cell cultures.

4.2 Materials and methods

4.2.1 Preparation of Viable Samples

B16-F10 cells were cultured in a 37◦C, 5% CO2 incubator in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle

Medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% FBS, L-glutamine, and penicillin/streptomycin.

Cells were harvested by incubating in trypsin for 5 minutes and neutralizing trypsin with

DMEM containing 10% FBS. Dead cell populations with ruptured membranes were generated

by suspending cells first in 2% paraformaldehyde and later in Hank’s Balanced Salt Solution

containing 0.3% Triton-X and 0.05% Tween-20. Dead cells were washed twice with phosphate

buffered saline (PBS) prior to use. Live and dead cell populations were counted using

software developed by Arteta et al. [419] that was trained to recognize live and dead cells in

transmission light micrographs of trypan blue stained populations suspended in disposable

hemocytometers. Live and dead cell populations were combined in ratios and concentrated

to generate final populations with the desired cell concentration and viable fraction.

It was noticed that every transfer step resulted in cell losses of 5-10%, and more dead

cells were lost than live cells during transfers. This was likely due to cells adhering to the

inner surface of serological pipettes. To account for this, cell populations were counted after

the pipette that would be used to transfer them to their final tube was wetted with cell

suspension. Live and dead cells were transferred to the final tube with a single transfer

immediately after they were counted.

Mixed cell populations were pelleted in 50 mL conical tubes by centrifugation at 200

g for 5 min. Supernatant was aspirated down to 10 mL if applicable. The final volume of

supernatant was poured off the cell pellet in one swift motion by inverting the tube to reduce

cell losses caused by aspiration. Any drips remaining on the walls of the tube were aspirated
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with the tube inverted. The pellet was then suspended in a 37◦C liquid mixture containing a

1:1 ratio of cell culture media and 1.8% low gelling temperature agarose (Sigma, A9045-5G)

dissolved in PBS. Gel cell suspensions were quickly mixed, cast in 5 mm NMR tubes, and

allowed to anneal at room temperature for eight minutes. Annealed samples were reheated

to 37◦C and maintained at that temperature during data acquisition. All data was acquired

immediately after sample preparation.
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Figure 4.1: Diffusion- and T2-Weighted Viability Calibrations. (a) Plots of B16-

F10 cell viability versus diffusion-weighted NMR spectroscopy signal for three different cell

densities. (b) Plots of B16-F10 cell viability versus MT-weighted signal for three different

cell densities. Error bars represent one standard deviation. (n=3)

Samples containing layers of B16-F10 cells of various viable fractions were prepared by
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casting a small quantity of agarose gel containing the desired viability and density in a 5

mm NMR tube, allowing the layer to anneal, and then casting the next layer with a different

viability/density on top of the first layer. This process was repeated until all four layers

were cast. The regions of the NMR tube beneath and above the RF region were filled with

acellular agarose. Since imaging required a longer acquisition time, the cells used in imaging

were rinsed with serum free DMEM prior to use. The gel used for imaging was a liquid

mixture containing a 1:1 ratio of serum free DMEM and the 1.8% low gelling temperature

agarose stock described previously. Serum was removed to slow down cell metabolism [420],

preventing cells from generating CO2 bubbles during acquisition.

4.2.2 NMR Measurements

Spectroscopy measurements and images of B16-F10 cells were acquired in a Varian 400

MHz (9.4 T) spectrometer equipped with a 10 mm broadband probe and air-flow variable

temperature (VT) control. MT- and diffusion-weighted spectroscopy and imaging data were

collected with pulse sequences described previously [31].

4.2.3 Data Analysis

In this study, the MT-weighted signal, represented by SMT , was generated by normalizing

the signal generated from an MT pulse sequence acquisition with an offset optimized for

generating contrast (SMT,c) to a reference signal obtained from an MT pulse sequence acqui-

sition using a very large offset frequency of 200 kHz (SMT,0), so that SMT =
SMT,c

SMT,0
. Similarly,

the reported diffusion-weighted signal is equivalent to SDiff =
SDiff,c

SDiff,0
where SDiff,c is the

signal obtained from a Pulsed Field-Gradient STimulated-Echo (PFG-STE) sequence us-

ing a contrast optimized b-value, and SDiff,0 is a reference signal obtained from the same

pulse sequence without applying diffusion weighted gradients. Background diffusion and

MT-weighted measurements of acellular agarose gels were obtained in the same way, such

that SMT,bg =
SMT,bg,c

SMT,bg,0
and SDiff,bg =

SDiff,bg,c

SDiff,bg,0
. Background signals were subtracted from all

cell measurements to isolate the influence of cells alone.
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To determine the cell concentration and viability limits of detection (LODs), cell concen-

tration and viability were plotted as a function of their measured diffusion- and MT-weighted

NMR signals. Surface models of the form of a second order power series (y = b0 + b1x1 +

b2x2 + b3x
2
1 + b4x1x2 + b5x

2
2) were fit to the data using a weighted Levenberg-Marquardt

nonlinear least squares algorithm. The LOD for the multivariate fits were calculated using

the relationship, LOD = 3 ·σ ·b where b is the model coefficient vector,
(
b1 b2 b3 b4 b5

)
,

and σ is the average standard deviation vector
(
σx1 σx2 σ(x1)2 σx1x2 σ(x2)2

)
. Diffusion-

and MT-weighted signals (represented here by x1 and x2) were collected for all samples in

triplicate. Using σx1,n to represent the standard deviation of the measured x1,n at a single

data point, n, the average of the standard deviations of all data points from 1 to N is repre-

sented by σx1 . Similarly, σ(x1)2 is the average of all the standard deviations of the value (x1)2,

and the pattern continues for all other values in the average standard deviation vector. This

LOD analysis is based on the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC)

recommendations extended to a multivariate model [421].

Images were analyzed by manually drawing regions of interest (ROIs) around portions of

the image lying entirely within discrete layers. Average voxel intensities from each ROI were

compared to each other with a 1-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) for images in which only

one independent variable was changed or a 2-way ANOVA when both viability and density

were varied between layers. Significance for pairwise group mean comparisons was obtained

using Tukey’s honestly significant difference criterion.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 NMR Spectroscopy Viability and Density Calibrations

Plots of B16-F10 viability versus diffusion-weighted NMR spectrum intensity for three dif-

ferent cell densities are shown in Fig. 4.1 (a). A diffusion time, ∆, of 100 ms and diffusion

weighting value (b-value) of 2800 s·mm−2 were found to be most sensitive to B16-F10 viabil-

ity. The diffusion-weighted was found to have an exponential dependence on cell viability at
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Figure 4.2: 3D Viability and Density Calibrations. (a) Plot of calibration surface

overlaid on data showing cell concentration as a function of diffusion- and MT-weighted

signals. (b) Plot of calibration surface overlaid on data showing cell viability as a function

of diffusion- and MT-weighted signals. (n=3)

all cell densities studied., which is similar to previously established exponential dependence

of diffusion-weighted signal on cell density [31]. The response of the MT-weighted signal

to cell viability at three cell densities is shown in Fig. 4.1 (b). The optimal MT-weighted

saturation pulse offset was found to be 3.3 kHz. It can be seen that the MT-weighted signal

is linearly dependent on cell viability, but is less dependent on viability than it is on cell

density as expected. The level of dependence on viability was also seen to depend on the

density at which measurements were taken.
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Table 4.1: Model Parameters

Concentration Value Viability Value

C0 −1.14× 107 V0 66.6

C1 1.53× 1010 V1 5.27× 104

C2 −4.36× 108 V2 1.03× 103

C3 −8.69× 1011 V3 −6.41× 105

C4 2.34× 1010 V4 2.41× 105

C5 5.19× 108 V5 3.27× 104

A diffusion- and MT-weighted measurement was taken for each sample with a known

viability and density. Both NMR signals were dependent on both cell density and viability.

In order to determine if viability and density can be measured independently from each other

using a combination their respective calibration curves, cell concentration and cell viability

were plotted as a function of their diffusion- and MT-weighted signals in Fig. 4.2. The points

were fitted to surfaces with of the form of a second order power series of the form:

C = C0 + C1SD + C2SM + C3S
2
D + C4SDSM + C5S

2
M (4.1)

V = V0 + V1SD + V2SM + V3S
2
D + V4SDSM + V5S

2
M (4.2)

Where C and V are concentration in cells · mL−1 and viability in % respectively; C0, C1,

. . .C5 are the coefficients of a power series expansion of second order concentration depen-

dence; V0, V1, . . .V5 are the coefficients of a power series expansion of second order viability

dependence; and SD and SM represent the background corrected, normalized diffusion- and

MT-weighted signals (SD = SDiff − SDiff,bg and SM = SMT − SMT,bg). The values of the

fitted parameters are listed in Table 4.1. The coefficients of determination (R2) for the con-

centration and viability fits are 0.952 and 0.965 respectively. Their fit p-values are 1.27×10−6

and 5.71× 10−5 respectively.

Using the parameters of the fitted surfaces and the multivariate LOD formula, LOD =

3 · σ · b, the cell concentration LOD was determined to be 1.94 × 107 cells · mL−1, which

is the same order of magnitude as determined previously for HEK 293 cells all with 100%
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Figure 4.3: Viability Gradient MRI. (a) Diffusion-weighted MRI and quantification of

layers of gel containing, from top to bottom, 0%, 33%, 66%, and 100% viable B16-F10 cells

with a constant total cell density of 2 × 108 cells·mL−1 Error bars represent one standard

error. All groups have a statistically significant difference from each other (p<0.0001). (b)

MT-weighted image and quantification of viability gradient sample. ns = not significant, *

indicates significant difference (p<0.05), and all others are significantly different (p<0.0001).

(c) Photograph of NMR tube containing viability gradient immediately after sample prep

and prior to MRI acquisition.

viability [31]. The cell viability LOD was determined to be 607%. The total combined

acquisition time for a diffusion- and MT-weighted sequence was 132.3 s. Given a total of

three replicates, the associated LODs per root bandwidth are 3.88 × 108 cells · mL−1· Hz

−1/2 and 1.21× 104% · Hz −1/2.
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4.3.2 Viability Mapping

MRIs of a B16-F10 cell viability gradient are shown in Fig. 4.3. Thirty diffusion-weighted

contrast acquisitions were averaged to generate the image shown in (a). A gradient amplitude

of 8.12 G/cm, b-value of 800 s·mm−2, and ∆ of 100 ms were used to generate contrast. A

reference scan, to which the contrast-optimized scan was normalized, was generated using the

same pulse sequence timing, but no diffusion weighted gradients. Two scans were averaged

for the diffusion-weighted reference. The frequency offset used to generate contrast for the

MT-weighted image shown in (b) was 3.3 kHz. A frequency offset of 200 kHz was used for

the MT reference scan to which the contrast sensitive scan was normalized. The contrast

and reference scans were both averaged from two acquisitions. The same imaging settings

and pulse sequences were used for all other figures in this study.

In Fig. 4.3 (a), the diffusion-weighted image shows distinct layers of increasing signal

intensity corresponding to increasing viability, whereas the MT-weighted image shows much

less sensitivity to the changing viability. In the diffusion-weighted image, all layers with via-

bility greater than 0% are distinct from the baseline signal (acellular agarose above and below

the layers). Despite being indistinguishable from each other, the layers in the MT-weighted

image are clearly distinct from the acellular agarose region surrounding the layers, indicating

that at this cell concentration, the MT weighting detects the presence of cells without being

heavily impacted by viability. When the signals from each layer were quantified, all lay-

ers were found to be significantly different from each other in the diffusion-weighted image,

whereas only four of the six pairwise comparisons between layers in the MT-weighted image

were significantly different, and the difference was much less pronounced.

MRIs of a B16-F10 cell density gradient are shown in Fig. 4.4. It can be seen that both

diffusion- and MT-weighted signals are strongly dependent on cell density with the strength

of the diffusion-weighted signal positively correlated with density and the strength of the

MT-weighted signal inversely correlated with density (consistent with our previous findings

in HEK 293 cells [31]). The signal intensities of each layer are all significantly different from

each other in both weightings.
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Figure 4.4: Density Gradient MRI. (a) Diffusion-weighted MRI and quantification of

layers of gel containing, from top to bottom, 0.25, 0.5, 1, and 2 ×108 cells · mL−1 B16-

F10 cells with 100% viability. Error bars represent one standard error. All layers have a

statistically significant difference from each other (p<0.0001). (b) MT-weighted image and

quantification of cell density gradient. All layers have a statistically significant difference

from each other (p<0.0001). (c) Photograph of NMR tube containing cell density gradient

immediately after sample prep and prior to MRI acquisition.

Finally, MRIs of B16-F10 cells of four different combinations of viability and density

are shown in Fig. 4.5. In the diffusion-weighted image, all layers were significantly different

from each other except for the layer containing 2× 108 cells·mL−1 at 50% viability and the

layer containing 1×108 cells·mL−1 at 50% viability. Both of these layers contained the same

concentration of viable cells (1×108 viable cells·mL−1). In the MT-weighted image, all layers
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were significantly different from each other, suggesting dependence on both cell density and

viability.

After acquiring each image, the mean diffusion- and MT-weighted signal intensities from

each ROI were fitted to viability and density calibration surfaces. The fitted equations for

each image were then used to calculate the cell viability and cell density on a voxel-by-voxel

basis. Images of cell density and viability are show in Fig. 4.6. With only four cell populated

layers and an acellular background region, a power series with second order terms for both

diffusion- and MT-weighted signal was not possible. One of the parameters needed to be

restricted to first order terms in order to fit a surface. The results did not appear to depend

on which parameter was restricted to first order. Fig. 4.6 shows that cell density images are

clearly representative of the sample in all cases, but cell viability calibrations worked best

when the layers contained a full range of viability to use in the calibration.

4.4 Discussion

4.4.1 Decoupling Cell Viability from Cell Density

Our results suggest that the viability and density of a population of cells cultured in a hydro-

gel can be quantifiably mapped independently of each other without contrast agents using

only diffusion- and MT-weighted MRI scans. From our data it can be seen that the diffusion-

weighted signal is largely dependent on the number of viable cells, as measured by intact

membranes detected with trypan blue. This is supported in both our NMR spectroscopy

calibrations and our images which show increasing diffusion weighted signal with increasing

numbers of viable cells. However, the presence of dead cells does have some influence on

the diffusion weighted measurement, likely due to partially intact membranes and remaining

macromolecular content restricting water motion to a lesser degree. For example, upon close

examination of Fig. 4.1 (a), the sample with 100% viable cells at 5× 107 cells · mL−1 has a

lower diffusion weighted signal than the sample containing 50% viable cells at 1 × 108 cells

· mL−1 despite the fact that they both have the same number of viable cells. Additionally,
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there is a pattern of increasing diffusion weighted signal with increasing cell density in the

0% viable cell samples.
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Figure 4.5: MRI of Viability and Density Combinations. (a) Diffusion-weighted MRI

and quantification of layers of gel containing, from top to bottom, B16-F10 densities of 1, 1,

2, and 2 ×108 cells · mL−1 and corresponding viabilities of 50, 100, 50, and 100% . Error bars

represent one standard error. ns = not significant, all other layers are significantly different

from each other (p<0.0001). (b) MT-weighted image and quantification of cell density and

viability combinations. All layers are significantly different from each other (p<0.0001). (c)

Photograph of NMR tube containing combinations of viability and density immediately after

sample prep and prior to MRI acquisition.

Another notable observation is that the MT-weighted signal is mostly dependent on

the total number of cells, but it is not completely independent of the viability of the cells.
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Fig. 4.1 (b) shows the magnitude of MT-weighted response decrease with increasing viability

at low cell concentrations, meaning the non-viable cells are contributing more to the MT-

weighted signal. At the greatest cell concentration in Fig. 4.1, 1 × 108 cells · mL−1, the

MT-weighted signal has nearly zero dependence on cell viability. When imaging an even

higher cell density of 2 × 108 cells · mL−1, the magnitude of the MT-weighted response

increased with increasing viability. Therefore, the type of dependence of MT-weighted signal

on cell density is dependent on the density of cells at which viability is being measured, but

it consistently holds that the dependence of MT-weighted signal on viability is less than its

dependence on cell density over the ranges examined.

In this study, cells were fixed and permeabilized to replicate early stages of cell death

in which membrane integrity is lost and the cell body is still intact. Permeabilization alone

was unable to replicate this due to it completely disintegrating cells without prior fixation.

Despite the fixation step keeping cells intact, this process is known to result in a 20-30% loss

of mass per cell, depending on the concentrations of fixative and detergent used [422]. Since

magnetization transfer is generally sensitive to macromolecular concentration, nonviable cells

which have less macromolecular content should contribute less to the magnitude of the change

in MT-weighted signal, which was the case at higher cell densities. At lower cell densities,

the slight increase in the magnitude of the MT-weighted signal difference with decreasing

viability (increasing fraction of nonviable cells) suggests another mechanism is contributing

toward the MT-weighted viability dependence.

One possible explanation is the porousness of permeabilized membranes. Magnetization

transfer is a process that depends on the exchange of nuclear saturation between protons

interacting with macromolecules and protons in free water. Macromolecular protons are

selectively saturated, but the final NMR signal is obtained by excitation of free water [25].

Therefore, factors that influence the exchange of magnetization between the two pools will

influence MT-weighted signal in addition to the total quantity of macromolecular content. A

factor that could influence the rate of exchange is the contact area between macromolecules

and free water, which can be influenced by membrane permeabilization. Detergents form

physical pores in cell membranes [416], and adding them to phospholipid bilayers increases
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Figure 4.6: Maps of Cell Density and Viability. Top: cell density maps. Bottom: cell

viability maps. (a) Cell viability gradient sample shown in Fig. 4.3. (b) Cell density gradient

sample shown in Fig. 4.4. (c) Sample containing cell viability and density combinations

shown in Fig. 4.5.

.

lipid surface area in contact with free water molecules [423, 424], which would facilitate the

transfer of magnetization between macromolecules and free water, leading to an increase

in the MT-weighted response with decreasing viability. At low cell densities, this process

would be uninhibited by cell crowding. However, as cell density increases, crowding will

cause cellular macromolecules to come in more contact with each other and less with water,

negating this effect.

Despite the interdependence of diffusion- and MT-weighted signals on both total cell
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number and the viable fraction of cells, measurements of cell density and viability can ob-

tained independently of each other with only a diffusion and MT-weighted acquisition and

a multivariate calibration surface. This method applies both to NMR spectroscopy bulk

measurements and spatially resolved MRI maps of cell populations on a voxel by voxel basis.

Compared to cell density imaging, our results suggest that mapping cell viability requires a

higher numbers of scans to resolve cell viability numbers in a reasonable range. To put it in

perspective, three scans corresponded to a cell density LOD of 1.94 × 107 cells · mL−1 and

a cell viability LOD of 607%. The cell density LOD is in a practical range - the average

physiologic hepatocellularity is 1.12×108 cells·mL−1 (based on a reported average hepato-

cellularity of 1.07×108 cells·g−1 [298] and an average hepatic density of 1.051 g·mL−1 [299])

whereas engineered hepatic seeding densities have been reported with an upper range that is

an order of magnitude less [300]. However, cell viability measurements need about an order

of magnitude signal improvement to detect a practical viability range, meaning many more

scans are needed. This is consistent with our imaging results which found that preparing a

calibration standard with viability variation is more critical than cell density variation.

4.5 Conclusion

In this study, we showed that cell viability and cell density can be quantifiably mapped

independently from each other in a hydrogel using diffusion and MT-weighted MRI. We

showed that these two parameters have unique functional dependencies on viability and

density which can be resolved with a multivariate second order power series calibration. Our

findings showed that the quantity of time required to quantify viability is much greater than

what is required for cell density, making it less practical for contrast-free implementation.

The noninvasiveness of this technique makes it applicable for monitoring cell health and

cell number in opaque 3D environments such as engineered tissues and perfusion bioreactors

used for cell production.
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CHAPTER 5

Conclusion

5.1 Towards Controlled Tissue Growth

The long term goal of this project is to develop a feedback control loop applicable to tissue

growth in vitro. In one possible implementation of feedback control, the distribution of viable

cells is the regulated variable. Cell population dynamics will be actuated through mechanical

signaling (fluid induced shear patterns) and nutrient distributions that are implemented by

the bioreactor discussed in Chapter 2. Magnetic resonance has two functions in this system.

MRI will be used to map cell density and viability distributions throughout the construct as

described in Chapters 3 and 4. These measurements will serve as feedback for the control

system. In addition, MRI velocimetry will be used to control flow and shear distributions in

a separate adaptive control loop described previously [24].

In addition to the multi-inlet perfusion bioreactor and cell density and viability mapping

techniques, an additional component necessary for controlling tissue growth is a control

algorithm. The adaptive algorithm used to control shear patterns does so based on a given

set of inlet velocities and the MRI generated shear map [24]. This algorithm can potentially

be applied to controlling cell distribution in a tissue construct by defining flow/shear patterns

as the adjustable input and the corresponding MRI generated maps of cell density/viability

as the controlled variable. However, several intermediary steps need to be taken prior to

applying this algorithm toward tissue growth.

Cell density and viability measurements need to be validated on constructs cultured under

perfusion in the bioreactor, since conditions differ from cells encapsulated in agarose within

an NMR tube. Each scaffold type will have a unique contribution to weighted NMR mea-
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surements which must be quantified. To validate cell density and viability MRIs acquired in

the bioreactor, constructs will be removed following acquisition, live/dead stained, sectioned,

and imaged optically with confocal microscopy for comparison, as shown in Fig. 2.12. The

scaffold cultured under flow and shown in Fig. 2.15 was in the process of being sectioned

and stained at the time of writing.

Once validated readouts of the bioreactor’s TC chamber can be reliably acquired, the

impact of spatiotemporally controlled macrofluidic flow patterns on cell behavior throughout

large volume TE constructs can be examined. Most studies of flow patterns have been

performed on microfluidic scales [425] or under limited or geometrically fixed macrofluidic

perfusion patterns [22, 125]. Very little is known about the impact of more complex flow

fields on cell population behavior filling larger volumes approaching tissue size scales (about

1 cm3). To investigate this, experiments will be run in which constructs are cultured under

several unique static and temporally varying flow patterns. The distribution of cell density

and viability will be monitored during culture.

In addition to determining the relationship between flow pattern and population distri-

bution, flow map data generated from these experiments, examples of which are shown in

Figs. 2.21 and 2.24, will be used to train the adaptive control algorithm’s neural network.

Training data will reduce the number of flow pattern iterations required to converge on a

desired cell distribution. An alternative source of training data is a computational model of

cell growth [209,426,427]. Simulations are inexpensive and generate data quickly compared

to tissue culture experiments, but their growth predictions are based on only a few basic

metabolites (oxygen, glucose, etc.) and expected flow and shear in ideal conditions.

In addition to measuring and controlling parenchymal cell distribution throughout a

TE construct, magnetic resonance can potentially monitor, and thus control, vascular mor-

phogenesis in a construct. Any tissue culture parameter that is quantifiable by magnetic

resonance and predictably responsive to flow or shear has the potential to be controlled with

this setup. Despite the fact that microvascular structures are smaller than MRI’s spatial res-

olution, magnetic resonance is able to indirectly map the presence of microvasculature using

techniques such as flow-weighted imaging or Dynamic contrast medium-enhanced (DCE)
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imaging [428]. Since vascular morphogenesis has established relationships with flow and

shear [19, 127–130, 214, 215] and can be monitored by MRI, it is a prime candidate for con-

trol using the perfusion system presented in this work.

5.2 Other Biomanufacturing Applications

In addition to tissue engineering, the response of large cell populations to flow and shear

distributions has implications in cell culture bioprocesses used for biomanufacturing bio-

pharmaceuticals, microalgae based toxins and biofuels, viruses, and large quantities of mam-

malian cells [429–432]. Often, a balance between nutrient delivery via convection and po-

tential cell damage induced by shear needs to be considered when scaling up these biopro-

cesses [429, 432, 433]. Perfusion of cell culture media through packed beds of cell seeded

microcarrier beads (which behave like porous, fluid permeable environments [434]) has pre-

viously been studied [435,436]. The application of controlled flow and shear patterns to cell

growth in a packed bed can be implemented with the system described in this work in order

to optimize high density cell culture.

5.3 Concluding Remarks

This work details the development of tools for the mechanical stimulation and observation

of thick cell and tissue cultures. Chapter 1 discusses the stimuli that bioreactors can use to

influence cell and tissue development, and it covers the principles behind MRI that make

it a promising tool for tissue culture observation. Chapter 2 describes the features and op-

eration protocol of a bioreactor designed specifically to work in conjunction with MRI to

regulate mechanical signals and monitor growth. The purpose of this bioreactor is to ap-

ply principles of fluid mechanics in porous media towards biological responses governed by

mechanotransduction. It does so in an environment with a unique set of constraints specific

to the confines of a narrow MRI bore and its surrounding magnetic field. These constraints

add to the already challenging aspects of bioreactor design that necessitate temperature con-
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trol, sterility, and biocompatibility. Few research groups have constructed MRI compatible

in vitro cell and tissue culture systems [285–289] due to these design constraints and the

prohibitive costs (in money, space, and time) required to dedicate a high field magnet for

use in a biosafety rated facility. By doing so, these groups introduced new possibilities for

observing conditions which are optically challenging. New developments in MRI procedures

for spatially quantifying biological tissue culture parameters are described in Chapters 3

and 4. By designing a system which combines MRI’s biological imaging capability with its

contribution toward controlling physiological stimuli, this project has further expanded the

range of offerings MRI has in 3D cell and tissue culture. As described in this chapter, fur-

ther development is still required before flow induced control over cell and tissue culture is

achieved. It is anticipated that this work will provide guidance for the continued develop-

ment of MRI compatible bioprocess technology, and that this development will have further

implications in the field of tissue engineering and other types of biomanufacturing.
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APPENDIX A

Supplemental Figures

A.1 Liquid Removal Cycle

The purpose of the liquid removal cycle was to drain most liquid phase matter from the

system using pressurized air. First, the peristaltic pump head was disengaged to allow fluid

to flow freely through the system. All components with intricate or large internal volumes

were oriented so that their outlets were positioned below their inlets in earth’s gravitational

field to prevent significant volumes of liquid from being trapped. These components are

highlighted in Fig. A.1 and include the peristaltic pump tubing, in-line filters, pressure

gauges, pressure regulators, bubble trap, pressure relief valve, pulsation dampener, and

bioreactor body.

Next, all of the valves and stopcocks were opened or closed according to configuration

1 shown in Table A.1. The media reservoir was pressurized to 20 PSI with compressed

air. Liquid was pushed from the media reservoir to the waste reservoir through the path

highlighted in Fig. A.2.

Once the media reservoir and return line were drained, the valves were set to configuration

2 shown in Table A.2, allowing all liquid to drain from the primary bypass line. The flow

path corresponding to valve configuration 2 is highlighted in Fig. A.3.

After draining the primary bypass line, the pressure relief valve was drained by setting

the valves to configuration 3 specified in Table A.3. The pressure relief valve was manually

opened in order to allow fluid to pass through at pressures lower than 40 PSI. Configuration

3 corresponds to the flow path highlighted in Fig. A.4. Once the pressure relief valve line was

drained, the pulsation dampener was drained of liquid using valve configuration 4 specified
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Table A.1: Rinse Path 1 Valve Configuration: Return Line

Valves Opened Valves Closed

Manifold to Media Reservoir Media Reservoir to Atmosphere

Manifold to Waste Reservoir Media Reservoir to Pump

Compressed Air to Media Reservoir Pressure Relief to Manifold

Dampener to Manifold

Bubble Trap Overflow 1 to Manifold

Bubble Trap Overflow 2 to Manifold

BP Regulator to Manifold

Compressed Air to Gas Mixer

Gas Mixer to Media Reservoir

Table A.2: Rinse Path 2 Valve Configuration: Primary Bypass

Valves Opened Valves Closed

Media Reservoir to Pump Media Reservoir to Atmosphere

Manifold to Waste Reservoir Manifold to Media Reservoir

BP Regulator to Manifold Pressure Relief to Manifold

Compressed Air to Media Reservoir Dampener to Manifold

Bioreactor to BP Regulator Bubble Trap Overflow 1 to Manifold

Primary Bypass Bubble Trap Overflow 2 to Manifold

Compressed Air to Gas Mixer

Gas Mixer to Media Reservoir

Primary Flow Line

Disconnect Point
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Figure A.1: Bioreactor PFD: Traps Highlighted. All components in the bioreactor
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require correct orientation and/or agitation during the liquid removal and priming cycles.
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Figure A.2: Bioreactor PFD: Rinse Path 1 - Return Line. Bioreactor schematic

highlighting the flow path corresponding to the valve configuration specified in Table A.1.

Red and green colored valves correspond to closed and open valve states respectively.
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Figure A.3: Bioreactor PFD: Rinse Path 2 - Primary Bypass. Bioreactor schematic

highlighting the flow path corresponding to the valve configuration specified in Table A.2.
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Table A.3: Rinse Path 3 Valve Configuration: Pressure Relief Valve

Valves Opened Valves Closed

Media Reservoir to Pump Media Reservoir to Atmosphere

Pressure Relief to Manifold Manifold to Media Reservoir

Manifold to Waste Reservoir Manifold to Dampener

Compressed Air to Media Reservoir Bubble Trap Overflow 1 to Manifold

Primary Flow Line Bubble Trap Overflow 2 to Manifold

Pressure Relief Valve Compressed Air to Gas Mixer

Gas Mixer to Media Reservoir

Primary Bypass

All Bypass Toggle Valves

in Table A.5 corresponding to the flow path highlighted in Fig. A.5. Following the pulsation

dampener, the bubble trap overflows were drained sequentially using valve configuration 5

seen in Table A.6 corresponding to Fig. A.6. Once all of the secondary flow paths had

been drained, each of the twelve bioreactor inlet channels was drained sequentially through

their flow control valve bypass channels using configuration 6 (Table A.7) corresponding

to Fig. A.7. Residual liquid in the flow control valves was drained using configuration 7

(Table A.8) corresponding to Fig. A.8.

A.2 Liquid Priming Cycle

The purpose of the liquid priming cycle was to fill all tubing and components of the system

with liquid and to ensure the removal of all air. First, the peristaltic pump head was

disengaged to allow fluid to flow freely through the system. All components with intricate

or large internal volumes (highlighted in Fig. A.1) were oriented so that their outlets were

positioned above their inlets in earth’s gravitational field in order to prevent air from being

trapped. The media reservoir was filled with the liquid used to prime the system and

pressurized to 20 PSI. The valves were sequentially cycled through configurations 1 to 7
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Figure A.4: Bioreactor PFD: Rinse Path 3 - Pressure Relief. Bioreactor schematic

highlighting the flow path corresponding to the valve configuration specified in Table A.3.
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Table A.4: Tubing Priming Cycle

Step Valve Configuration Reference Table PDF Primed Component

1 Configuration 1 Table A.1 Fig. A.2 Return

2 Configuration 2 Table A.2 Fig. A.3 Primary Bypass

3 Configuration 3 Table A.3 Fig. A.4 Pressure Relief Valve

4 Configuration 4 Table A.5 Fig. A.5 Pulsation Dampener

5 Configuration 5 Table A.6 Fig. A.6 Bubble Trap Overflows

6 Configuration 6 Table A.7 Fig. A.7 Flow Control Valve Bypasses

7 Configuration 7 Table A.8 Fig. A.8 Flow Control Valves

to prime each portion of the system in the order listed in Table A.4. Once one portion of

the system was primed, the next valve configuration in the sequence was implemented to

prime the next portion of the system until the entire system was fully primed with liquid.

When priming configuration 3, the pressure relief valve was actively rotated to ensure all air

bubbles were removed from the interior of the valve. When priming configuration 5, the 7

µm particle filter and pressure reducing pressure regulators were rotated and mechanically

agitated to ensure all air bubbles were removed from their interior volume. In the final

configuration, the BP regulator was rotated and mechanically agitated to ensure the last of

the air had been removed from the system.

A.3 Cleaning Flowmeters

Any time the system was used with non-sterile aqueous solutions, biofilms grew in the

flowmeters and reduced their sensitivity. To remove this type of contamination, each flow

meter was individually disconnected from the line. The channel walls of the flowmeters

(Fluigent XL×12, and one Sensirion SLS-1500) were cleaned by inserting a pipe cleaner

through the flowmeter channel and gently scrubbing to dislodge biofilm from the inner wall.

Following scrubbing, each flow meter was rinsed with copious amounts of deionized water to

remove debris that may have been shed from the pipe cleaner.
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Table A.5: Rinse Path 4 Valve Configuration: Pulsation Dampener

Valves Opened Valves Closed

Media Reservoir to Pump Media Reservoir to Atmosphere

Dampener to Manifold Manifold to Media Reservoir

Manifold to Waste Reservoir Pressure Relief to Manifold

Compressed Air to Media Reservoir Bubble Trap Overflow 1 to Manifold

Pressure Relief Valve Bubble Trap Overflow 2 to Manifold

Primary Flow Line Compressed Air to Gas Mixer

Gas Mixer to Media Reservoir

Primary Bypass

All Bypass Toggle Valves

Table A.6: Rinse Path 5 Valve Configuration: Bubble Trap Overflows

Valves Opened Valves Closed

Media Reservoir to Pump Media Reservoir to Atmosphere

Bubble Trap Overflows 1 and 2 to Manifold (sequentially) Manifold to Media Reservoir

Manifold to Waste Reservoir Pressure Relief to Manifold

Compressed Air to Media Reservoir Dampener to Manifold

Primary Flow Line BP Regulator to Manifold

Compressed Air to Gas Mixer

Gas Mixer to Media Reservoir

Primary Bypass

All Bypass Toggle Valves
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Table A.7: Rinse Path 6 Valve Configuration: Flow Control Valve Bypasses

Valves Opened Valves Closed

Media Reservoir to Pump Media Reservoir to Atmosphere

Manifold to Waste Reservoir Manifold to Media Reservoir

BP Regulator to Manifold Pressure Relief to Manifold

Bioreactor to BP Regulator Dampener to Manifold

Compressed Air to Media Reservoir Bubble Trap Overflow 1 to Manifold

Primary Flow Line Bubble Trap Overflow 2 to Manifold

Flow Control Valve Bypasses Compressed Air to Gas Mixer

Disconnect Point Gas Mixer to Media Reservoir

Primary Bypass

Flow Control Valves

Table A.8: Rinse Path 7 Valve Configuration: Flow Control Valves

Valves Opened Valves Closed

Media Reservoir to Pump Media Reservoir to Atmosphere

Manifold to Waste Reservoir Manifold to Media Reservoir

BP Regulator to Manifold Pressure Relief to Manifold

Bioreactor to BP Regulator Dampener to Manifold

Compressed Air to Media Reservoir Bubble Trap Overflow 1 to Manifold

Primary Flow Line Bubble Trap Overflow 2 to Manifold

Flow Control Valves Compressed Air to Gas Mixer

Disconnect Point Gas Mixer to Media Reservoir

Primary Bypass

Flow Control Valve Bypasses
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Figure A.5: Bioreactor PFD: Rinse Path 4 - Pulsation Dampener. Bioreactor

schematic highlighting the flow path corresponding to the valve configuration specified in

Table A.5.
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Figure A.6: Bioreactor PFD: Rinse Path 5 - Bubble Trap Overflows. Bioreactor

schematic highlighting the flow path corresponding to the valve configuration specified in

Table A.6. Bubble Trap Overflows 1 and 2 were opened sequentially.
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Figure A.7: Bioreactor PFD: Rinse Path 6 - Flow Control Valve Bypasses. Biore-

actor schematic highlighting the flow path corresponding to the valve configuration specified

in Table A.7.
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Figure A.8: Bioreactor PFD: Rinse Path 7 - Flow Control Valves. Bioreactor

schematic highlighting the flow path corresponding to the valve configuration specified in

Table A.8.
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Figure A.9: Bioreactor PFD: Configuration 8. Bioreactor schematic highlighting the

regions of negative pressure generated by reversing the direction of the peristaltic pump.
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Figure A.10: Bioreactor PFD: Configuration 8. Bioreactor schematic highlighting sep-

arable modules to be sterilized in color. Gray regions are non-sterile. Magenta paths are

steam autoclaved. All other colored regions are ethylene oxide treated.
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Figure A.11: Bioreactor PFD: Primary Flow Path. Bioreactor schematic highlighting

the primary flow path in black.
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Figure A.12: Bioreactor PFD: Secondary Flow Paths. Bioreactor schematic highlight-

ing the secondary flow paths. Blue: pressure relief, red: pulsation dampener, orange: bubble

trap overflows.
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Figure A.13: Bioreactor PFD: Other Flow Paths. Bioreactor schematic highlighting

cell culture media flow paths not included in the primary or secondary flow circuits. Green:

primary bypass, orange: waste reservoir, magenta: metering valve bypasses.
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APPENDIX B

Code

The code was implemented and tested using MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA) version

R2015a.
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B.1 Twelve-Channel Flow Control Code Operator Initialization

Function

This code is run by the bioreactor operator to initiate flow control.
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function [ b11 ]=FlowControl(a,x,opclostoggle,realtime)

addpath(genpath(strcat(...

'C:\Users\Bioreactor\Documents\MATLAB\12 Channel Flow Control\FRP ',...

'Toolbox for MATLAB')));

direc1='C:\Users\Bioreactor\Documents\MATLAB\12 Channel Flow Control\';

if nargin < 2

re=0;

times=zeros(size(clock));

save('\12 Channel Flow Control\saves.mat','re','times')

prompt = strcat(...

'\nSelect an option:\n\n 1. Individual Channel Control\n ',...

' 2. Total Flow Control\n 3. Khalid Known Valve Inputs',...

'(1x12 array 0-245)\n 4. Passive Monitor with Pressure Mai',...

'ntenance\n 5. Valve Check\n 6. Flowrate Control Calib',...

'ration\n 7. Priming Sequence\n 8. Individual Channel ',...

'Cleaning\n 9. Controlled Push\n 10. Liquid Change\n\n',...

' ');

x = input(prompt);

if x == 4

prompt = '\nShould valves be open (o) or closed (c)?\n\n ';

opclostoggle = input(prompt,'s');

end

if ~exist('realtime','var') && x == 1

prompt = strcat('Enter 1 for automated acquisition or 0 for re',...

'gular flow\n\n');

aa = input(prompt);

end

end

%%
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%connect to flowmeters and get number of channels connected

[handles, numchan] = FlowMeterConnect;

warning('off','all')

[handle p, result p, broadcast, slaveAddr, scalef ]=OpenSensirionSensor;

warning('on','all')

drawnow;

if numchan<12 %if not all channels were detected

prognum=sprintf('x=%d;',x);

if (exist('aa','var') && aa==1) | | ...

(exist('realtime','var') && realtime==1)

%if there is automated acquisition

Command([prognum...

'realtime=1; error(''Less than twelve channels'')'],...

handles,handle p,a);

elseif x ~= 4 %if no automated acquisition and the program is not

%program 4

Command([prognum 'error(''Less than twelve channels'')'],...

handles,handle p,a);

else %if it is program 4

Command([prognum...

'xstr=var1; error(''Less than twelve channels'')'],...

handles,handle p,a,opclostoggle);

end

end

%%

% Read flow-rate on the selected channel

[b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, b7, b8, b9, b10, b11, leg, txt] = ...

InitFlowPlot( numchan, handles );

[a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a7]=InitPressurePlot(b6);

[c1, c2, c3, leg2, txt2] = InitTotalFlowPlot(handle p, result p,...

broadcast, slaveAddr, scalef, b2, b3, b6, b7);

% if (~exist('a', 'var'))
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% a=arduino('COM12')

% end

psetpoint=45; %Input Pressure Setpoint (should be slightly less than

%tubing max rating)

pip=1.2; %Proportional pressure control factor

pif=ones(numchan,1)*0.031; %Proportional flow control factor individual

pift=0.031; %Proportional flow control factor total

%Set flowrates for individual channel control(mL/min)

formatSpec = '%f';

%opens file containing setpoints

fileID = fopen('FlowSetpoints.txt','r');

%reads setpoints from file

fsetpoints = fscanf(fileID,formatSpec);

fclose(fileID); %close file

% fsetpoints=[1.2;2;2;2;2;2;0;2;2;0;2;2];

fsetpoint=30; %Desired overall flowrate for overall flow control (mL/min)

pause(0.1)

%if valves are still closing from previous run

if any(b4(:,end)>0.08)

for i=1:numchan

a.analogWrite(i+1,0)

end

pause(10);

end

%%

fprintf('Start Date: %s Time: %s\n',datestr(now,'mmmm dd, yyyy'),...

datestr(now,'HH:MM:SS'))

t1 = datetime('now');

switch x
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case 1

if ~exist('realtime','var')

if ~exist('aa','var') | | aa~=1

failsafe

b11 = IndividualFlowControl(a, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6,...

b7, b8, b9,b10, leg, numchan, handles, leg2,...

handle p, result p, broadcast,slaveAddr, scalef, c1,...

c2, c3, psetpoint, fsetpoints, pip, b11,...

pif, txt, txt2, a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a7 );

else

%setup for automated aquisition

if 7~=exist('C:\cygwin\home\Bioreactor\NewFiles','dir')

mkdir('C:\cygwin\home\Bioreactor\NewFiles','dir')

end

k=dir('C:\cygwin\home\Bioreactor\NewFiles');

N = length(k)-2;

if N>0

%change previous directory name containing files to a

%new name with the date

direct=['C:\cygwin\home\Bioreactor\'...

datestr(now,'yyyymmdd') ' ' datestr(now,'HHMM')];

movefile('C:\cygwin\home\Bioreactor\NewFiles',...

[direct 'Acquisition']);

%make new directory with NewFiles name

mkdir C:\cygwin\home\Bioreactor\NewFiles

%copy noflow file into folder containing flow data Change

%name may be necessary

copyfile(strcat('C:\cygwin\home\Bioreactor\2019052',...

'3 Sponge Channels Noflow.fid'),[direct...

strcat('Acquisition\20190523 Sponge ',...

'Channels Noflow.fid')]);
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copyfile(strcat('C:\Users\Bioreactor\Documents\MAT',...

'LAB\12 Channel Flow Control\avrgflowmeasurs.m',...

'at'),[direct 'Acquisition']);

copyfile(strcat('C:\Users\Bioreactor\Documents\MAT',...

'LAB\12 Channel Flow Control\avrgfinvals.mat'),...

[direct 'Acquisition']);

copyfile(strcat('C:\Users\Bioreactor\Documents\MAT',...

'LAB\12 Channel Flow Control\avrgflowstds.mat',...

[direct 'Acquisition']));

copyfile(strcat('C:\Users\Bioreactor\Documents\MAT',...

'LAB\12 Channel Flow Control\flowdata.mat'),...

[direct 'Acquisition']);

%clear the DownloadFiles directory

end

cmd rmdir('C:\cygwin\home\Bioreactor\DownloadFiles');

pause(0.1)

mkdir C:\cygwin\home\Bioreactor\DownloadFiles

%start the SSH daemon

system(strcat('C:\\cygwin\\bin\\bash --login -c /usr/s',...

'bin/sshd && exit &'));

pause(0.5);

%set flag files to 0

FLAG FILE = 'C:\cygwin\home\Bioreactor\flag file.txt';

% FLAG FILE1 = 'C:\cygwin\home\Bioreactor\flag file1.txt';

% FLAG FILE2 = 'C:\cygwin\home\Bioreactor\flag file2.txt';

setAcqFlag(FLAG FILE, 0);

flag1=0;

save([direc1 'flag1.mat'],'flag1')

flag2=0;

save([direc1 'flag2.mat'],'flag2')

flag3=0;
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save([direc1 'flag3.mat'],'flag3')

flag4=0;

save([direc1 'flag4.mat'],'flag4')

% setAcqFlag(FLAG FILE1, 0);

% setAcqFlag(FLAG FILE2, 0);

pause(2)

%start the au aq.py program to watch the directory for new

%files from the NMR computer

system(sprintf(strcat('cd C:\\cygwin\\home\\Bioreactor',...

'&& au aq.py DownloadFiles NewFiles &')));

pause(1);

%reset matrix containing flow measurements corresponding to

%images

FlowMeasurements=zeros(numchan,1);

save(strcat('C:\Users\Bioreactor\Documents\MATLAB\12 C',...

'hannel Flow Control\avrgflowmeasurs.mat'),...

'FlowMeasurements');

FinVals=zeros(numchan,1);

save(strcat('C:\Users\Bioreactor\Documents\MATLAB\12 C',...

'hannel Flow Control\avrgfinvals.mat'),'FinVals');

FlowStdDevs=zeros(numchan,1);

save(strcat('C:\Users\Bioreactor\Documents\MATLAB\12 C',...

'hannel Flow Control\avrgflowstds.mat'),'FlowStdDevs');

%prompt user to start program in VNMRJ

fprintf(...

'\nEnter ''start collect'' in VnmrJ command line\n\n')

pause(20);

%start new instance of MATLAB running collectData

%note that the no flow file name must be correct
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load(...

'C:\Users\Bioreactor\Documents\MATLAB\errorsaved.mat');

save(strcat('C:\Users\Bioreactor\Documents\MATLAB\erro',...

'rsaved.mat'),'numtime');

%remove cmd from errorsaved.mat temporarily while second

%MATLAB window opens and starts

comd=strcat('collectData(''C:\\cygwin\\home\\Bioreacto',...

'r\\20190523 Sponge Channels Noflow.fid'', ''C:\\c',...

'ygwin\\home\\Bioreactor\\NewFiles'')');

system(['matlab -r "' comd '"&']);

pause(1*60)

realtime=1;

failsafe1 %return the failsafe file back to normal

b11 = IndividualFlowControl(a, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6,...

b7, b8, b9,b10, leg, numchan, handles, leg2, ...

handle p, result p, broadcast,slaveAddr, scalef, c1,...

c2, c3, psetpoint, fsetpoints, pip, b11, pif, txt,...

txt2, a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a7,realtime );

end

else

failsafe1

b11 = IndividualFlowControl(a, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, b7,...

b8, b9, b10, leg, numchan, handles, leg2, handle p,...

result p, broadcast, slaveAddr, scalef, c1, c2, c3,...

psetpoint, fsetpoints, pip, b11, pif, txt, txt2, a1, a2,...

a3, a4, a5, a7, realtime );

end

case 2
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failsafe

b11 = OverallFlowControl(a, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, b7, b8, b9,...

b10, leg, numchan, handles, leg2, handle p, result p,...

broadcast, slaveAddr, scalef, c1, c2, c3, psetpoint, ...

fsetpoint, pip, b11, pift, txt, txt2, a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a7 );

case 3

failsafe

b11 = IndividualFlowCal(a, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, b7, b8, b9,...

b10, leg, numchan, handles, leg2, handle p, result p, ...

broadcast, slaveAddr, scalef, c1, c2, c3, psetpoint, pip,...

txt, txt2, a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a7 );

case 4

failsafe2

PassiveMonitor(a, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, b7, b8, b9,...

b10, leg, numchan, handles, leg2, handle p, result p, ...

broadcast, slaveAddr, scalef, c1, c2, c3, psetpoint, pip,...

txt, txt2, a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a7, opclostoggle );

case 5

failsafe

b11 = IndividualValveCheck(a, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, b7, b8, b9,...

b10, leg, numchan, handles, leg2, handle p, result p, ...

broadcast, slaveAddr, scalef, c1, c2, c3, psetpoint, pip,...

txt, txt2, a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a7 );

case 6

failsafe

IndividualFlowCal2(a, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, b7, b8, b9,...
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b10, leg, numchan, handles, leg2, handle p, result p,...

broadcast, slaveAddr, scalef, c1, c2, c3, psetpoint, pip, ...

b11, pif,txt, txt2, a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a7 )

case 7

failsafe

PrimingSequence(a, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, b7, b8, b9,...

b10, leg, numchan, handles, leg2, handle p, result p, ...

broadcast, slaveAddr, scalef, c1, c2, c3, pif,...

txt, txt2, a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a7, fsetpoints )

case 8

failsafe

for i=1:20

b11 = ChannelClean(a, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, b7, b8, b9,...

b10, leg, numchan, handles, leg2, handle p, result p, ...

broadcast, slaveAddr, scalef, c1, c2, c3, psetpoint, ...

fsetpoints, pip, b11, pif, txt, txt2, a1, a2, a3, a4, ...

a5, a7 );

end

case 9

failsafe

b11 = ControlledPush(a, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, b7, b8, b9,...

b10, leg, numchan, handles, leg2, handle p, result p, ...

broadcast, slaveAddr, scalef, c1, c2, c3, psetpoint, ...

fsetpoints, pip, b11, pif, txt, txt2, a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a7 );

case 10

failsafe

LiquidChange(a, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, b7, b8, b9,...
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b10, leg, numchan, handles, leg2, handle p, result p, ...

broadcast, slaveAddr, scalef, c1, c2, c3, psetpoint, pip,...

txt, txt2, a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a7 );

end

pause(0.3)

%%

%Saving flow data for automated acquisition

if exist('realtime','var')

%change previous directory name containing files to a

%new name with the date

[status,result] = system(strcat('tasklist /FI "imagename eq matlab',...

'.exe" /fo table /nh'));

if size(strfind(result,'MATLAB.exe'),2)==2

%if there is another MATLAB window open

%indicate to the collectData program to shut down

flag4=1;

save([direc1 'flag4.mat'],'flag4')

while flag4==1

load([direc1 'flag4.mat'])

fprintf('\nWaiting for collectData to quit.\n\n')

pause(4)

end

end

direct=['C:\cygwin\home\Bioreactor\' datestr(now,'yyyymmdd') ' ' ...

datestr(now,'HHMM')];

movefile('C:\cygwin\home\Bioreactor\NewFiles',[direct 'Acquisition']);

%make new directory with NewFiles name

mkdir C:\cygwin\home\Bioreactor\NewFiles

%copy noflow file into folder containing flow data Change
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%name may be necessary

copyfile(strcat('C:\cygwin\home\Bioreactor\20190523 Sponge Channel',...

's Noflow.fid'),[direct ...

'Acquisition\20190523 Sponge Channels Noflow.fid']);

copyfile(strcat('C:\Users\Bioreactor\Documents\MATLAB\12 Channel F',...

'low Control\avrgflowmeasurs.mat'),[direct 'Acquisition']);

copyfile(strcat('C:\Users\Bioreactor\Documents\MATLAB\12 Channel F',...

'low Control\flowmat.mat'),[direct 'Acquisition']);

copyfile(strcat('C:\Users\Bioreactor\Documents\MATLAB\12 Channel F',...

'low Control\avrgfinvals.mat'),[direct 'Acquisition']);

copyfile(strcat('C:\Users\Bioreactor\Documents\MATLAB\12 Channel F',...

'low Control\avrgflowstds.mat'),[direct 'Acquisition']);

copyfile(strcat('C:\Users\Bioreactor\Documents\MATLAB\12 Channel F',...

'low Control\flowdata.mat'),[direct 'Acquisition']);

check=1

end

%%

%Shut off all power from Arduino when quitting

a.analogWrite(44,0);

for i=2:13

a.analogWrite(i,0);

end

% clear a

% delete(instrfind({'Port'},{'COM3'}))

set(gcf,'WindowStyle','normal');

pause(0.5)

close all;

drawnow;pause(0.5);

%clear the failsafe if program exits propoerly

numtime=0;

save('C:\Users\Bioreactor\Documents\MATLAB\errorsaved.mat','numtime')
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check=2

%% Closing the Sensirion sensor and unloading the libraries.

calllib('ShdlcDriver', 'ClosePort', handle p.Value); % Closes the port

drawnow;pause(0.03)

% Unloads both of the libraries

unloadlibrary('ShdlcDriver');drawnow;pause(0.03)

unloadlibrary('SensorCableDriver');drawnow;pause(0.03)

drawnow;pause(0.5);

%% Close the FRP session

if size(handles.HandleNumber,2)==2

frp close(handles.HandleNumber(1));drawnow;pause(0.03)

frp close(handles.HandleNumber(2),'CloseLib');drawnow;pause(0.03)

else

frp close(handles.HandleNumber(1),'CloseLib');drawnow;pause(0.03)

end

Str = sprintf('Session Closed\n');

fprintf('End Date: %s Time: %s\n',datestr(now,'mmmm dd, yyyy'),...

datestr(now,'HH:MM:SS'))

t2 = datetime('now');

fprintf('Total Duration (day:hour:min): %s\n',datestr(t2-t1,'dd:HH:MM'))

disp(Str);

load('C:\Users\Bioreactor\Documents\MATLAB\errorsaved.mat')

if exist('numtime','var')==1

sprintf('Matlab was restarted %d time(s)',numtime)

end

if exist('strg','var')==1

for i=1:size(strg,1)

disp(strg{i,1})

end

end

numtime=0;
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save('C:\Users\Bioreactor\Documents\MATLAB\errorsaved.mat','numtime');
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B.2 Initialize Flow Plot Window for Individual Channels

This function is called by the flow control function to setup the window in which all twelve

flow rates are plotted over time.
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function [ count, loop, TimeIntervalF, flowrate, plotHandle1, ...

figureHandle1, time, meanflow, ValueArray, MarkerArray, fin, leg, ...

txt ] = InitFlowPlot( numchan, handles )

%UNTITLED15 Summary of this function goes here

%Setup parameters for real time flow graph output (works with pressure plot

%as well)

fin=zeros(1,numchan);

TimeIntervalF=2.3; %Frequency of flow data point collection and plotting

loop=100;%total number of points to plot on graph

time = zeros(1,1);

flowrate = zeros(numchan,1);

meanflow = zeros(numchan,1);

%% Set up the figure 1

figureHandle1 = figure('NumberTitle','off',...

'Name','Total Flow Rate Monitor','Visible',...

'off','Position', [450 60 1100 900],...

'CurrentCharacter','a');

set(figureHandle1,'visible','on')

%%

% Set axes

axesHandle1 = axes('Parent',figureHandle1,...

'YGrid','on',...

'XGrid','on');

hold on;

%Set plot for real time flow reading and average flow reading

subplot(2,5,1:4);

plotHandle1 = plot(time,flowrate);%,time,meanflow);

drawnow;pause(0.1)
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% Set axes limits and turn on grid

xlim([0 TimeIntervalF*loop]);

ylim([0 2]);

grid on

% Create title

title('Total Flow Rate Monitor','FontSize',15);

% Create xlabel

xlabel('Time (s)','FontWeight','bold','FontSize',14);

% Create ylabel

ylabel('Flow Rate (mL/min)','FontWeight','bold','FontSize',14);

% Create title

title('Total Flow Rate Monitor','FontSize',15);

%% Initializing variables

for i=1:numchan

if i<=8

flowrate(i,1)=double(frp read Q(handles.HandleNumber(1),i))/1000;

elseif i>8 && i<=16

flowrate(i,1)=double(frp read Q(handles.HandleNumber(2),i-8))/1000;

end

if flowrate(i,1)>6 %account for negative values

flowrate(i,1)=flowrate(i,1)-13.107;

end

end

time(1)=0;

count = 1;
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%figure for terminating while loop on user input (hit escape key)

set(figureHandle1,'CurrentCharacter','a')

ValueArray = {'-','--',':','-.','-','--',':','-.','-','--',':','-.'}';

MarkerArray = {'+','o','.','*','x','s','ˆ','v','<','>','d','h'};

%Generate a legend for the Fluigent flowmeter readings

leg=cell(1,numchan); %legend command is too slow

for i=1:numchan

leg{1,i}=['Flow Channel ' num2str(i) ', Flowrate = '...

sprintf('%0.3f', flowrate(i,end))]; %num2str(flowrate(i,end))

end

% Add a text uicontrol to label each channel flowrate

txt = uicontrol('Style','text',...

'Position',[850 570 180 14*numchan],...

'String',leg);

set(figureHandle1,'toolbar','figure') %keep the figure toolbar which would

%be erased by the uicontrol
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B.3 Initialize Flow Plot Window for Total Flow Rate

This function is called by the flow control function to setup the window in which the total

flow rate is plotted over time.
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function [ tflowrate, plotHandle3, meanflowt, leg2, txt2 ] = ...

InitTotalFlowPlot( handle p, result p, broadcast, slaveAddr, ...

scalef, loop, TimeIntervalF, figureHandle1, time )

%UNTITLED15 Summary of this function goes here

%Setup parameters for real time flow graph output (works with pressure plot

%as well)

tflowrate = zeros(1,1);

meanflowt = zeros(1,1);

% Set axes

axesHandle1 = axes('Parent',figureHandle1,...

'YGrid','on',...

'XGrid','on');

hold on;

%Set plot for real time flow reading and average flow reading

subplot(2,5,[8:10]);

plotHandle3 = plot(time,tflowrate,time,meanflowt);

% Set axes limits and turn on grid

xlim([0 TimeIntervalF*loop]);

ylim([0 30]);

grid on

% Create title

title('Total Flow Rate Monitor','FontSize',15);

% Create xlabel

xlabel('Time (s)','FontWeight','bold','FontSize',14);

% Create ylabel

ylabel('Flow Rate (mL/min)','FontWeight','bold','FontSize',14);
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% Create title

title('Total Flow Rate Monitor','FontSize',15);

%% Initializing variables

calllib('SensorCableDriver', 'StartSingleMeasurement', handle p.Value, ...

broadcast, slaveAddr);

pause(0.1)

calllib('SensorCableDriver', 'GetSingleMeasurementSigned', ...

handle p.Value, slaveAddr, result p);

tflowrate(1,1)=double(result p.Value)/double(scalef);

%Create legend for total flowrate measured with Senserion flowmeter

leg2=cell(1,1);

leg2{1,1}=['Total Flowrate = ' sprintf('%0.3f', tflowrate(1,end))];

%Create text uicontrol to display Senserion reading

txt2 = uicontrol('Style','text',...

'Position',[650 100 180 14],...

'String',leg2);

set(figureHandle1,'toolbar','figure') %keep the figure toolbar which

%would be erased by the uicontrol
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B.4 Initialize Pressure Plot Window

This function is called by the flow control function to setup the window in which the peri-

staltic pump-generated pressure is plotted over time.
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function [ count, loop, TimeIntervalP, pressure, plotHandle2, time ] ...

= InitPressurePlot( figureHandle2 )

%% Initialize Pressure Plot

%Setup parameters for real time pressure graph output (works with flow plot

%as well)

TimeIntervalP=0.3; %Frequency of pressure data point collection and plot

loop=100;%count values

time = zeros(size(loop));

pressure = zeros(size(loop));

%% Set up the figure 2

% figureHandle2 = figure('NumberTitle','off',...

% 'Name','Total Flow Rate Monitor','Visible',...

% 'off','Position', [50 80 400 300],...

% 'CurrentCharacter','a');

% Set axes

axesHandle2 = axes('Parent',figureHandle2,...

'YGrid','on',...

'XGrid','on');

hold on;

subplot(2,5,[6,7]);

plotHandle2 = plot(time,pressure,'Marker','.','LineWidth',1);

drawnow; pause(0.1)

% plotHandle2 = plot(axesHandle2,time,pressure,'Marker','.','LineWidth',1);

xlim([0 TimeIntervalP*loop]);

ylim([0 70]);

grid on

% xlim(axesHandle2,[0 TimeInterval*loop]);
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% ylim(axesHandle2,[25 50]);

% Create xlabel

xlabel('Time (s)','FontWeight','bold','FontSize',14);

% Create ylabel

ylabel('Pressure (PSI)','FontWeight','bold','FontSize',14);

% Create title

title('Inlet Pressure Monitor','FontSize',15);

%% Initializing variables

time(1)=0;

count = 1;

end
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B.5 Controlling Twelve Individual Channels

This function is called by the flow control function to continuously read flowrates and make

adjustments to metering valves in order to control the flow rate in each channel.
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function [ fin ]= IndividualFlowControl(a, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, b7,...

b8, b9,b10, leg, numchan, handles, leg2, handle p, result p,...

broadcast,slaveAddr, scalef, c1, c2, c3, ~, fsetpoints, ~, fin,...

~, txt, txt2, a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a7, realtime )

%%

%Program controls each twelve flow channels

nwate=2*ones(1,numchan);

found=zeros(numchan,1);

finmat=zeros(numchan,1);

setpmat=zeros(numchan,1);

debugcheck=zeros(1,numchan);

formatSpec = '%f';

go=0;

tStart1 = tic;

wate=zeros(numchan,1);

tStart2=tic;

direc1='C:\Users\Bioreactor\Documents\MATLAB\12 Channel Flow Control\';

while double(get(b6,'CurrentCharacter'))~=27

if go==0

tStart1 = tic;

end

tStart=tic;

go=go+1;

%Pressure Reading

if ~exist('realtime','var')

pressure=Command('x=1;0.236*a.analogRead(1)-17.62;',...

handles,handle p,a); %200 PSI pressure transducer

else

pressure=Command(...

'x=1;realtime=var1;0.236*a.analogRead(1)-17.62;',...

handles,handle p,a,realtime); %200 PSI pressure transducer

end
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%Maintain Pressure from Peristaltic Pump

if pressure <=65

if ~exist('realtime','var')

Command('x=1;a.analogWrite(44,245)',handles,handle p,a);

else

Command('x=1;realtime=var1;a.analogWrite(44,243)',...

handles,handle p,a,realtime);

end

else

if ~exist('realtime','var')

Command('x=1;a.analogWrite(44,220)',handles,handle p,a);

else

Command('x=1;realtime=var1;a.analogWrite(44,220)',...

handles,handle p,a,realtime);

end

end

%Flow Control (least efficient part of code causing most slowdown)

if toc(tStart1)>b3-a3

%opens file containing setpoints

%changes are made in collectData.m WZheng

fileID = fopen('FlowSetpoints.txt','r');

%reads setpoints from file

fsetpoints1=fsetpoints;

fsetpoints = fscanf(fileID,formatSpec);

fclose(fileID); %close file

%if any flow setpoints are changed, reset to broader search

found(fsetpoints1~=fsetpoints)=0;

wate(fsetpoints1~=fsetpoints)=0;

nwate(abs(fsetpoints1-fsetpoints)>0.5)=4;

nwate(wate'>=nwate & nwate>2)=2;
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%In case user inputs wrong number of setpoints

if ~all(size(fsetpoints)==[numchan 1])

fsetpoints=zeros(numchan,1); %set all channels to zero

disp('Warning: Enter 12 Flow Setpoints in Column');

%display warning

end

%Compare current reading to setpoint

F=fsetpoints*ones(1,size(b4,2))-b4;

%note current flow reaing (b4(end)) corresponds to last flow input

%(fin)

%Change inputs by a value proportional to difference between

%each setpoint and current value

for i=1:numchan

if fsetpoints(i)~=0 && nwate(i)==2;

if found(i)==0

if wate(i)==0

if F(i,end)>0 && ~(any(F(i,:)>0)&&any(F(i,:)<0))

%% | | size(Fmat,2)<3*3

%if we have waited enough time for the valve

%to finish moving, and the difference between

%the current reading and target (F) is greater

%than zero indicating the current flowrate is

%smaller than the setpoint, and the range has

%not been found (range is found when at least

%one point collected is above the setpoint

%and another point collected is below the

%setpoint), and the range is still not found

%currently:

if abs(F(i,end))<0.3

fin(i)=fin(i)+5;

debugcheck(i)=1;

elseif abs(F(i,end))>=0.3 && abs(F(i,end))<0.9
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fin(i)=fin(i)+10;

debugcheck(i)=2;

elseif abs(F(i,end))>=0.9

fin(i)=fin(i)+18;

debugcheck(i)=3;

end

elseif F(i,end)<0 && ~(any(F(i,:)>0)&&any(F(i,:)<0))

%if we have waited enough time for the valve

%to finish moving, and the difference between

%the current reading and target (F) is less

%than zero indicating the current flowrate is

%larger than the setpoint, and the range has

%not been found (range is found when at least

%one point collected is above the setpoint

%and another point collected is below the

%setpoint), and the range is still not found

%currently:

if abs(F(i,end))<0.3

fin(i)=fin(i)-5;

debugcheck(i)=4;

elseif abs(F(i,end))>=0.3 && abs(F(i,end))<0.9

%if far, move by 10 increments

fin(i)=fin(i)-10;

debugcheck(i)=5;

elseif abs(F(i,end))>=0.9

fin(i)=fin(i)-25;

debugcheck(i)=6;

end

elseif (any(F(i,:)>0)&&any(F(i,:)<0))

%when range is found (meaning at least one

%input was found to correspond to a flowrate

%greater than the setpoint and another flow

%input was found to correspond to a flowrate

%less than the setpoint), a new flow input is

%input which is the average of those two
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%inputs weighted for how far each of them is

%from the setpoint, and the amount of time

%to wait is reset

lg=find(F(i,:)==max(F(i,F(i,:)<0)));

%index of smallest absolute negative value

lg=lg(1);

sm=find(F(i,:)==min(F(i,F(i,:)>0)));

%index of smallest positive value

sm=sm(1);

%weightd position

try

fin(i)=round((finmat(i,lg)*abs(1/F(i,...

lg))+finmat(i,sm)*abs(1/F(i,sm)))/...

(abs(1/F(i,lg))+abs(1/F(i,sm))));

catch

size(finmat)

size(F)

end

% debugcheck(i)=7;

found(i)=1;

wate(i)=1;

end

end

elseif found(i)==1 %if range has been found

if wate(i)==0 %if enough readings have been acquired to

%make an adjustment

if F(i,end)>0 &&...

abs(F(i,end))>0.15*abs(fsetpoints(i))...

&& abs(fsetpoints(i))<0.35

%if range has already been found and flowrate

%difference between current and setpoint(F) is

%greater than zero indicating the current

%flowrate is smaller than the setpoint, and

%(absolute flowrate difference (F) is greater
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%than 15 of the setpoint while setpoint is

%less than 0.35 or greater than 0.85) or

%(absolute flowrate difference (F) is greater

%than 0.15 while setpoint is between 0.35

%and 0.85), increment flow input by one

fin(i)=fin(i)+1;

% debugcheck(i)=8;

elseif F(i,end)>0 &&...

abs(F(i,end))>0.10*abs(fsetpoints(i))...

&& abs(fsetpoints(i))>=0.35

fin(i)=fin(i)+1;

% debugcheck(i)=8;

elseif F(i,end)<0 &&...

abs(F(i,end))>0.15*abs(fsetpoints(i)) &&...

abs(fsetpoints(i))<0.35

%if range has already been found and flowrate

%difference between current and setpoint(F) is

%less than zero indicating the current flowrate

%is larger than the setpoint, and (absolute

%flowrate difference (F) is greater than 15

%of the setpoint while setpoint is less than

%0.35 or greater than 0.85) or (absolute

%flowrate difference (F) is greater than

%0.15 while setpoint is between 0.35 and

%0.85), increment flow input by one

fin(i)=fin(i)-1;

% debugcheck(i)=9;

elseif F(i,end)<0 &&...

abs(F(i,end))>0.10*abs(fsetpoints(i)) &&...

abs(fsetpoints(i))>=0.35

fin(i)=fin(i)-1;

% debugcheck(i)=9;

end

end

end
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if wate(i)<nwate(i)

wate(i)=wate(i)+1;

elseif wate(i)>=nwate(i)

wate(i)=0;

end

elseif nwate(i)>2 && fsetpoints(i)~=0

wate(i)=wate(i)+1;

elseif fsetpoints(i)==0

fin(i)=0; %If desired flow is 0, arduino input is

%autimatically set to 0

end

fin(fin>245)=245; %Restrict input to max value of 245

fin(fin<0)=0; %Restrict input to minimum value of 0

%Input new PWM value into all flow channels

if ~exist('realtime','var')

Command('x=1;a.analogWrite(var2+1,var1(var2));',...

handles,handle p,a,fin,i);

else

Command(strcat('x=1;realtime=var3;a.analogWrite(var2+1',...

',var1(var2));'),handles,handle p,a,fin,i,realtime);

end

leg{1,i}=['Flow Channel ' num2str(i) ', Flowrate = '...

sprintf('%0.3f', b4(i,end))]; %num2str(flowrate(i,end))

end

%keep legend display updated with current setpoint)

set(txt, 'String',leg);

set(txt2, 'String',leg2);

%Plot flow data
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if ~exist('realtime','var')

[b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, b7, b8, leg] =...

FlowPlot(a, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, b7, b8, b9, b10,...

leg, fin, numchan, handles, handle p, 1);

[b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, b7, b8, leg2, c1, c2, c3] =...

TotalFlowPlot(a, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, b7, b8, leg2,...

handle p, result p, broadcast, slaveAddr, scalef, c1,...

c2, c3, handles, 1);

else %case for in the middle of collecting training data

[b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, b7, b8, leg] =...

FlowPlot(a, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, b7, b8, b9, b10,...

leg, fin, numchan, handles, handle p, 1, 'c', realtime);

[b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, b7, b8, leg2, c1, c2, c3] =...

TotalFlowPlot(a, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, b7, b8, leg2,...

handle p, result p, broadcast, slaveAddr, scalef, c1,...

c2, c3, handles, 1, 'c', realtime);

end

if ~isequal(b1,b2)

finmat(:,size(b4,2))=fin';

setpmat(:,size(b4,2))=fsetpoints';

elseif ~isequal(size(F),size(finmat))

finmat(:,size(F,2))=fin';

setpmat(:,size(F,2))=fsetpoints';

else

finmat(:,1:end-1)=finmat(:,2:end);

finmat(:,end)=fin';

setpmat(:,1:end-1)=setpmat(:,2:end);

setpmat(:,end)=fsetpoints';

end

% for i=1:numchan

% if size(finmat,2)>2 && finmat(i,end)==finmat(i,end-1)
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% %if there was no change in the flow input

% debugcheck(i)=0;

% end

% end

%Uncomment to see which statements are being executed

%debugcheck

% b3

% toc(tStart1)

% b3-toc(tStart1)

drawnow; pause(b3-toc(tStart1))

go=0;

% toc(tStart1) %Uncomment to check timing of each flow

% point

% if size(finmat,2)>8

% finmat(:,end-6:end)

% end

end

%after updating matrices, check if any changes were made

try

load([direc1 'flag3.mat'])

catch

pause(5)

try

load([direc1 'flag3.mat'])

catch

fprintf('\nflag3 unable to be read, continuing\n\n')

flag3=0;

end

end
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if flag3==1 && size(setpmat,2)>21

%if any of the setpoints changed during automated aquisition

%due to a new desired flow pattern, save the mean values of the

%last several data points from the last image acquired before

%the values get changed

load(strcat('C:\Users\Bioreactor\Documents\MATLAB\12 Channel F',...

'low Control\avrgflowmeasurs.mat'));

load(strcat('C:\Users\Bioreactor\Documents\MATLAB\12 Channel F',...

'low Control\avrgfinvals.mat'));

load(strcat('C:\Users\Bioreactor\Documents\MATLAB\12 Channel F',...

'low Control\avrgflowstds.mat'));

FlowMeasurements(:,end+1)=mean(b4(:,end-20:end-3),2);

FinVals(:,end+1)=mean(finmat(:,end-20:end-3),2);

FlowStdDevs(:,end+1)=std(b4(:,end-20:end-3),0,2);

if all(FlowMeasurements(:,1)==zeros(numchan,1))

%when initializing FlowMeasurements and FinVals and FlowStdDevs

%they are set to vectors of

%zeros as placeholders. This removes that placeholder if

%present

FlowMeasurements=FlowMeasurements(:,2:end);

FinVals=FinVals(:,2:end);

FlowStdDevs=FlowStdDevs(:,2:end);

end

save(strcat('C:\Users\Bioreactor\Documents\MATLAB\12 Channel F',...

'low Control\avrgflowmeasurs.mat'),'FlowMeasurements');

save(strcat('C:\Users\Bioreactor\Documents\MATLAB\12 Channel F',...

'low Control\avrgfinvals.mat'),'FinVals');

save(strcat('C:\Users\Bioreactor\Documents\MATLAB\12 Channel F',...

'low Control\avrgflowstds.mat'),'FlowStdDevs');

%confirm new files saved

flag3=0;
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pause(0.1)

save([direc1 'flag3.mat'],'flag3')

pause(0.1)

end

%Plot and manage pressure at faster time intervals

if ~exist('realtime','var')

[a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a7] = PressurePlot(a, a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, ...

b6, a7, handles, handle p, 1);

else

[a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a7] = PressurePlot(a, a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, ...

b6, a7, handles, handle p, 1, 'c', realtime);

end

%add small delay between pressure data point collection

if go~=0

pause(a3-toc(tStart))

end

if toc(tStart2)>15

for i=1:numchan

%update legend with flowrates

leg{1,i}=['Flow Channel ' num2str(i) ', Flowrate = '...

sprintf('%0.3f', b4(i,end))];

set(b5(i),'YData',b4(i,:),'XData',b7,'LineStyle',b9{i},...

'Marker',b10{i},'LineWidth',1,'color','b');

drawnow;pause(0.01)

set(b6,'Visible','on');

drawnow;pause(0.01)

end

%update pressure

if size(a4,2)~=size(a7,2)

a4=ones(size(a7))*15;
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pause(0.2)

end

set(a5,'YData',a4,'XData',a7);

drawnow;pause(0.01)

set(b6,'Visible','on');

%Update legend with total flowrate

leg2{1,1}=['Total Flowrate = '...

sprintf('%0.3f', c1(end))];

set(c2,'YData',c1(1,:),'XData',b7,'LineWidth',1,'color','b');

set(b6,'Visible','on');

drawnow; pause(0.05)

tStart2=tic;

end

% toc(tStart) %Uncomment to check timing of each pressure point

if double(get(b6,'CurrentCharacter'))==27

disp('Escape Button Was Pressed')

end

end
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B.6 Connecting to Fluigent Flowmeters

This function is called by the flow control function to initialize the connection to the Fluigent

flowmeters which read flowrates of every individual channel.
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function [ handles, numchan ] = FlowMeterConnect( )

%UNTITLED Summary of this function goes here

% Detailed explanation goes here

addpath(genpath(strcat('C:\Users\bouchard.bouchard-PC\Documents\MATLAB',...

'\12 Channel Flow Control')));

handles.HandleNumber = 0;

serial.SerialNumber = 0;

% Detect the connected FLOWBOARD

% numb=dec2hex(frp detect BA);

numb=frp detect BA;

% Open FRP session on both FLOWBOARDs

for i=1:size(numb,1)

HandleNumber(i) = frp init BA(numb(i));

handles.HandleNumber(i) = HandleNumber(i);

end

%%

% Get the FLOWBOARD serial number

for i=1:size(numb,1)

SerialNumber(i) = frp get fb sn(handles.HandleNumber(i));

serial.SerialNumber(i) = SerialNumber(i);

end

%%

% Get the number of connected FLOWUNITs

chk=0;

numchan=0;

for i=1:8

ErrorCheck = calllib('frp c','frp data FU',...

HandleNumber(1),i,0,0,zeros(1,32,'uint8'),0,zeros(1,1,'uint8'),...

zeros(1,1,'uint8'));

if ErrorCheck~=2
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numchan=numchan+1;

end

end

if numchan<8

chk=1;

end

%%

if size(numb,1)>1

for i=1:8

ErrorCheck = calllib('frp c','frp data FU',...

HandleNumber(2),i,0,0,zeros(1,32,'uint8'),0,zeros(1,1,...

'uint8'),zeros(1,1,'uint8'));

if ErrorCheck~=2

numchan=numchan+1;

end

end

end

%%

%set the flowboard with more flow meters to the first position

if chk==1

handles.HandleNumber=circshift(handles.HandleNumber,[0,1]);

end

end
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B.7 Connecting to Sensirion Flowmeter

This function is called by the flow control function to initialize the connection to the Sensirion

flowmeter which reads the total flowrate passing through the bioreactor.
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function [handle p, result p, broadcast, slaveAddr, scalef ] = ...

OpenSensirionSensor()

%% Documentation for Sensirion flow sensor with Matlab.

% Created by Noam Ringach

% August 7, 2015.

%% These are the required variables that are needed for the main functions.

global baud p portType resolution; % This makes a few of the needed

%variables global to other methods.

%The pointer to the port handle of the sensor. It does say 32 bit in

%the documentation, but 16 bit works.

handle p = libpointer('uint16Ptr',uint16(0));

%Port configuration for OpenPort. Change COM4 to a different COM port

%if needed.

portConfig = 'COM4, 115200, EchoOff';

% The pointer of the baudrate

baud p = libpointer('uint32Ptr', uint32(0));

% The pointer of the result of a single measurement

result p = libpointer ('int16Ptr', int16(0));

% The signed pointer to the result of a continuous measurement

results p = libpointer ('int16Ptr', int16(zeros(1,127)));

% The pointer to the length of the returned continuous measurement

length p = libpointer ('uint8Ptr', uint8(0));

% The interval at which the sensor reads for coninuous measurements, 0

%meaning as fast as possible. Other numbers are in milliseconds, but

%are still limited by the sensor's speed.

interval = uint16(0);

% The pointer to the scale factor of the sensor.

scaleFactor p = libpointer('uint16Ptr', uint16(0));

portType = uint8(0); % The port type, which his serial (RS485)

slaveAddr = uint8(0); % The address of the sensor.

broadcast = uint8(0); % The broadcast mode, which is set to normal.
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resolution = uint8(16); % The resolution of the sensor, which is set to

%16 bit, but can go as low as 9 bit.

%Adds the path to the needed library to find ShdlcDriver.dll and

%SensorCableDriver.dll

addpath('C:\Program Files\Sensirion AG\SCC1-RS485 Configurator\x86')

%% Load the needed libraries, which should be placed in the path of

%Matlab, or else it won't be able to find it.

% Loads the library that's used to connect to the sensor.

loadlibrary('ShdlcDriver.dll', 'ShdlcDriverShort.h');

% Loads the library that's used to read from the sensor.

loadlibrary('SensorCableDriver.dll', 'SensorCableDriverShort.h');

%% Setting Baudrate, opening the port, and checking sensor

%Setting Baudrate

% Opens the port to the sensor.

calllib('ShdlcDriver', 'OpenPort', portType, portConfig, handle p);

baud p.Value;

%Sets baud p.Value to 115200 (hopefully).

calllib('ShdlcDriver', 'GetBaudrate', handle p.Value, slaveAddr, baud p);

baud p.Value;

%Opening Port

% Opens the port to the sensor.

calllib('ShdlcDriver', 'OpenPort', portType, portConfig, handle p);

calllib('ShdlcDriver', 'GetBaudrate', handle p.Value, slaveAddr, baud p);

%Starting measurement

calllib('SensorCableDriver', 'StartSingleMeasurement', handle p.Value,...

broadcast, slaveAddr);
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%% Connect to the sensor and get the Baud Rate to make sure the connection

%is working.

% Both of these functions should return 0 when ran, which means no error.

% Opens the port to the sensor.

calllib('ShdlcDriver', 'OpenPort', portType, portConfig, handle p);

% Gets the Baudrate of the sensor and saves it to baud p.

calllib('ShdlcDriver', 'GetBaudrate', handle p.Value, slaveAddr, baud p);

% If there is an error, then you can use this to translate it:

error = uint32(0); % Change the 0 to whichever error code you recieved.

calllib('SensorCableDriver', 'TranslateErrorCode', error);

baud p.Value; % This should return 115200 when ran.

%% Retrieving the scale factor from the sensor.

pause(0.1)

% The scale factor is saved to scaleFactor p

calllib('SensorCableDriver', 'GetScaleFactor', handle p.Value, ...

slaveAddr, scaleFactor p);

scalef=scaleFactor p.Value;

end
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B.8 Analyzing and Plotting Velocity, Flow, and Shear Maps
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prompt = 'Enter name of folder containing flow data:\n\n ';

flowfilename = input(prompt,'s');

prompt = '\nEnter name of folder containing no flow data:\n\n ';

noflowfilename = input(prompt,'s');

%general path for all associated files

addpath(genpath('C:\Users\Brian Archer\Documents\MATLAB\Bouchard Lab'))

% addpath(genpath('C:\Users\Brian Archer\Documents\MATLAB'))

% Obtain parameters from procpar

data=fopen([flowfilename '\procpar'],'r');

parameter=struct('lpe',[],'lro',[],'ni',[],...

'm1x',[],'m1y',[],'m1z',[],'vencx',[],'vency',[],'vencz',[],'thk',[]);

parameter=readout procpar(parameter,data);

fclose('all');

lpe=parameter.lpe;

lro=parameter.lro;

ni=parameter.ni;

thk=parameter.thk; %thickness of slice

%first moment of bipolar gradient

m1x=parameter.m1x;

m1y=parameter.m1y;

m1z=parameter.m1z;

%maximum velocities achievable

vencx=parameter.vencx;

vency=parameter.vency;

vencz=parameter.vencz;

% Flow

[r1,~,~]=readfid([flowfilename '\fid'],-1);

gx=r1(:,1:6:end);
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gmx=r1(:,2:6:end);

gy=r1(:,3:6:end);

gmy=r1(:,4:6:end);

gz=r1(:,5:6:end);

gmz=r1(:,6:6:end);

%noise smoothing parameter

ns=30;

lb1=size(gx,1); lb2=size(gx,2); ll1=-round(lb1/2);

ll2=-round(lb2/2); rr1=ll1+lb1-1; rr2=ll2+lb2-1;

[xx, yy]=meshgrid(ll1:rr1,ll2:rr2); gf=exp(-(xx.ˆ2)/(nsˆ2)-(yy.ˆ2)/(nsˆ2));

gx=gx.*gf'; gy=gy.*gf'; gz=gz.*gf'; gmx=gmx.*gf'; gmy=gmy.*gf';

gmz=gmz.*gf';

%M1 is set based on the flow weighted gradient strength (G) which is

%fwampy, fwampx, and fwampz

M1x1=2*m1x;

M1y1=2*m1y;

M1z1=2*m1z;

%display "anatomic" image

img=abs(fftshift(ifft2(gmx,size(gx,1),ni)));

% figure;imagesc(img); title('T2w MRI image');

% caxis([0 1.5*mean(img(:))]);colorbar;

% Vx

idiv=fftshift(ifft2(gx,size(gx,1),ni))./fftshift(ifft2(gmx,size(gx,1),ni));

prdiv=angle(idiv);

gamma=2*pi*42.2*100;

vx flow=prdiv'/gamma/M1x1/100;

% Vy

idiv=fftshift(ifft2(gy,size(gx,1),ni))./fftshift(ifft2(gmy,size(gx,1),ni));
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prdiv=angle(idiv);

gamma=2*pi*42.2*100;

vy flow=prdiv'/gamma/M1y1/100;

% figure;imagesc(-vy flow);title('VY - velocity values [m/s]'); colorbar;

% Vz

idiv=fftshift(ifft2(gz,size(gx,1),ni))./fftshift(ifft2(gmz,size(gx,1),ni));

prdiv=angle(idiv);

gamma=2*pi*42.2*100;

vz flow=prdiv'/gamma/M1z1/100;

% figure;imagesc(-vz flow);title('VZ - velocity values [m/s]'); colorbar;

%figure; quiver(vy(1:4:end,1:4:end),-vx(1:4:end,1:4:end));

ab=abs(fftshift(ifft2(gz,size(gx,1),ni)))'; %save this for later (the mask)

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% No Flow

[r1,r2,r3]=readfid([noflowfilename '\fid'],-1);

% Obtain parameters from procpar

data=fopen([noflowfilename '\procpar'],'r');

parameter=struct('m1x',[],'m1y',[],'m1z',[],'vencx',[],'vency',[],...

'vencz',[]);

parameter=readout procpar(parameter,data);

fclose('all');

%first moment of bipolar gradient

m1xnf=parameter.m1x;

m1ynf=parameter.m1y;

m1znf=parameter.m1z;

%maximum velocities imagable

vencxnf=parameter.vencx;
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vencynf=parameter.vency;

vencznf=parameter.vencz;

gx=r1(:,1:6:end);

gmx=r1(:,2:6:end);

gy=r1(:,3:6:end);

gmy=r1(:,4:6:end);

gz=r1(:,5:6:end);

gmz=r1(:,6:6:end);

gx=gx.*gf'; gy=gy.*gf'; gz=gz.*gf'; gmx=gmx.*gf'; gmy=gmy.*gf';

gmz=gmz.*gf';

M1x1nf=2*m1xnf;

M1y1nf=2*m1ynf;

M1z1nf=2*m1znf;

img1=abs(fftshift(ifft2(gmx,size(gx,1),ni)));

% figure;imagesc(img1); title('T2w MRI image');

% caxis([0 1.5*mean(img1(:))]);colorbar;

% Vx

idiv=fftshift(ifft2(gx,size(gx,1),ni))./fftshift(ifft2(gmx,size(gx,1),ni));

prdiv=angle(idiv);

gamma=2*pi*42.2*100;

vx noflow=prdiv'/gamma/M1x1nf/100;

% figure;imagesc(-vx noflow);title('VX No Flow- velocity values [m/s]');

% colorbar;

% Vy

idiv=fftshift(ifft2(gy,size(gx,1),ni))./fftshift(ifft2(gmy,size(gx,1),ni));

prdiv=angle(idiv);

gamma=2*pi*42.2*100;

vy noflow=prdiv'/gamma/M1y1nf/100;

% figure;imagesc(-vy noflow);title('VY No Flow- velocity values [m/s]');
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% colorbar;

% Vz

idiv=fftshift(ifft2(gz,size(gx,1),ni))./fftshift(ifft2(gmz,size(gx,1),ni));

prdiv=angle(idiv);

gamma=2*pi*42.2*100;

vz noflow=prdiv'/gamma/M1z1nf/100;

% figure;imagesc(-vz noflow);title('VZ No Flow- velocity values [m/s]');

% colorbar;

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%

%Subtract noflow from flow

res vy=fliplr(rot90(vx flow-vx noflow,-1));

res vx=fliplr(rot90(vy flow-vy noflow,-1)); %correct orientation for Julia

res vz=fliplr(rot90(vz flow-vz noflow,-1));

% res vx=vx flow-vx noflow;

% res vy=vy flow-vy noflow; %correct orientation for Julia

% res vz=vz flow-vz noflow;

% figure;imagesc(res vx);colorbar;title('res-vx');

% figure;imagesc(res vy);colorbar;title('res-vy');

% figure;imagesc(res vz);colorbar;title('res-vz');

%Calculate total flow speed

res speed=sqrt(res vx.ˆ2 + res vy.ˆ2 + res vz.ˆ2);

%Generate mask from signal intensity of flow t2 weighted image

cutoff1=0.5; %Decreasing cutoff increases the level of noise permissible

cutoff2=2.5; %No flow image cutoff

coff2=8;

binsize = (max(max(img))-min(min(img)))/20;

noise=zeros(size(r1(:,1:6:end)));

noise(img<=(min(min(img))+cutoff1*binsize))=1; %note where cutoff is
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%included

noise(img1<=(min(min(img1))+cutoff2*binsize))=1; %note where cutoff is

%included

% noise=rot90(noise,-2)';

for i=1:2

noise(res vx>=(mean2(res vx(noise~=1))+coff2*std2(res vx(noise~=1)))...

| res vx<=(mean2(res vx(noise~=1))-coff2*std2(res vx(noise~=1))))=1;

noise(res vy>=(mean2(res vy(noise~=1))+coff2*std2(res vy(noise~=1)))...

| res vy<=(mean2(res vy(noise~=1))-coff2*std2(res vy(noise~=1))))=1;

noise(res vz>=(mean2(res vz(noise~=1))+coff2*std2(res vz(noise~=1)))...

| res vz<=(mean2(res vz(noise~=1))-coff2*std2(res vz(noise~=1))))=1;

% figure;imshow(noise);

end

res vx clean=res vx;

res vy clean=res vy;

res vz clean=res vz;

[u,v] = meshgrid(linspace(-lro/2*10,lro/2*10,size(gx,1)),...

linspace(-lpe/2*10,lpe/2*10,ni));

%region of interest, slightly smaller than desired

ybottom=round(30/128*size(gx,1));

ytop=round(40/128*size(gx,1));

xright=round(43/128*ni);

xleft=round(43/128*ni);

ybottom=size(gx,1)-ybottom;

xright=ni-xright;

%%

%adjust ROI to make as large as possible without including any noisy (NaN)

%points

j=0;

while j==0

j=1;

if ~any(noise(ytop-1,xleft:xright))==1
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ytop=ytop-1;

j=0;

end

if ~any(noise(ybottom+1,xleft:xright))==1

ybottom=ybottom+1;

j=0;

end

if ~any(noise(ytop:ybottom,xleft-1))==1

xleft=xleft-1;

j=0;

end

if ~any(noise(ytop:ybottom,xright+1))==1

xright=xright+1;

j=0;

end

end

%Shave off two more pixels

ytop=ytop+2;

ybottom=ybottom-2;

xleft=xleft+2;

xright=xright-2;

%%

%Plot flow in X direction

res vx clean(noise==1)=NaN;

res vx small=res vx clean(ytop:ybottom,xleft:xright);

% figure('position', [500, 350, lro*500, lpe*300]);img2=imagesc(...

% v(:,1),u(1,:),flipud(res vx clean));

% title('Fluid velocity in X direction (m/s)','FontSize',30);

% set(img2, 'AlphaData', ~isnan(flipud(res vx clean)))

% xlabel('Distance (mm)'); ylabel('Distance (mm)');

% set(gca,'YDir','normal','FontSize',24); %Fix direction of Y axis
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% colorbar;caxis([nanmean(res vx small(:))-1.7*...

% nanstd(res vx small(:)) nanstd(res vx small(:))+1.7*...

% nanstd(res vx small(:))]);

% palate=colormap;

% colormap(palate);

% axis image

%Plot flow in X direction zoomed into region of interest

figure('position', [500, 350, lro*500, lpe*300]);img2=imagesc(v(...

:,1)*(xright-xleft)/ni,...

u(1,:)*(ybottom-ytop)/size(gx,1),flipud(res vx small));

title('Fluid velocity in X direction (m/s)','FontSize',30);

xlabel('Distance (mm)'); ylabel('Distance (mm)');

set(img2, 'AlphaData', ~isnan(flipud(res vx small)))

set(gca,'YDir','normal','FontSize',24); %Fix direction of Y axis

colorbar;caxis([nanmean(res vx small(:))-1.7*...

nanstd(res vx small(:)) nanmean(res vx small(:))+1.7*nanstd(...

res vx small(:))]);

palate=colormap;

colormap(palate);

axis image

%%

%Plot flow in Y direction

res vy clean(noise==1)=NaN;

res vy small=res vy clean(ytop:ybottom,xleft:xright);

% figure('position', [500, 350, lro*500, lpe*300]);img2=imagesc(...

% v(:,1),u(1,:),flipud(res vy clean));

% title('Fluid velocity in Y direction (m/s)','FontSize',30);

% xlabel('Distance (mm)'); ylabel('Distance (mm)');

% set(img2, 'AlphaData', ~isnan(flipud(res vy clean)))

% set(gca,'YDir','normal','FontSize',24); %Fix direction of Y axis

% colorbar;caxis([nanmean(res vy small(:))-1.7*...

% nanstd(res vy small(:)) nanstd(res vy small(:))+1.7*...
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% nanstd(res vy small(:))]);

% palate=colormap;

% colormap(palate);

% axis image

%Plot flow in Y direction zoomed into region of interest

figure('position', [500, 350, lro*500, lpe*300]);img2=imagesc(...

v(:,1)*(xright-xleft)/ni,...

u(1,:)*(ybottom-ytop)/size(gx,1),flipud(res vy small));

title('Fluid velocity in Y direction (m/s)','FontSize',30);

xlabel('Distance (mm)'); ylabel('Distance (mm)');

set(img2, 'AlphaData', ~isnan(flipud(res vy small)))

set(gca,'YDir','normal','FontSize',24); %Fix direction of Y axis

colorbar;caxis([nanmean(res vy small(:))-1.7*...

nanstd(res vy small(:)) nanmean(res vy small(:))+1.7*...

nanstd(res vy small(:))]);

palate=colormap;

colormap(palate);

axis image

%%

%Plot flow in Z direction

res vz clean(noise==1)=NaN;

res vz small=res vz clean(ytop:ybottom,xleft:xright);

% figure('position', [500, 350, lro*500, lpe*300]);img2=imagesc(...

% v(:,1),u(1,:),flipud(res vz clean));

% title('Fluid velocity in Y direction (m/s)','FontSize',30);

% xlabel('Distance (mm)'); ylabel('Distance (mm)');

% set(img2, 'AlphaData', ~isnan(flipud(res vz clean)))

% set(gca,'YDir','normal','FontSize',24); %Fix direction of Y axis

% colorbar;caxis([nanmean(res vz small(:))-1.7*...

% nanstd(res vz small(:)) nanstd(res vz small(:))+1.7*...

% nanstd(res vz small(:))]);

% palate=colormap;
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% colormap(palate);

% axis image

%Plot flow in Z direction zoomed into region of interest

figure('position', [500, 350, lro*500, lpe*300]);img2=imagesc(...

v(:,1)*(xright-xleft)/ni,...

u(1,:)*(ybottom-ytop)/size(gx,1),flipud(res vz small));

title('Fluid velocity in Z direction (m/s)','FontSize',30);

xlabel('Distance (mm)'); ylabel('Distance (mm)');

set(img2, 'AlphaData', ~isnan(flipud(res vz small)))

set(gca,'YDir','normal','FontSize',24); %Fix direction of Y axis

colorbar;caxis([nanmean(res vz small(:))-1.7*...

nanstd(res vz small(:)) nanmean(res vz small(:))+1.7*nanstd(...

res vz small(:))]);

palate=colormap;

colormap(palate);

axis image

%%

%Plot Total Flow Speed

%Set noisy regions to a negative number which will be viewed as black

res speed1=res speed;

res speed1(noise==1)=NaN;

res speed1 small=res speed1(ytop:ybottom,xleft:xright);

figure('position', [500, 350, lro*500, lpe*300]);img2=imagesc(...

v(:,1),u(1,:),flipud(res speed1));

title('Total Flow Speed (m/s)','FontSize',30);

set(img2, 'AlphaData', ~isnan(flipud(res speed1)))

xlabel('Distance (mm)'); ylabel('Distance (mm)');

set(gca,'YDir','normal','FontSize',24); %Fix direction of Y axis

colorbar;caxis([nanmean(res speed1 small(:))-1.7*nanstd(...

res speed1 small(:)) nanmean(res speed1 small(:))+1.7*...

nanstd(res speed1 small(:))]);
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palate=colormap;

colormap(palate);

axis image

%Plot total flow speed zoomed into region of interest

res speed1(noise==1)=NaN;

figure('position', [500, 350, lro*500, lpe*300]);img2=imagesc(...

v(:,1)*(xright-xleft)/ni,u(1,:)*(ybottom-ytop)/size(gx,1),...

flipud(res speed1 small));

title('Total Flow Speed (m/s)','FontSize',30);

xlabel('Distance (mm)'); ylabel('Distance (mm)');

set(img2, 'AlphaData', ~isnan(flipud(res speed1 small)))

set(gca,'YDir','normal','FontSize',24); %Fix direction of Y axis

colorbar;caxis([nanmean(res speed1 small(:))-1.7*nanstd(...

res speed1 small(:)) nanmean(res speed1 small(:))+1.7*...

nanstd(res speed1 small(:))]);

palate=colormap;

colormap(palate);

axis image

% *(xright-xleft)/ni

% *(ybottom-ytop)/size(gx,1)

%%

%Quiver Plot

figure('position', [500, 350, lro*500, lpe*300]);

quiver(v(xleft:xright,1),u(1,ytop:ybottom),flipud(res vx small),...

flipud(res vy small),2.5);

xlabel('Distance (mm)'); ylabel('Distance (mm)');

title('Flow Vector Plot','FontSize',30)

set(gca,'FontSize',24);

axis image

%Thinned out quiver plot

%scale factors

sf1=0.4; %rows
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sf2=0.6; %columns

res vx clean thin=imresize(res vx small, [size(res vx small,1)*...

sf1 size(res vx small,2)*sf2]);

res vy clean thin=imresize(res vy small, [size(res vx small,1)*...

sf1 size(res vx small,2)*sf2]);

refference=(res vx clean thin.ˆ2+res vy clean thin.ˆ2).ˆ(1/2);

mn=mean2((res vx clean thin.ˆ2+res vy clean thin.ˆ2).ˆ(1/2));

st=std2((res vx clean thin.ˆ2+res vy clean thin.ˆ2).ˆ(1/2));

% res vx clean thin(refference<mn-0.8*st)=NaN;

% res vx clean thin(refference<mn-0.8*st)=NaN;

[s,t] = meshgrid(linspace(-lro/2*10*(ybottom-ytop)/size(gx,1),lro/2*10*...

(ybottom-ytop)/size(gx,1),size(res vx clean thin,2)),linspace(...

-lpe/2*10*(xright-xleft)/ni,lpe/2*10*(xright-xleft)/ni,...

size(res vx clean thin,1)));

ss=figure('position', [500, 350, lro*1000, lpe*600]);

quiverc(s,t,flipud(res vx clean thin),flipud(res vy clean thin))%,...

% 'LineWidth',1.5,'MaxHeadSize',0.8,'AutoScale','on',...

% 'AutoScaleFactor',1.2,'AlignVertexCenters','on',...

% 'ShowArrowHead','off');

xlabel('Distance (mm)'); ylabel('Distance (mm)');

title('Flow Vector Plot','FontSize',30)

set(gca,'FontSize',24);

%set(gcf, 'InvertHardCopy', 'off')

axis image

hgexport(gcf, 'Untitled.svg', hgexport('factorystyle'), 'Format', 'svg');

%% Calculate and plot shear map

r vx=res vx; r vy=res vy;

rvx=imresize(r vx,[size(gx,1) ni]);

rvy=imresize(r vy,[size(gx,1) ni]);

dx=((lpe/100)/ni); % x direction voxel dimension in meters

dy=((lro/100)/size(gx,1)); % y direction voxel dimension in meters

dxvy=diff(r vy,1,2)/dx; %difference in y velocity values between
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%adjacent columns (x direction differences) divided by x voxel dimension

dyvx=diff(r vx,1,1)/dy; %difference in x velocity values between

%adjacent rows (y direction differences) divided by y voxel dimension

dxvy=imresize(dxvy,[size(gx,1) ni]);

dyvx=imresize(dyvx,[size(gx,1) ni]);

smap=(dxvy+dyvx)/2; % shear map (raw)

smap=abs(smap);

smap(noise==1)=NaN;

uvis=6.92e-4;

smap small=smap(ytop:ybottom,xleft:xright);

%convert shear rate to shear stress

smap small=smap small*uvis;

smap small smooth=imresize(imresize(smap small,[3,3]),[size(gx,1),ni]);

% figure('position', [500, 350, lro*500, lpe*300]);img2=imagesc(...

% v(:,1)*(xright-xleft)/ni,u(1,:)*(ybottom-ytop)/size(gx,1),...

% flipud(smap small));

% title('Shear Stress','FontSize',30);

% xlabel('Distance (mm)'); ylabel('Distance (mm)');

% set(img2, 'AlphaData', ~isnan(flipud(smap small)))

% set(gca,'YDir','normal','FontSize',24); %Fix direction of Y axis

% if nanmean(smap small(:))-1.7*nanstd(smap small(:))>0

% gg=colorbar;caxis([nanmean(smap small(:))-1.7*...

% nanstd(smap small(:)) nanmean(smap small(:))+1.7*...

% nanstd(smap small(:))]);

% else

% gg=colorbar;caxis([0 nanmean(smap small(:))+1.7*nanstd(...

% smap small(:))]);

% end

% ylabel(gg,'Shear Stress (dyn/cmˆ{2})');

% palate=colormap;

% colormap(palate);

% axis image

% set(colorbar,'fontsize',24);

% %%
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% figure('position', [500, 350, lro*500, lpe*300]);img2=imagesc(...

% v(:,1)*(xright-xleft)/ni, u(1,:)*(ybottom-ytop)/size(gx,1),...

% flipud(smap small smooth));

% title('Smoothed Shear Stress','FontSize',30);

% xlabel('Distance (mm)'); ylabel('Distance (mm)');

% set(img2, 'AlphaData', ~isnan(flipud(smap small smooth)))

% set(gca,'YDir','normal','FontSize',24); %Fix direction of Y axis

% if nanmean(smap small(:))-1.7*nanstd(smap small(:))>0

% gg=colorbar;caxis([nanmean(smap small(:))-1.7*...

% nanstd(smap small(:)) nanmean(smap small(:))+1.7*...

% nanstd(smap small(:))]);

% else

% gg=colorbar;caxis([0 nanmean(smap small(:))+1.7*...

% nanstd(smap small(:))]);

% end

% ylabel(gg,'Shear Stress (dyn/cmˆ{2})');

% palate=colormap;

% colormap(palate);

% axis image

% set(colorbar,'fontsize',24);

%%

%Shear estimate in pores

epsilon=0.9; %void fraction in sponge

V=dy*dx*thk; %volume of voxel

R=150e-6; %pore size in m

uvis=6.92e-4; %dynamic viscosity of cell culture media in kg/(m*s)

theta1=atand(res vy small./res vx small);

theta2=atand(res vx small./res vy small);

W=dy*cosd(theta1)+dx*cosd(theta2);

L=dx*cosd(theta1)+dy*cosd(theta2);

Q=(res vx small.ˆ2+res vy small.ˆ2).ˆ(1/2).*W*thk;

v pi=2*L.*Q/(epsilon*V);

gammapore=uvis*4*v pi/R*10; %shear stress on walls of sponge converted
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%to dyn/cmˆ2

figure('position', [500, 350, lro*500, lpe*300]);img2=imagesc(...

v(:,1)*(xright-xleft)/ni, u(1,:)*(ybottom-ytop)/size(gx,1),...

flipud(gammapore));

title('Wall Shear in Pores','FontSize',30);

xlabel('Distance (mm)'); ylabel('Distance (mm)');

set(img2, 'AlphaData', ~isnan(flipud(gammapore)))

set(gca,'YDir','normal','FontSize',24); %Fix direction of Y axis

if nanmean(nanmean(gammapore(:))-1.7*nanstd(gammapore(:)))>0

gg=colorbar;caxis([nanmean(gammapore(:))-1.7*...

nanstd(gammapore(:)) nanmean(gammapore(:))+1.7*nanstd(gammapore(:))]);

else

gg=colorbar;caxis([0 nanmean(gammapore(:))+1.7*nanstd(gammapore(:))]);

end

ylabel(gg,'Wall Shear (dyn/cmˆ{2})');

palate=colormap;

colormap(palate);

axis image

%%

gammapore smooth=imresize(imresize(gammapore,[3,3]),size(gammapore));

figure('position', [500, 350, lro*500, lpe*300]);img2=imagesc(...

v(:,1)*(xright-xleft)/ni, u(1,:)*(ybottom-ytop)/size(gx,1),...

flipud(gammapore smooth));

title('Pore Wall Shear Distribution','FontSize',30);

xlabel('Distance (mm)'); ylabel('Distance (mm)');

set(img2, 'AlphaData', ~isnan(flipud(gammapore)))

set(gca,'YDir','normal','FontSize',24); %Fix direction of Y axis

% if nanmean(nanmean(gammapore(:))-1.7*nanstd(gammapore(:)))>0

% gg=colorbar;caxis([nanmean(gammapore(:))-1.7*...

% nanstd(gammapore(:)) nanmean(gammapore(:))+1.7*...

% nanstd(gammapore(:))]);

% else

% gg=colorbar;caxis([0 nanmean(gammapore(:))+1.7*...
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% nanstd(gammapore(:))]);

% end

gg=colorbar;caxis([nanmean(gammapore smooth(:))-2.3*...

nanstd(gammapore smooth(:)) nanmean(gammapore smooth(:))+2.5*...

nanstd(gammapore smooth(:))]);

ylabel(gg,'Wall Shear (dyn/cmˆ{2})');

palate=colormap;

colormap(palate);

axis image
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B.9 Analyzing and Cell Density and Viability from Diffusion and

Magnetization Transfer Data
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%Plots STEMS image data from the pulse sequence stems tn pulsed which can

%be used to acquire T2-, diffusion-, T1, or MT- weighted images. Two

%images need to be acquired. One should be optimized for best contrast

%(using an appropriate b-value or offset frequency) and the other should be

%a reference image that generates a large signal (for example, using no

% diffusion-weighting gradients in a diffusion-weighted image or using a

% 200000 Hz saturation pulse offset difference in MT-weighted images, etc.)

% Program allows users to select regions of interest (ROIs) of areas with

% known cell density and viablity. Pairwise comparisons are made between

% the regions of interest to determine if there is a statistically

% significant difference in the quantity of signal.

%If a diffusion- and MT-weighted image are acquired, this program can be

%used to calibrate cell density and viabiity to diffusion- and MT-weighted

%signal and generate images of cell density and viability.

% prompt = strcat('Enter name of folder containing resolved signal ',...

% 'data:\n\n ');

% filename = input(prompt,'s');

%

% prompt = strcat('Enter name of folder containing maximum relative',...

% 'signal data:\n\n ');

% filename2 = input(prompt,'s');

%

% prompt = strcat('Enter number corresponding to weighting:\n\n ',...

% '1. T1\n 2. T2\n 3. Diffusion\n 4. MT\n\n');

% wtyp = input(prompt);

filename = '20200924 DiffContrast.fid';

filename2 = '20200924 DiffMax.fid';

wtyp=3;

% filename = '20200924 MT3300Contrast.fid';

% filename2 = '20200924 MTMax.fid';

% wtyp=4;

load('optmask2 20200924.mat')
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load('optmask20200924.mat')

% filename = '20201012 DiffContrast.fid';

% filename2 = '20201012 DiffMax.fid';

% wtyp=3;

% % filename = '20201012 MT3300Contrast.fid';

% % filename2 = '20201012 MTMax.fid';

% % wtyp=4;

% load('optmask2 20201012.mat')

% load('optmask20201012.mat')

% filename = '20201013 DiffContrast.fid';

% filename2 = '20201013 DiffMax.fid';

% wtyp=3;

% % filename = '20201013 MT3300Contrast.fid';

% % filename2 = '20201013 MTMax.fid';

% % wtyp=4;

% load('optmask2 20201013.mat')

% load('optmask20201013.mat')

if wtyp==1

str='T1';

elseif wtyp==2

str='T2';

elseif wtyp==3

str='Diffusion';

elseif wtyp==4

str='MT';

end

%general path for all associated files

addpath(genpath('C:\Users\Brian Archer\Documents\MATLAB\Bouchard Lab'))

%get screen size for figure positioning

scsz = get( 0, 'ScreenSize' );
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data=fopen([filename '\procpar'],'r');

parameter=struct('lpe',[],'lro',[],'ppe',[],'pro',[],'ni',[],'thk',[],...

'nv',[],'np',[],'ns',[],'ct',[]);

parameter=readout procpar(parameter,data);

fclose('all');

lpe=parameter.lpe; %width of slide (cm)

lro=parameter.lro; %length of slide (cm)

ppe=parameter.ppe; %offset in y direction (cm)

pro=parameter.pro; %offset in x direction (cm)

ni=parameter.ni; %size of matrix in pixels

thk=parameter.thk; %thickness of slices

pep=parameter.nv; %number of pixels in phase encode direction

fep=parameter.np/2; %number of pixels in frequency encode direction

ns=parameter.ns; %number of slices

ct1=parameter.ct; %number of averages

data=fopen([filename2 '\procpar'],'r');

parameter2=struct('ct',[]);

parameter2=readout procpar(parameter2,data);

fclose('all');

ct2=parameter2.ct; %number of averages

%Figure dimensions and position based on screen size and image size:

if lpe/lro > (scsz(4)-150)/(scsz(3)-100)

fb3=50; %figure position from bottom of screen

figh=scsz(4)-150; %figure height

figw=round(figh*lro/lpe)+200; %figure width

fb1=round(scsz(3)/2-figw/2); %distance from sides of screen

else

fb1=50; %distance from sides of screen

figw=scsz(3)-150; %figure width

figh=round(figw*lpe/lro)+200; %figure height
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fb3=round(scsz(4)/2-figh/2);

end

pos=[fb1,fb3,figw,figh]; %figure positioning requirements for full image

[r1,~,~,~]=readfid([filename '\fid'],-1);

[r2,~,~,~]=readfid([filename2 '\fid'],-1);

scli=zeros(pep,fep);

scli2=zeros(pep,fep);

for i=1:pep

scli(i,:)=r1(fep*(i-1)+1:fep*i,:);

end

for i=1:pep

scli2(i,:,ns)=r2(fep*(i-1)+1:fep*i,:);

end

img1=rot90(abs(fftshift(ifft2(scli))));

img2=rot90(abs(fftshift(ifft2(scli2))));

%Crop Images:

%set the number of pixels to crop

%Some cropping parameters that I liked and have already determined (feel

%free to add more to the list):

if strcmp(filename(1:8),'20200924')

vdftop=31; %vertical pixels to crop off top (minimum 0)

vdfbottom=18; %vertical pixels to crop off bottom (minimum 1)

elseif strcmp(filename(1:8),'20201013')

vdftop=34; %vertical pixels to crop off top (minimum 0)

vdfbottom=15; %vertical pixels to crop off bottom (minimum 1)

elseif strcmp(filename(1:8),'20201012')

vdftop=31; %vertical pixels to crop off top (minimum 0)

vdfbottom=18; %vertical pixels to crop off bottom (minimum 1)
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end

%%

% crop the images in vertical direction

img1crop=img1(vdfbottom:end-vdftop,:);

img2crop=img2(vdfbottom:end-vdftop,:);

%Normalize signal intensity to max signal indensity S/S 0 where S is the

%contrast signal and S 0 is the signal of maximum intensity

img3=img1crop./img2crop;

img3=(img1crop./ct1)./(img2crop./ct2);

img3a=img3;

%in case of extreme outliers

img3a(img3>mean(img3(:))+3*std(img3(:)))=NaN;

img3a(img3<mean(img3(:))-6*std(img3(:)))=NaN;

img3=img3a;

% figure;imagesc(img3a)

%%

%Filter out noisy background pixels

%initialize noise mask to be size of cropped image

noise=ones(size(img1crop));

%remove pixels which are definitely out of range of the NMR tube

%for 64 width image; adjust as needed

noise(:,end-20:end)=0;

noise(:,1:18)=0;

%for 32 width image; adjust based on actual image

% noise(:,end-8:end)=0;

% noise(:,1:10)=0;

%Normalization should cap the signal at 1, remove anything much greater

%than 1

noise(img3>1.3)=0;
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%Using the max intensity image, remove pixels with a low intensity since

%they do not have any sample present

if wtyp==4

stdfactor=0.3; %MT

elseif wtyp==3

stdfactor=0.2; %Diff

elseif wtyp==2;

stdfactor=0; %T2

end

noise(img2crop<nanmean(img2crop(:))-stdfactor*nanstd(img2crop(:)))=0;

img3(noise==0)=NaN;

% figure;imagesc(img3)

%%

if strcmp(filename(1:8),'20200924')

shiftfactor=1; %more positive shifts image right, cannot be 0

elseif strcmp(filename(1:8),'20201013')

shiftfactor=1;

elseif strcmp(filename(1:8),'20201012')

shiftfactor=0;

end

%shift image horizontally

img4=zeros(size(img3));

if shiftfactor>0;

img4(:,1:shiftfactor)=img3(:,end-shiftfactor+1:end);

img4(:,shiftfactor+1:end)=img3(:,1:end-shiftfactor);

elseif shiftfactor<0;

img4(:,1:end+shiftfactor)=img3(:,-shiftfactor+1:end);

img4(:,end+shiftfactor+1:end)=img3(:,1:-shiftfactor);

elseif shiftfactor==0;

img4=img3;

end

% figure;imagesc(img4)
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%%

% for i=1:128

% for j=1:128

% if (img2(i,j)>3*img2(i+2,j)&&img2(i,j)>3*img2(i-2,j)&&...

% img2(i,j)>3*img2(i,j+2)&&img2(i,j)>3*img2(i,j-2)) | |...

% (img2(i,j)<3*img2(i+2,j)&&img2(i,j)<3*img2(i-2,j)&&...

% img2(i,j)<3*img2(i,j+2)&&img2(i,j)<3*img2(i,j-2))

% noise(i,j)=0;

% end

% end

% end

% %Correct for gradient in baseline/max image

% pos2=[fb1,fb3,figw*2,figh]; %figure positioning requirements for

% %editable image

% % tempcor=Adjust Intensity(pos2,img2a);

% tempcor=0;

%

% strat=linspace(1-tempcor,1+tempcor,size(img2a,1))'*ones(1,size(img2a,2));

% img2a=img2a.*strat;

% img1a=img1a.*strat;

% img3=img2a-img1a;

%

% %normalize subtracted image to 1

% % img3=(img3-min(img3(:)))/(max(img3(:))-min(img3(:)));

% % img3=1-img3;

%

% img3(noise==0)=NaN;

% img5=img4;

%

% %number of outlier pixels to filter out of upper range:

% toprepix=40; %minimum 1

% %number of pixels to filter out of lower range:

% botrepix=10; %minimum 0
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%

% % filter out outliers to enhance contrast

% [svals,idx] = sort(img5(~isnan(img5)),'descend'); % sort to vector

% img7a=(img5-svals(end-botrepix))/(svals(toprepix)-svals(end-botrepix));

% % img7a=img7;

% figure;imagesc(img7a)

%%

%Plot image to select ROIs

[u,v] = meshgrid(linspace(-lpe/2*10,lpe/2*10,pep),linspace(-lro/2*10,...

lro/2*10,fep));

figure('position', pos);

g=imagesc(u(1,:),v(vdfbottom:end-vdftop,1),img4);hold on

set(gca,'YDir','normal'); %Fix direction of Y axis

set(g, 'AlphaData', ~isnan(img4))

xlabel('X [mm]'); ylabel('Y [mm]'); title([str ' Weighted Signal'])

set(gca,'FontSize',11)

colorbar

% caxis([0 1])

numticks('y',5,-lro/2*10,lro/2*10)

axis image

%%

%manual selection of ROIs for linear conversion

loopgo='y';

i=1;

%I saved some ROIs which can be reloaded (example: optmask20200924.mat)

if (exist('optmask', 'var')) %if a set of ROIs already exists, inquire

%if the user would like to use it

prompt = strcat('\nWould you like to use previous ROIs for this an',...

'alysis (y/n)?\n\n ');

name = input(prompt,'s'); %first input

if name=='n' %if user does not want to use existing ROIs

clear optmask; %clear existing ROIs

end

end
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if (exist('optmask2', 'var')) %if a set of ROIs already exists, inquire if

%the user would like to use it

prompt = strcat('\nWould you like to use previous background ROI f',...

'or this analysis (y/n)?\n\n ');

name = input(prompt,'s'); %first input

if name=='n' %if user does not want to use existing ROIs

clear optmask2; %clear existing ROIs

end

end

if (~exist('optmask', 'var')) %run if there are no existing ROIs

prompt = '\nEnter number of ROIs for this analysis.\n\n ';

%ask how many new ROIs

numROIs = input(prompt); %first input

optmask=cell(1,numROIs);

for i=1:numROIs% loopgo~='n';

fprintf('\nSelect ROI (drag an ellipse) of concentration \n')

ROI=imellipse;

mask=createMask(ROI);

optmask{i}=mask;

end

end

if (~exist('optmask2', 'var')) %run if there are is no background ROI

fprintf('\nDraw Freehand ROI around acellular agarose region \n')

ROI=imfreehand;

mask2=createMask(ROI);

optmask2{1}=mask2;

end

maskbound=NaN(size(img4));

for i=1:size(optmask,2)
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B=bwboundaries(optmask{i});

bb=B{1};

for j=1:size(bb,1)

maskbound(bb(j,1),bb(j,2))=1;

end

end

conc signal=zeros(1,size(optmask,2));

conc signal2=zeros(1,size(optmask2,2));

conc signal std=zeros(1,size(optmask,2));

conc signal stderr=zeros(1,size(optmask,2));

conc signal weight=zeros(1,size(optmask,2));

signal stats=cell(1,size(optmask,2));

%determine the mean value of the agarose reference region

img4a=img4;

img4a(~optmask2{1})=NaN;

conc signal2(1)=nanmean(img4a(:));

signal stats2{1}=img4a(~isnan(img4a)); %structure saving the pixel values

%for statistical analysis

if wtyp==3

save(['DiffBGSignal' filename(1:8) '.mat'],'conc signal2')

elseif wtyp==4

save(['MTBGSignal' filename(1:8) '.mat'],'conc signal2')

end

flag=1

%subtract acellular reference signal

img5=img4-conc signal2(1);

% figure;imagesc(img5)

%determine mean values in ROIs of layers

for i=1:size(optmask,2)

img5a=img5;

img5a(~optmask{i})=NaN;

conc signal(i)=nanmean(img5a(:));
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signal stats{i}=img5a(~isnan(img5a)); %structure saving the pixel

%values for statistical analysis

% conc signal std(i)=std(img7b(:),'omitnan');

conc signal std(i)=std(img5a(~isnan(img5a)));

conc signal stderr(i)=conc signal std(i)/(size(img5a(~isnan(...

img5a)),1))ˆ(1/2);

conc signal weight(i)=1/nanvar(img5a(:));

end

%determin mean value of agarose background signal

img5a=img5;

img5a(~optmask2{1})=NaN;

conc signal blank=nanmean(img5a(:));

conc signal blank stderr=std(img5a(~isnan(img5a)))/(size(img5a(...

~isnan(img5a)),1))ˆ(1/2);

%%

if strcmp(filename(1:8),'20200924')

cellcon=[2e8, 2e8, 1e8, 1e8];

cellvia=[100, 50, 100, 50];

elseif strcmp(filename(1:8),'20201012')

cellcon=[2e8, 2e8, 2e8, 2e8];

cellvia=[100, 66.6, 33.3, 0];

elseif strcmp(filename(1:8),'20201013')

cellcon=[2e8, 1e8, 5e7, 2.5e7];

cellvia=[100, 100, 100, 100];

else

prompt = strcat('\nEnter Concentrations of ROIs in order of layers',...

'selected as [C1, C2, C3...]\n\n ');

cellcon = input(prompt);

prompt = strcat('\nEnter Viabilities of ROIs in order of layers se',...

'lected as [V1, V2, V3...]\n\n ');

cellvia = input(prompt);

end

%%
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%ANOVA

y=signal stats{1};

g1=ones(size(signal stats{1}'))*cellcon(1);

g2=ones(size(signal stats{1}'))*cellvia(1);

for i=2:size(signal stats,2)

y=[y; signal stats{i};];

g1=[g1 ones(size(signal stats{i}'))*cellcon(i)];

g2=[g2 ones(size(signal stats{i}'))*cellvia(i)];

end

if range(g1) == 0

[p,tbl,stats]=anova1(y,g2);

multcompare(stats)

elseif range(g2) == 0

[p,tbl,stats]=anova1(y,g1);

multcompare(stats)

else

% [p,tbl,stats]=anovan(y,{g1,g2},'model','full')

[p,tbl,stats]=anovan(y,{g1,g2});

multcompare(stats,'Dimension',[1 2])

end

%%

%generate bar plot of viabilities in groupings of cell concentration

uniquecellcon=unique(cellcon); %determine all unique cell concentrations

%in sample layers

uniquecellvia=unique(cellvia); %determine all unique cell viabilities

%in sample layers

%pre aloquot space in matrices

labels=cell(1,size(uniquecellcon,2));

leg=cell(1,size(uniquecellvia,2));

conc=NaN(size(uniquecellcon,2),size(uniquecellvia,2));

viability=NaN(size(uniquecellcon,2),size(uniquecellvia,2));

signal=NaN(size(uniquecellcon,2),size(uniquecellvia,2));

signalstd=NaN(size(uniquecellcon,2),size(uniquecellvia,2));
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signalstderr=NaN(size(uniquecellcon,2),size(uniquecellvia,2));

for i=1:size(uniquecellcon,2) %for each unique cell concentration

for j=1:size(uniquecellvia,2) %for each unique cell viability

%make matrix with corresponding measured signal at each cell

%concentration/viability combo

if ~isempty(conc signal(cellcon==uniquecellcon(i)&cellvia==...

uniquecellvia(j)))

signal(i,j)=conc signal(cellcon==uniquecellcon(i)&cellvia==...

uniquecellvia(j));

conc(i,j)=cellcon(cellcon==uniquecellcon(i)&cellvia==...

uniquecellvia(j));

viability(i,j)=cellvia(cellcon==uniquecellcon(i)&cellvia==...

uniquecellvia(j));

signalstd(i,j)=conc signal std(cellcon==uniquecellcon(i)&...

cellvia==uniquecellvia(j));

signalstderr(i,j)=conc signal stderr(cellcon==...

uniquecellcon(i)&cellvia==uniquecellvia(j));

if i==1;

leg{1,j}=[num2str(uniquecellvia(j)) ' %'];

end

end

end

labels{1,i}=num2str(uniquecellcon(i)/1e8);

end

%%

% leg{1,i}=[num2str(uniquecellvia(i)) ' %'];

%make the bar plot

figure;

%if there is only one group nanpad to trick bar into thinking there are

%multiple groups

if isrow(signal);

signal1 = vertcat(signal,nan(size(signal)));
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b = bar(signal1, 'grouped');

xlim([0.5 1.5]) %know this to be true if no x

else

b = bar(signal, 'grouped');

end

%%For MATLAB R2019a or earlier releases

hold on

% Find the number of groups and the number of bars in each group

ngroups = size(signal, 1);

nbars = size(signal, 2);

% Calculate the width for each bar group

groupwidth = min(0.8, nbars/(nbars + 1.5));

% Set the position of each error bar in the centre of the main bar

% Based on barweb.m by Bolu Ajiboye from MATLAB File Exchange

for i = 1:nbars

% Calculate center of each bar

x = (1:ngroups) - groupwidth/2 + (2*i-1) * groupwidth / (2*nbars);

%error bars are standard deviaiton

% errorbar(x, signal(:,i), signalstd(:,i), 'k', 'linestyle',...

% 'none','LineWidth',1.5);

%error bars are standard error

errorbar(x, signal(:,i), signalstderr(:,i), 'k', 'linestyle',...

'none','LineWidth',1.5);

end

xlabel('Cell Density (108 cells.mL-1)');

ylabel(['Normalized ' str ' Weighted Signal'])

set(gca, 'XTickLabel', labels);

lgd=legend(leg);

% lgd.Title.String='Cell Viability';

% title(lgd,'Cell Viability')

hold off

%%

%allows user to make aesthetic adjustments to image.

AdjustImage( lpe, pep, lro, fep, pos, vdfbottom, vdftop, img5, str,...
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maskbound, cellcon, cellvia, optmask, wtyp )

if wtyp==3

%for Diffusion

Diff.V=[reshape(viability,1,size(viability,1)*size(viability,2))';0];

Diff.C=[reshape(conc,1,size(conc,1)*size(conc,2))';0];

Diff.S=[reshape(signal,1,size(signal,1)*size(signal,2))';...

conc signal blank];

Diff.error=[reshape(signalstderr,1,size(signalstderr,1)*...

size(signalstderr,2))';conc signal blank stderr];

Diff.image=img5;

save(['DiffusionData' filename(1:8) '.mat'],'Diff')

elseif wtyp==4

%for MT

MT.V=[reshape(viability,1,size(viability,1)*size(viability,2))';0];

MT.C=[reshape(conc,1,size(conc,1)*size(conc,2))';0];

MT.S=[reshape(signal,1,size(signal,1)*size(signal,2))';...

conc signal blank];

MT.error=[reshape(signalstderr,1,size(signalstderr,1)*...

size(signalstderr,2))';conc signal blank stderr];

MT.image=img5;

save(['MTData' filename(1:8) '.mat'],'MT')

end

%%

if exist(['MTData' filename(1:8) '.mat'],'file')==2 && ...

exist(['DiffusionData' filename(1:8) '.mat'],'file')==2

%%

%This can be used to generate an image of cell viability and cell

%density from diffusion- and MT-weighted images. Before running this

%program, diffusion- and MT-weighted images must have been acquired

%of a sample containing regions with known cell density and

%viability. An image with parameters optimized for sensitivity

%(contrast image) and parameters which generate maximum signal

%(max) must have been acquired for both types of weightings. The
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%images must have been analyzed with STEMS Viability Density.m

%before running this. Only one of the filenames needs to be entered

%if all filenames have the same date as the first eight characters.

% SolvingforVandC4 %use a second order fit with data from all samples

% SolvingforVandC3 %use only a 1st order fit

clear nlm1

clear nlm2

% SolvingforVandC5 %second order diffusion first order MT

SolvingforVandC6 %first order diffusion second order MT

clear Diff

clear MT

load(['MTData' filename(1:8) '.mat'])

load(['DiffusionData' filename(1:8) '.mat'])

% %second order diffusion first order MT

% Concplot=nlm1.Coefficients.Estimate(1)+...

% nlm1.Coefficients.Estimate(2)* Diff.image+...

% nlm1.Coefficients.Estimate(3)*MT.image+...

% nlm1.Coefficients.Estimate(4)*Diff.image.ˆ2+...

% nlm1.Coefficients.Estimate(5)*Diff.image.*MT.image;

% Viaplot=nlm2.Coefficients.Estimate(1)+...

% nlm2.Coefficients.Estimate(2)*Diff.image+...

% nlm2.Coefficients.Estimate(3)*MT.image+...

% nlm2.Coefficients.Estimate(4)*Diff.image.ˆ2+...

% nlm2.Coefficients.Estimate(5)*Diff.image.*MT.image;

%first order diffusion second order MT

Concplot=nlm1.Coefficients.Estimate(1)+...

nlm1.Coefficients.Estimate(2)*Diff.image+...

nlm1.Coefficients.Estimate(3)*MT.image+...

nlm1.Coefficients.Estimate(4)*...

Diff.image.*MT.image+nlm1.Coefficients.Estimate(5).*MT.image.ˆ2;

Viaplot=nlm2.Coefficients.Estimate(1)+...
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nlm2.Coefficients.Estimate(2)*Diff.image+...

nlm2.Coefficients.Estimate(3)*MT.image+...

nlm2.Coefficients.Estimate(4)*Diff.image.*MT.image+...

nlm2.Coefficients.Estimate(5).*MT.image.ˆ2;

Viaplot(Concplot<0.1e8)=0;

[u,v] = meshgrid(linspace(-lpe/2*10,lpe/2*10,pep),...

linspace(-lro/2*10,lro/2*10,fep));

g1=figure;

g=imagesc(u(1,:),v(vdfbottom:end-vdftop,1),Concplot);hold on

set(gca,'YDir','normal'); %Fix direction of Y axis

set(g, 'AlphaData', ~isnan(Concplot))

xlabel('X [mm]'); ylabel('Y [mm]'); title('Density (cells/mL)')

set(gca,'FontSize',11)

colorbar

caxis([0 2e8])

numticks('y',5,-lro/2*10,lro/2*10)

axis image

% colormap(g1,'bone')

[u,v] = meshgrid(linspace(-lpe/2*10,lpe/2*10,pep),linspace(...

-lro/2*10,lro/2*10,fep));

g1=figure;

g=imagesc(u(1,:),v(vdfbottom:end-vdftop,1),Viaplot);hold on

set(gca,'YDir','normal'); %Fix direction of Y axis

set(g, 'AlphaData', ~isnan(Viaplot))

xlabel('X [mm]'); ylabel('Y [mm]'); title('Viability (%)')

set(gca,'FontSize',11)

colorbar

caxis([0 100])

numticks('y',5,-lro/2*10,lro/2*10)

axis image

% colormap(g1,'bone')

end
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B.10 Mapping Cell Density and Viability from Diffusion- and

Magnetization Transfer- (MT-) Weighted MRIs
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%Plots STEMS image data from the pulse sequence stems tn pulsed which can

%be used to acquire T2-, diffusion-, T1, or MT- weighted images. Two

%images need to be acquired. One should be optimized for best contrast

%(using an appropriate b-value or offset frequency) and the other should be

%a reference image that generates a large signal (for example, using no

% diffusion-weighting gradients in a diffusion-weighted image or using a

% 200000 Hz saturation pulse offset difference in MT-weighted images, etc.)

% Program allows users to select regions of interest (ROIs) of areas with

% known cell density and viablity. Pairwise comparisons are made between

% the regions of interest to determine if there is a statistically

% significant difference in the quantity of signal.

%If a diffusion- and MT-weighted image are acquired, this program can be

%used to calibrate cell density and viabiity to diffusion- and MT-weighted

%signal and generate images of cell density and viability.

% prompt = strcat('Enter name of folder containing resolved signal ',...

% 'data:\n\n ');

% filename = input(prompt,'s');

%

% prompt = strcat('Enter name of folder containing maximum relative',...

% 'signal data:\n\n ');

% filename2 = input(prompt,'s');

%

% prompt = strcat('Enter number corresponding to weighting:\n\n ',...

% '1. T1\n 2. T2\n 3. Diffusion\n 4. MT\n\n');

% wtyp = input(prompt);

filename = '20200924 DiffContrast.fid';

filename2 = '20200924 DiffMax.fid';

wtyp=3;

% filename = '20200924 MT3300Contrast.fid';

% filename2 = '20200924 MTMax.fid';

% wtyp=4;

load('optmask2 20200924.mat')
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load('optmask20200924.mat')

% filename = '20201012 DiffContrast.fid';

% filename2 = '20201012 DiffMax.fid';

% wtyp=3;

% % filename = '20201012 MT3300Contrast.fid';

% % filename2 = '20201012 MTMax.fid';

% % wtyp=4;

% load('optmask2 20201012.mat')

% load('optmask20201012.mat')

% filename = '20201013 DiffContrast.fid';

% filename2 = '20201013 DiffMax.fid';

% wtyp=3;

% % filename = '20201013 MT3300Contrast.fid';

% % filename2 = '20201013 MTMax.fid';

% % wtyp=4;

% load('optmask2 20201013.mat')

% load('optmask20201013.mat')

if wtyp==1

str='T1';

elseif wtyp==2

str='T2';

elseif wtyp==3

str='Diffusion';

elseif wtyp==4

str='MT';

end

%general path for all associated files

addpath(genpath('C:\Users\Brian Archer\Documents\MATLAB\Bouchard Lab'))

%get screen size for figure positioning

scsz = get( 0, 'ScreenSize' );
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data=fopen([filename '\procpar'],'r');

parameter=struct('lpe',[],'lro',[],'ppe',[],'pro',[],'ni',[],'thk',[],...

'nv',[],'np',[],'ns',[],'ct',[]);

parameter=readout procpar(parameter,data);

fclose('all');

lpe=parameter.lpe; %width of slide (cm)

lro=parameter.lro; %length of slide (cm)

ppe=parameter.ppe; %offset in y direction (cm)

pro=parameter.pro; %offset in x direction (cm)

ni=parameter.ni; %size of matrix in pixels

thk=parameter.thk; %thickness of slices

pep=parameter.nv; %number of pixels in phase encode direction

fep=parameter.np/2; %number of pixels in frequency encode direction

ns=parameter.ns; %number of slices

ct1=parameter.ct; %number of averages

data=fopen([filename2 '\procpar'],'r');

parameter2=struct('ct',[]);

parameter2=readout procpar(parameter2,data);

fclose('all');

ct2=parameter2.ct; %number of averages

%Figure dimensions and position based on screen size and image size:

if lpe/lro > (scsz(4)-150)/(scsz(3)-100)

fb3=50; %figure position from bottom of screen

figh=scsz(4)-150; %figure height

figw=round(figh*lro/lpe)+200; %figure width

fb1=round(scsz(3)/2-figw/2); %distance from sides of screen

else

fb1=50; %distance from sides of screen

figw=scsz(3)-150; %figure width

figh=round(figw*lpe/lro)+200; %figure height
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fb3=round(scsz(4)/2-figh/2);

end

pos=[fb1,fb3,figw,figh]; %figure positioning requirements for full image

[r1,~,~,~]=readfid([filename '\fid'],-1);

[r2,~,~,~]=readfid([filename2 '\fid'],-1);

scli=zeros(pep,fep);

scli2=zeros(pep,fep);

for i=1:pep

scli(i,:)=r1(fep*(i-1)+1:fep*i,:);

end

for i=1:pep

scli2(i,:,ns)=r2(fep*(i-1)+1:fep*i,:);

end

img1=rot90(abs(fftshift(ifft2(scli))));

img2=rot90(abs(fftshift(ifft2(scli2))));

%Crop Images:

%set the number of pixels to crop

%Some cropping parameters that I liked and have already determined (feel

%free to add more to the list):

if strcmp(filename(1:8),'20200924')

vdftop=31; %vertical pixels to crop off top (minimum 0)

vdfbottom=18; %vertical pixels to crop off bottom (minimum 1)

elseif strcmp(filename(1:8),'20201013')

vdftop=34; %vertical pixels to crop off top (minimum 0)

vdfbottom=15; %vertical pixels to crop off bottom (minimum 1)

elseif strcmp(filename(1:8),'20201012')

vdftop=31; %vertical pixels to crop off top (minimum 0)

vdfbottom=18; %vertical pixels to crop off bottom (minimum 1)
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end

%%

% crop the images in vertical direction

img1crop=img1(vdfbottom:end-vdftop,:);

img2crop=img2(vdfbottom:end-vdftop,:);

%Normalize signal intensity to max signal indensity S/S 0 where S is the

%contrast signal and S 0 is the signal of maximum intensity

img3=img1crop./img2crop;

img3=(img1crop./ct1)./(img2crop./ct2);

img3a=img3;

%in case of extreme outliers

img3a(img3>mean(img3(:))+3*std(img3(:)))=NaN;

img3a(img3<mean(img3(:))-6*std(img3(:)))=NaN;

img3=img3a;

% figure;imagesc(img3a)

%%

%Filter out noisy background pixels

%initialize noise mask to be size of cropped image

noise=ones(size(img1crop));

%remove pixels which are definitely out of range of the NMR tube

%for 64 width image; adjust as needed

noise(:,end-20:end)=0;

noise(:,1:18)=0;

%for 32 width image; adjust based on actual image

% noise(:,end-8:end)=0;

% noise(:,1:10)=0;

%Normalization should cap the signal at 1, remove anything much greater

%than 1

noise(img3>1.3)=0;
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%Using the max intensity image, remove pixels with a low intensity since

%they do not have any sample present

if wtyp==4

stdfactor=0.3; %MT

elseif wtyp==3

stdfactor=0.2; %Diff

elseif wtyp==2;

stdfactor=0; %T2

end

noise(img2crop<nanmean(img2crop(:))-stdfactor*nanstd(img2crop(:)))=0;

img3(noise==0)=NaN;

% figure;imagesc(img3)

%%

if strcmp(filename(1:8),'20200924')

shiftfactor=1; %more positive shifts image right, cannot be 0

elseif strcmp(filename(1:8),'20201013')

shiftfactor=1;

elseif strcmp(filename(1:8),'20201012')

shiftfactor=0;

end

%shift image horizontally

img4=zeros(size(img3));

if shiftfactor>0;

img4(:,1:shiftfactor)=img3(:,end-shiftfactor+1:end);

img4(:,shiftfactor+1:end)=img3(:,1:end-shiftfactor);

elseif shiftfactor<0;

img4(:,1:end+shiftfactor)=img3(:,-shiftfactor+1:end);

img4(:,end+shiftfactor+1:end)=img3(:,1:-shiftfactor);

elseif shiftfactor==0;

img4=img3;

end

% figure;imagesc(img4)
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%%

% for i=1:128

% for j=1:128

% if (img2(i,j)>3*img2(i+2,j)&&img2(i,j)>3*img2(i-2,j)&&...

% img2(i,j)>3*img2(i,j+2)&&img2(i,j)>3*img2(i,j-2)) | |...

% (img2(i,j)<3*img2(i+2,j)&&img2(i,j)<3*img2(i-2,j)&&...

% img2(i,j)<3*img2(i,j+2)&&img2(i,j)<3*img2(i,j-2))

% noise(i,j)=0;

% end

% end

% end

% %Correct for gradient in baseline/max image

% pos2=[fb1,fb3,figw*2,figh]; %figure positioning requirements for

% %editable image

% % tempcor=Adjust Intensity(pos2,img2a);

% tempcor=0;

%

% strat=linspace(1-tempcor,1+tempcor,size(img2a,1))'*ones(1,size(img2a,2));

% img2a=img2a.*strat;

% img1a=img1a.*strat;

% img3=img2a-img1a;

%

% %normalize subtracted image to 1

% % img3=(img3-min(img3(:)))/(max(img3(:))-min(img3(:)));

% % img3=1-img3;

%

% img3(noise==0)=NaN;

% img5=img4;

%

% %number of outlier pixels to filter out of upper range:

% toprepix=40; %minimum 1

% %number of pixels to filter out of lower range:

% botrepix=10; %minimum 0
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%

% % filter out outliers to enhance contrast

% [svals,idx] = sort(img5(~isnan(img5)),'descend'); % sort to vector

% img7a=(img5-svals(end-botrepix))/(svals(toprepix)-svals(end-botrepix));

% % img7a=img7;

% figure;imagesc(img7a)

%%

%Plot image to select ROIs

[u,v] = meshgrid(linspace(-lpe/2*10,lpe/2*10,pep),linspace(-lro/2*10,...

lro/2*10,fep));

figure('position', pos);

g=imagesc(u(1,:),v(vdfbottom:end-vdftop,1),img4);hold on

set(gca,'YDir','normal'); %Fix direction of Y axis

set(g, 'AlphaData', ~isnan(img4))

xlabel('X [mm]'); ylabel('Y [mm]'); title([str ' Weighted Signal'])

set(gca,'FontSize',11)

colorbar

% caxis([0 1])

numticks('y',5,-lro/2*10,lro/2*10)

axis image

%%

%manual selection of ROIs for linear conversion

loopgo='y';

i=1;

%I saved some ROIs which can be reloaded (example: optmask20200924.mat)

if (exist('optmask', 'var')) %if a set of ROIs already exists, inquire

%if the user would like to use it

prompt = strcat('\nWould you like to use previous ROIs for this an',...

'alysis (y/n)?\n\n ');

name = input(prompt,'s'); %first input

if name=='n' %if user does not want to use existing ROIs

clear optmask; %clear existing ROIs

end

end
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if (exist('optmask2', 'var')) %if a set of ROIs already exists, inquire if

%the user would like to use it

prompt = strcat('\nWould you like to use previous background ROI f',...

'or this analysis (y/n)?\n\n ');

name = input(prompt,'s'); %first input

if name=='n' %if user does not want to use existing ROIs

clear optmask2; %clear existing ROIs

end

end

if (~exist('optmask', 'var')) %run if there are no existing ROIs

prompt = '\nEnter number of ROIs for this analysis.\n\n ';

%ask how many new ROIs

numROIs = input(prompt); %first input

optmask=cell(1,numROIs);

for i=1:numROIs% loopgo~='n';

fprintf('\nSelect ROI (drag an ellipse) of concentration \n')

ROI=imellipse;

mask=createMask(ROI);

optmask{i}=mask;

end

end

if (~exist('optmask2', 'var')) %run if there are is no background ROI

fprintf('\nDraw Freehand ROI around acellular agarose region \n')

ROI=imfreehand;

mask2=createMask(ROI);

optmask2{1}=mask2;

end

maskbound=NaN(size(img4));

for i=1:size(optmask,2)
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B=bwboundaries(optmask{i});

bb=B{1};

for j=1:size(bb,1)

maskbound(bb(j,1),bb(j,2))=1;

end

end

conc signal=zeros(1,size(optmask,2));

conc signal2=zeros(1,size(optmask2,2));

conc signal std=zeros(1,size(optmask,2));

conc signal stderr=zeros(1,size(optmask,2));

conc signal weight=zeros(1,size(optmask,2));

signal stats=cell(1,size(optmask,2));

%determine the mean value of the agarose reference region

img4a=img4;

img4a(~optmask2{1})=NaN;

conc signal2(1)=nanmean(img4a(:));

signal stats2{1}=img4a(~isnan(img4a)); %structure saving the pixel values

%for statistical analysis

if wtyp==3

save(['DiffBGSignal' filename(1:8) '.mat'],'conc signal2')

elseif wtyp==4

save(['MTBGSignal' filename(1:8) '.mat'],'conc signal2')

end

flag=1

%subtract acellular reference signal

img5=img4-conc signal2(1);

% figure;imagesc(img5)

%determine mean values in ROIs of layers

for i=1:size(optmask,2)

img5a=img5;

img5a(~optmask{i})=NaN;

conc signal(i)=nanmean(img5a(:));
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signal stats{i}=img5a(~isnan(img5a)); %structure saving the pixel

%values for statistical analysis

% conc signal std(i)=std(img7b(:),'omitnan');

conc signal std(i)=std(img5a(~isnan(img5a)));

conc signal stderr(i)=conc signal std(i)/(size(img5a(~isnan(...

img5a)),1))ˆ(1/2);

conc signal weight(i)=1/nanvar(img5a(:));

end

%determin mean value of agarose background signal

img5a=img5;

img5a(~optmask2{1})=NaN;

conc signal blank=nanmean(img5a(:));

conc signal blank stderr=std(img5a(~isnan(img5a)))/(size(img5a(...

~isnan(img5a)),1))ˆ(1/2);

%%

if strcmp(filename(1:8),'20200924')

cellcon=[2e8, 2e8, 1e8, 1e8];

cellvia=[100, 50, 100, 50];

elseif strcmp(filename(1:8),'20201012')

cellcon=[2e8, 2e8, 2e8, 2e8];

cellvia=[100, 66.6, 33.3, 0];

elseif strcmp(filename(1:8),'20201013')

cellcon=[2e8, 1e8, 5e7, 2.5e7];

cellvia=[100, 100, 100, 100];

else

prompt = strcat('\nEnter Concentrations of ROIs in order of layers',...

'selected as [C1, C2, C3...]\n\n ');

cellcon = input(prompt);

prompt = strcat('\nEnter Viabilities of ROIs in order of layers se',...

'lected as [V1, V2, V3...]\n\n ');

cellvia = input(prompt);

end

%%
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%ANOVA

y=signal stats{1};

g1=ones(size(signal stats{1}'))*cellcon(1);

g2=ones(size(signal stats{1}'))*cellvia(1);

for i=2:size(signal stats,2)

y=[y; signal stats{i};];

g1=[g1 ones(size(signal stats{i}'))*cellcon(i)];

g2=[g2 ones(size(signal stats{i}'))*cellvia(i)];

end

if range(g1) == 0

[p,tbl,stats]=anova1(y,g2);

multcompare(stats)

elseif range(g2) == 0

[p,tbl,stats]=anova1(y,g1);

multcompare(stats)

else

% [p,tbl,stats]=anovan(y,{g1,g2},'model','full')

[p,tbl,stats]=anovan(y,{g1,g2});

multcompare(stats,'Dimension',[1 2])

end

%%

%generate bar plot of viabilities in groupings of cell concentration

uniquecellcon=unique(cellcon); %determine all unique cell concentrations

%in sample layers

uniquecellvia=unique(cellvia); %determine all unique cell viabilities

%in sample layers

%pre aloquot space in matrices

labels=cell(1,size(uniquecellcon,2));

leg=cell(1,size(uniquecellvia,2));

conc=NaN(size(uniquecellcon,2),size(uniquecellvia,2));

viability=NaN(size(uniquecellcon,2),size(uniquecellvia,2));

signal=NaN(size(uniquecellcon,2),size(uniquecellvia,2));

signalstd=NaN(size(uniquecellcon,2),size(uniquecellvia,2));
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signalstderr=NaN(size(uniquecellcon,2),size(uniquecellvia,2));

for i=1:size(uniquecellcon,2) %for each unique cell concentration

for j=1:size(uniquecellvia,2) %for each unique cell viability

%make matrix with corresponding measured signal at each cell

%concentration/viability combo

if ~isempty(conc signal(cellcon==uniquecellcon(i)&cellvia==...

uniquecellvia(j)))

signal(i,j)=conc signal(cellcon==uniquecellcon(i)&cellvia==...

uniquecellvia(j));

conc(i,j)=cellcon(cellcon==uniquecellcon(i)&cellvia==...

uniquecellvia(j));

viability(i,j)=cellvia(cellcon==uniquecellcon(i)&cellvia==...

uniquecellvia(j));

signalstd(i,j)=conc signal std(cellcon==uniquecellcon(i)&...

cellvia==uniquecellvia(j));

signalstderr(i,j)=conc signal stderr(cellcon==...

uniquecellcon(i)&cellvia==uniquecellvia(j));

if i==1;

leg{1,j}=[num2str(uniquecellvia(j)) ' %'];

end

end

end

labels{1,i}=num2str(uniquecellcon(i)/1e8);

end

%%

% leg{1,i}=[num2str(uniquecellvia(i)) ' %'];

%make the bar plot

figure;

%if there is only one group nanpad to trick bar into thinking there are

%multiple groups

if isrow(signal);

signal1 = vertcat(signal,nan(size(signal)));
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b = bar(signal1, 'grouped');

xlim([0.5 1.5]) %know this to be true if no x

else

b = bar(signal, 'grouped');

end

%%For MATLAB R2019a or earlier releases

hold on

% Find the number of groups and the number of bars in each group

ngroups = size(signal, 1);

nbars = size(signal, 2);

% Calculate the width for each bar group

groupwidth = min(0.8, nbars/(nbars + 1.5));

% Set the position of each error bar in the centre of the main bar

% Based on barweb.m by Bolu Ajiboye from MATLAB File Exchange

for i = 1:nbars

% Calculate center of each bar

x = (1:ngroups) - groupwidth/2 + (2*i-1) * groupwidth / (2*nbars);

%error bars are standard deviaiton

% errorbar(x, signal(:,i), signalstd(:,i), 'k', 'linestyle',...

% 'none','LineWidth',1.5);

%error bars are standard error

errorbar(x, signal(:,i), signalstderr(:,i), 'k', 'linestyle',...

'none','LineWidth',1.5);

end

xlabel('Cell Density (108 cells.mL-1)');

ylabel(['Normalized ' str ' Weighted Signal'])

set(gca, 'XTickLabel', labels);

lgd=legend(leg);

% lgd.Title.String='Cell Viability';

% title(lgd,'Cell Viability')

hold off

%%

%allows user to make aesthetic adjustments to image.

AdjustImage( lpe, pep, lro, fep, pos, vdfbottom, vdftop, img5, str,...
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maskbound, cellcon, cellvia, optmask, wtyp )

if wtyp==3

%for Diffusion

Diff.V=[reshape(viability,1,size(viability,1)*size(viability,2))';0];

Diff.C=[reshape(conc,1,size(conc,1)*size(conc,2))';0];

Diff.S=[reshape(signal,1,size(signal,1)*size(signal,2))';...

conc signal blank];

Diff.error=[reshape(signalstderr,1,size(signalstderr,1)*...

size(signalstderr,2))';conc signal blank stderr];

Diff.image=img5;

save(['DiffusionData' filename(1:8) '.mat'],'Diff')

elseif wtyp==4

%for MT

MT.V=[reshape(viability,1,size(viability,1)*size(viability,2))';0];

MT.C=[reshape(conc,1,size(conc,1)*size(conc,2))';0];

MT.S=[reshape(signal,1,size(signal,1)*size(signal,2))';...

conc signal blank];

MT.error=[reshape(signalstderr,1,size(signalstderr,1)*...

size(signalstderr,2))';conc signal blank stderr];

MT.image=img5;

save(['MTData' filename(1:8) '.mat'],'MT')

end

%%

if exist(['MTData' filename(1:8) '.mat'],'file')==2 && ...

exist(['DiffusionData' filename(1:8) '.mat'],'file')==2

%%

%This can be used to generate an image of cell viability and cell

%density from diffusion- and MT-weighted images. Before running this

%program, diffusion- and MT-weighted images must have been acquired

%of a sample containing regions with known cell density and

%viability. An image with parameters optimized for sensitivity

%(contrast image) and parameters which generate maximum signal

%(max) must have been acquired for both types of weightings. The
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%images must have been analyzed with STEMS Viability Density.m

%before running this. Only one of the filenames needs to be entered

%if all filenames have the same date as the first eight characters.

% SolvingforVandC4 %use a second order fit with data from all samples

% SolvingforVandC3 %use only a 1st order fit

clear nlm1

clear nlm2

% SolvingforVandC5 %second order diffusion first order MT

SolvingforVandC6 %first order diffusion second order MT

clear Diff

clear MT

load(['MTData' filename(1:8) '.mat'])

load(['DiffusionData' filename(1:8) '.mat'])

% %second order diffusion first order MT

% Concplot=nlm1.Coefficients.Estimate(1)+...

% nlm1.Coefficients.Estimate(2)* Diff.image+...

% nlm1.Coefficients.Estimate(3)*MT.image+...

% nlm1.Coefficients.Estimate(4)*Diff.image.ˆ2+...

% nlm1.Coefficients.Estimate(5)*Diff.image.*MT.image;

% Viaplot=nlm2.Coefficients.Estimate(1)+...

% nlm2.Coefficients.Estimate(2)*Diff.image+...

% nlm2.Coefficients.Estimate(3)*MT.image+...

% nlm2.Coefficients.Estimate(4)*Diff.image.ˆ2+...

% nlm2.Coefficients.Estimate(5)*Diff.image.*MT.image;

%first order diffusion second order MT

Concplot=nlm1.Coefficients.Estimate(1)+...

nlm1.Coefficients.Estimate(2)*Diff.image+...

nlm1.Coefficients.Estimate(3)*MT.image+...

nlm1.Coefficients.Estimate(4)*...

Diff.image.*MT.image+nlm1.Coefficients.Estimate(5).*MT.image.ˆ2;

Viaplot=nlm2.Coefficients.Estimate(1)+...
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nlm2.Coefficients.Estimate(2)*Diff.image+...

nlm2.Coefficients.Estimate(3)*MT.image+...

nlm2.Coefficients.Estimate(4)*Diff.image.*MT.image+...

nlm2.Coefficients.Estimate(5).*MT.image.ˆ2;

Viaplot(Concplot<0.1e8)=0;

[u,v] = meshgrid(linspace(-lpe/2*10,lpe/2*10,pep),...

linspace(-lro/2*10,lro/2*10,fep));

g1=figure;

g=imagesc(u(1,:),v(vdfbottom:end-vdftop,1),Concplot);hold on

set(gca,'YDir','normal'); %Fix direction of Y axis

set(g, 'AlphaData', ~isnan(Concplot))

xlabel('X [mm]'); ylabel('Y [mm]'); title('Density (cells/mL)')

set(gca,'FontSize',11)

colorbar

caxis([0 2e8])

numticks('y',5,-lro/2*10,lro/2*10)

axis image

% colormap(g1,'bone')

[u,v] = meshgrid(linspace(-lpe/2*10,lpe/2*10,pep),linspace(...

-lro/2*10,lro/2*10,fep));

g1=figure;

g=imagesc(u(1,:),v(vdfbottom:end-vdftop,1),Viaplot);hold on

set(gca,'YDir','normal'); %Fix direction of Y axis

set(g, 'AlphaData', ~isnan(Viaplot))

xlabel('X [mm]'); ylabel('Y [mm]'); title('Viability (%)')

set(gca,'FontSize',11)

colorbar

caxis([0 100])

numticks('y',5,-lro/2*10,lro/2*10)

axis image

% colormap(g1,'bone')

end
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B.11 Calibrating Cell Density and Viability to Diffusion- and MT-

Weighted NMR Spectroscopy Data
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%Inverts the relationship between diffusion- and MT-weighted NMR signals,

%cell concentration, and cell viability to generate surface calibration

% plots. The calibration surfaces allow both cell density and viability to

% be determined from a diffusion-weighted measurement and an MT-weighted

% measurement only. The cell density calibration surface is generated by

% plotting cell concentration as a function of diffusion- and MT-weighted

% signal measurements and fitting a polynomial with second order dependence

% on each. Similarly, the cell viability calibration surface is generated

% by plotting cell viability as a function of diffusion- and MT-weighted

% signal measurments and fitting a polynomial with second order dependence

% on each. Then limits of detection are determined for both cell viability

% and density using the multivariate LOD determination method.

load('DiffusionData.mat')

load('MTData.mat')

load('S MTBlank.mat')

load('S DiffBlank.mat')

%%

%plot error overlayed on concentration calibration surface (found from

%inversion of power series)

%Fit concentration to diffusion and MT signal

xData=Diff.S;

yData=MT.S;

zData=Diff.C;

%initial fit using fit function

[xData 1, yData 1, zData 1] = prepareSurfaceData( xData, yData, zData );

ft = fittype( 'poly22' );

[fitresult{1}, gof{1}] = fit( [xData 1, yData 1], zData 1, ft );

%attempt to fit with fitnlm

xy 1=[xData 1(:),yData 1(:)];

%xy(:,2) represents y and xy(:,1) represents x

modelFun = @(c,xy) (c(1) + c(2).*xy(:,1) + c(3).*xy(:,2) + c(4).*...
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xy(:,1).ˆ2 + c(5).*xy(:,1).*xy(:,2) + c(6).*xy(:,2).ˆ2);

startPoints = [fitresult{1}.p00 fitresult{1}.p10 fitresult{1}.p01 ...

fitresult{1}.p20 fitresult{1}.p11 fitresult{1}.p02];

nlm1 = fitnlm(xy 1,zData 1(:),modelFun,startPoints);

%Fit viability to diffusion and MT signal

xData=Diff.S;

yData=MT.S;

zData=Diff.V;

%initial fit using fit

[xData 2, yData 2, zData 2] = prepareSurfaceData( xData, yData, zData );

ft = fittype( 'poly22' );

[fitresult{2}, gof{2}] = fit( [xData 2, yData 2], zData 2, ft );

%attempt to fit with fitnlm

xy 2=[xData 2(:),yData 2(:)];

%xy(:,2) represents y and xy(:,1) represents x

modelFun = @(v,xy) (v(1) + v(2).*xy(:,1) + v(3).*xy(:,2) + v(4).*...

xy(:,1).ˆ2 + v(5).*xy(:,1).*xy(:,2) + v(6).*xy(:,2).ˆ2);

startPoints = [fitresult{2}.p00 fitresult{2}.p10 fitresult{2}.p01 ...

fitresult{2}.p20 fitresult{2}.p11 fitresult{2}.p02];

nlm2 = fitnlm(xy 2,zData 2(:),modelFun,startPoints);

%Propagate Error

syms c0 c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 v0 v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 C V S Diff S MT

%Set parameters equal to numerical values from fit

c0=nlm1.Coefficients.Estimate(1); c1=nlm1.Coefficients.Estimate(2);

c2=nlm1.Coefficients.Estimate(3); c3=nlm1.Coefficients.Estimate(4);

c4=nlm1.Coefficients.Estimate(5); c5=nlm1.Coefficients.Estimate(6);

v0=nlm2.Coefficients.Estimate(1); v1=nlm2.Coefficients.Estimate(2);

v2=nlm2.Coefficients.Estimate(3); v3=nlm2.Coefficients.Estimate(4);

v4=nlm2.Coefficients.Estimate(5); v5=nlm2.Coefficients.Estimate(6);
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C = c0 + c1*S Diff + c2*S MT + c3*S Diffˆ2 + c4*S Diff*S MT + c5*S MTˆ2;

V = v0 + v1*S Diff + v2*S MT + v3*S Diffˆ2 + v4*S Diff*S MT + v5*S MTˆ2;

Cerror = vpa((diff(C,S Diff)ˆ2).*Diff.error.ˆ2 + ...

vpa(diff(C,S MT)ˆ2).*MT.error.ˆ2).ˆ(1/2);

Verror = vpa((diff(V,S Diff)ˆ2).*Diff.error.ˆ2 + ...

vpa(diff(V,S MT)ˆ2).*MT.error.ˆ2).ˆ(1/2);

Cerror1=zeros(size(Cerror));

Verror1=zeros(size(Cerror));

for i=1:size(Cerror,1)

Cerror1(i,:)=subs(Cerror(i),[S MT, S Diff],[MT.S(i), Diff.S(i)]);

Verror1(i,:)=subs(Verror(i),[S MT, S Diff],[MT.S(i), Diff.S(i)]);

end

Cerror=Cerror1;

Verror=Verror1;

%%

viascale=1;%0.01*1e8;

%plot data points with errors where S Diff is x, S MT is y, and C/V are Z

figure;plot3(xData 1, yData 1, zData 1, '.','MarkerSize',10',...

'Color','r');hold on %plot points in 3D space

title('Cell Concentration Calibration',...

'FontSize',11, 'FontName', 'Century') ;xlabel('S {Diff}',...

'FontSize',11, 'FontName', 'Century');

ylabel('S {MT}','FontSize',11, 'FontName', 'Century');

zlabel('Concentration (cells/mL)','FontSize',11, 'FontName', ...

'Century'); set(gca,'FontSize',11, 'FontName', 'Century')

plot( fitresult{1});

errmin 1=zData 1-Cerror/2; %bottom of error bar

errmax 1=zData 1+Cerror/2; %top of error bar

errscl=1e-11; %scale the widths of the error bar brackets

for i=1:size(xData 1,1)
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plot3([xData 1(i);xData 1(i)], [yData 1(i);...

yData 1(i)], [errmin 1(i);errmax 1(i)]','Color',...

'r','LineWidth',1); %plot error bar

plot3([xData 1(i)-Cerror(i)*errscl;xData 1(i)+Cerror(i)*errscl],...

[yData 1(i);yData 1(i)], [errmax 1(i);errmax 1(i)]',...

'Color','r','LineWidth',1);

%place horizontal bars on top of error bars

plot3([xData 1(i)-Cerror(i)*errscl;xData 1(i)+Cerror(i)*errscl], ...

[yData 1(i);yData 1(i)], [errmin 1(i);errmin 1(i)]',...

'Color','r','LineWidth',1);

%place horizontal bars on base of error bars

end

xlim([-1e-4 10e-3]) %fix limits on x axis to be from about 0 to 100% viable

zlim([-1 1.2e8]) %fix axis on z axis to be closer to plot

caxis([0 1.2e8]) %set color axis equal to z axis

%%

%plot data points with errors where S Diff is x, S MT is y, and

%Viability is Z

figure;plot3(xData 2, yData 2, zData 2, '.','MarkerSize',10','Color',...

'r');hold on %plot points in 3D space

title('Cell Viability Calibration',...

'FontSize',11, 'FontName', 'Century') ;xlabel('S {Diff}',...

'FontSize',11, 'FontName', 'Century');

ylabel('S {MT}','FontSize',11, 'FontName', 'Century');

zlabel('Viability (%)','FontSize',11, 'FontName', 'Century');

set(gca,'FontSize',11, 'FontName', 'Century')

plot( fitresult{2});

errmin 2=zData 2-Verror/2; %bottom of error bar

errmax 2=zData 2+Verror/2; %top of error bar

errsc2=5e-6/viascale; %scale the widths of the error bar brackets

for i=1:size(xData 2,1)
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plot3([xData 2(i);xData 2(i)], [yData 2(i);yData 2(i)], ...

[errmin 2(i);errmax 2(i)]','Color',...

'r','LineWidth',1); %plot error bar

plot3([xData 2(i)-Verror(i)*errsc2;xData 2(i)+Verror(i)*errsc2], ...

[yData 2(i);yData 2(i)], [errmax 2(i);errmax 2(i)]',...

'Color','r','LineWidth',1); %place horizontal bars on top

%of error bars

plot3([xData 2(i)-Verror(i)*errsc2;xData 2(i)+Verror(i)*errsc2], ...

[yData 2(i);yData 2(i)], [errmin 2(i);errmin 2(i)]',...

'Color','r','LineWidth',1); %place horizontal bars on base of

%error bars

end

xlim([-1e-4 10e-3]) %fix limits on x axis to be from about 0 to 100% viable

zlim([-1 130]*viascale) %fix axis on z axis to be closer to plot

caxis([-1 130]*viascale) %set color axis equal to z axis

% save('FitConcentration2OrderPoly.mat','nlm1')

% save('FitViability2OrderPoly.mat','nlm2')

%%

%Limits of detection

%params is a vector of fitted parameters

%sigma is corresponding standard deviation vector of signal measurements

clear S Diff; clear s MT

load('S Diff.mat')

load('S MT.mat')

%Concentration

S Diffstd=zeros(1,size(S MT,1));

S MTstd=zeros(1,size(S MT,1));

S Diffstd2=zeros(1,size(S MT,1));

S DiffMTstd=zeros(1,size(S MT,1));

S MTstd2=zeros(1,size(S MT,1));
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for i=1:size(S MT,1)

S Diffstd(i)=std(S Diff{i});

S MTstd(i)=std(S MT{i});

S Diffstd2(i)=std(S Diff{i}.ˆ2);

S DiffMTstd(i)=std(S Diff{i}.*S MT{i});

S MTstd2(i)=std(S MT{i}.ˆ2);

end

params C=[nlm1.Coefficients.Estimate(2) nlm1.Coefficients.Estimate(3) ...

nlm1.Coefficients.Estimate(4) nlm1.Coefficients.Estimate(5) ...

nlm1.Coefficients.Estimate(6)];

params V=[nlm2.Coefficients.Estimate(2) nlm2.Coefficients.Estimate(3) ...

nlm2.Coefficients.Estimate(4) nlm2.Coefficients.Estimate(5) ...

nlm2.Coefficients.Estimate(6)];

% sigma=[std(S DiffBlank) std(S MTBlank) std(S DiffBlank.ˆ2) ...

% std(S DiffBlank.*S MTBlank) std(S MTBlank.ˆ2)];

sigma=[mean(S Diffstd) mean(S MTstd) mean(S Diffstd2) ...

mean(S DiffMTstd) mean(S MTstd2)];

LOD C=3*dot(sigma,params C);

LOD V=3*dot(sigma,params V);
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B.12 Read Free Induction Decay Data from Varian .fid Files
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function [dta,fheader,bheader,slices]=readfid(filename,n)

%filename: vnmr fid file to read

%n: number of points at the end of fid to use for baseline correction

%(-1 = no correction)

%dta: returned fid

%fheader: returned fid file header information

%bheader: returned fid block header information for the last block that

%was read

fheader=struct('nblocks',{0},'ntraces',{0},'np',{0},'ebytes',{0},...

'tbytes',{0},'bbytes',{0},'vers id',{0},'status',{0},...

'nb headers',{0});

bheader=struct('scale',{0},'status',{0},'index',{0},'mode',{0},...

'ctcount',{0},'lpval',{0},'rpval',{0},'lvl',{0},'tlt',{0});

%Read vnmr file

f=fopen(filename,'r','b');

fheader.nblocks=fread(f,1,'long');

fheader.ntraces=fread(f,1,'long');

fheader.np=fread(f,1,'long');

fheader.ebytes=fread(f,1,'long');

fheader.tbytes=fread(f,1,'long');

fheader.bbytes=fread(f,1,'long');

fheader.vers id=fread(f,1,'short');

fheader.status=fread(f,1,'short');

fheader.nb headers=fread(f,1,'long');

dta=[];

for fv=1:fheader.nblocks

bheader.scale=fread(f,1,'short');

bheader.status=fread(f,1,'short');
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bheader.index=fread(f,1,'short');

bheader.mode=fread(f,1,'short');

bheader.ctcount=fread(f,1,'long');

bheader.lpval=fread(f,1,'float');

bheader.rpval=fread(f,1,'float');

bheader.lvl=fread(f,1,'float');

bheader.tlt=fread(f,1,'float');

% fprintf('Reading block %d\n',fv);

d=fread(f,fheader.np*fheader.ntraces,'float');

slices=fheader.ntraces;

d=transpose(reshape(d,2,size(d,1)/2));

d=complex(d(:,1),d(:,2));

if n>=0

d=d-mean(d(end-n:end));

dta=[dta,d];

else

dta=[dta,d];

end

end

fclose(f);

end
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B.13 Read Process Parameters from Varian procpar Files
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function parameter=readout procpar(parameter,data)

%%This routine reads out Parameters from Varian procpar files

%%

readpar=fieldnames(parameter);

nopar=size(readpar);

while ~feof(data) % loop to read every line till the end of doc

l = [fgetl(data) zeros(1,10)]; % read line

for j=1:1:nopar(1) % loops every parameter

if strcmp(l(1:sum(size(strjoin(readpar(j))))),[strjoin(...

readpar(j)),' ']) % compares entries

parameter1 = fgetl(data);

if ~strcmp(parameter1,'1 "semsflow4"')

temp2 = strread(parameter1);

parameter = setfield(parameter,strjoin(readpar(j)),...

temp2(2:end-1));

else

parameter=parameter1;

end

end

end

end

end
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